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SELECTING INSTRUCTION STRATEGIES AN;) MEDIA:
A PLACE TO BEGIN

INTRODUCTION:

This manual will serve as your guide to the five -step process, of selecting instructional strategies
and media. You should already know how to write objectives in the ABCD format (Audience,
Behavior, Conditions, and .Degree). You probably 'alieady have a amber of objectives ready. to
work on. When you havecompleted this phase of the Instructional Development Institute, you will
have the opportunity to implement the instructional strategy and.media selection decisions that you
make by actually constructing and trying out instructional materials.

The instructional and media strategies outlined in this manual are based on systematic
instructional design procedures being used in various places around the country at all levels of
education. Both experience and 'research indicate that different instructional strategies ate
appropriate for different sets of instructional requirements. When the most appropriate strategy is
used for a particular instructional situation, the efficiency of both the teacher and the students can
be greatly increased. In this manual, nine instructional strategies are provided to meet the unique
requirements of the cognitive, psychomotor, and affective domains.

This manual should make a useful reference source long after you have completed the
Instructional Development Institute. Half of the manual is made up of illustrative examples. The
procedures for the selection and use of instructional strategies and media are described on the left
hand pages and the illustrative examples are on the right. Sample strategy and media prescriptibns
are given for eighteen different behavioral objectives, two for each cbf the instructional strategies
presented in the manual.

4..
On the following page is a brief overview, of theafive steps of the instructional strategy and

;media selection process. After you have (coked it over, turn the page to Step One and you're on
your way.

a
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THE FIVE-STEP PROCESS OF SELECTING -
INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES AND MEDIA

Up to this point in the instructional development process, you have identified your
instructional problems, analyzed th.e.educational setting, organized management procedures, and
identified both terminal and enabling okijectives. You arctlw ready to 'undertake the five-step
process of selecting instructional strategie; and media.

STEP

ONE

WRITE AN OBJECTIVE
Your first step i the process is to write a statement of the instructional

outcome including description of your AUDIENCE, the BEHAVIOR that
they are to perfor the CONDITIONS under which the behavior will be
observed, and the DEGREE, or ilevel, of acceptable Performance.

iSUGGESTIONS FOR THIS STEP BEGIN ON P.2

DETERMINE THE APPSIOPRIATE DOMAIN FOR THE OBJECTIVE
At this point,i you will classify your objective as being either cognitive,

psychomotor, or affective.
f SUGGESTIONS FOR THIS STEP BEGIN ON P.4

STEP

THREE

1

STEP

FOUR

SELECT APPROPRIATEPP ROP R I AT INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY
Each of the t free doipains are broken down into two or more instruC

tional strategies. After determining the domain, your task will be to select the
most appropriate instructional strategy for your objective.

4 SUGGESTIONS FOR THIS STEP BEGIN ON P. 6

WRITE STRATEGY PRESCRIPTION
Objictive written domain determined, and instructional strategy selected,

you will now write a prescription describing the specific learning activities that
are to take place.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THIS STEP BEGIN ON P.'12

1

STEP

FIVE

WRITE MEDIA PRESCRIPTION
Based on your instructional strategy prescription, you. will now consider

the,media alternatives for presenting the instruction, providing for practice, and
evaluating student performeoceA prescription including the use of specific
media will then be prepared. \

"-SUGGESTIONS FOR THIS STEP, BEGIN ON P. 109

1



STEP

ONE WRITE AN OBJECTIVE

THE IMPORTANCE OF OBJECTIVES .

,The identification of objectives is an extremely vital part of the overall instructional
design process. As you work through this manual, you will discover just how import-int ,
carefully stated objectiyes are in making instruction strategy and media clecisiods.'There is no
denying the difficulty of writing clear, concise, complete, and meaningful objectives. However,
without the information that a well constructed objfctive contains, it is extremely hard to
make effective instructional design decisions.

You will remember that objectives are Made up of four elements A, B, C, and D.*

THE B, C, D 'FORMAT FOR OBJECTIVES

A = AUDIENCE., Who is to e doihg the learning? Who 'are the students working on
the objective?

.

B = .BEHAVIOR A verb and object which describe an observable action the student
will be doing as a result of the learning 'experience.

C = CONDITIONS Limitations or restrictions placed on the student, or materials, or aids.
given the student, when he is being evaluated to determine whether
or not the objective had been attained.

D = DEGREE The acceptable performance level at which a student proyes he has
.mastered the objective.

NOW, WRITE AN OBJECTIVE

Before you go on to Step Two in the instructional strategy and media selection
process, you will need to' write or select one or more objectives, either enabling or
terminal. Since terminal objectives are usually more complex because they include one or
more enabling objectives, you may decide to go through the process with one enabling
objective.

GO TO PAGE 3

*This material is taken from the ABCD's of Objectives, a self instructional package used in Function 4, State II of
the Instructional Development Institute. t.

2
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A SAMPLE OBJECTIVE

The objective4or this manualcan be stated as follows:

Audiehte: Public school teachers, administrators, and curriculum specialists,

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:

Will classify each enabling objective according to the behavior domain
involved and the type of content involved;

will design appropriate presentation, practice and evaluation procedures
which are maximally effective for promoting a given type of behavior; and

will efficiently utilize a variety,of media to implerhent each of these
presentation, practice, and evaluation prodedures.

Instructional decisions will be based on terrpinal objective and enabling
'objectives prepared in the ABCD form'at. I

/,
.

Performapce will be judged adequate when an actual lesson designed for
classroom use, has been demonstrated to improve student perfOrmance.

STEP 1. Write Your Own Objective:

Atidience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree: ,

N-

3

GO TO PAGE 4- I
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STEP

TWO DE'rERMINE APPROPRIATE DOMAIN FOR OBJECTIVE

You should examine your objective and determine whether it is primarily.
Cognitive, Psychomotor, or Affective. Any objective contains all three of these
components to some degree. You job is too determine Which of these components you
with to emphasize. The following.guidelines should help you decide:

COGNITIVE: The cognitive domain deals with what a student knows,
understands, or comprehends. If your objective fiqUirles him to remember or
dse-facts or ideas, then your objective is in the cognitive domain.

(SEE EXAMPLE ON FACING PAGE.)

Write the domain of your objective in the space
at the bottom of P. 5: If it is COGNITIVE, go to
P. 6

PSYCHOMOTOR: The psychomotor domain is concerned with how a student
moves or controls hit" body. If you objective requires him to manipulate an
object, to use some tool to produce a product or to perform a routine which
requires him to move parts or all of his body. in specified ways, then your
objective is in the psychomotor domain.

(SEE EXAMPLE ON FACING E.)

LiWrite the domain of your objective in the space
at the bottom of P. 5. His it PSYCHOMOTOR,
go to P. 8.

.4i AFFECtIVE: The affective domain is concerned with how a student feels. If
your objective is for him to show increased interest,or motivation in a subject

or some activity, or if you desire some change in attitude or values, then your
objective is in the affective domain.

(SEE EXAMPLE ON FACING PAGE.)

A

- -

Write the dcimain of your objective in the space
at the'bottom of ?. 5. If it is AFFECTIVE, go to
P,10.

4
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SAMPLE OBJECTIVES
a

(All, three domains)

0

1. The Objective: ,

2t

A. The junior high school science-student
B. swill label.clouds as being cirrus, stratus;cumulus, or nimbus,
C. when shown actual clouds or pictures of them.
D. He should be 1.06 percent correct"bn alFtf the e'asyexamptes:and at least 50 percent

`correct on the difficult examples.

The Domain is: Cognitive, since being able to identify different kinds of clouds.requirds
the student to understand or comprehend the categories indicated.

1. The Objective:

/7 A. Third grade students "
.B. will writs
C. the-letters d, b, g, and p using cursive style handwriting. .. - .

D. Each letter will be well-formed and created with a single smooth stroke.
l

2. The Domain
.
is: PsychnotOr, since being able

,
to writesursive style requires the student

to manipulatean object, a pencil or pen, to produC'e a product, the written letters.

4

1. .::The Objective:

.

A. 'High school biology,studenti
B. will 'demonstr_e teen-increased interest in biology by coming to class early.
C. The te_a_cher will have the roomopen- so they may. come in early, but will not provide

. __anysPebial awards for students so doing.
D.. The objective will be considered. accomplished if an average of one-third of the

students come early throughout the year and 80 percent come early at.least once.

2. The Domain is: Affective, since it suggests that a student will come to feel more positive
about biology, and because increased interest and not icnowledge' of the subject is the
behavioi involved!'

. e*,

STEP 2.'Classify. the Domain of the,Objective you wrote on Page 3

The Domain is:

;0* ,Why is it?

:

4
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STEP
.

THREE

1

\

.

SELECT APPROPRIATE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY
COGNITIVE DOMAIN

4.

1lb

There are four instructive' strategies for objectives in the cognitive domain, each
a propriate for a different type of cognitive Objective. Identify the strategy
a bropriate to.your objective, and then goo P. 12:

, . . .

NAMING STRATEGY. Naming is another word for memorizing the parts of an
object or for memorizing a lift of symbols and their names. Your objective
requires a naming strategy if the student is asked to:

4./

recall alymbol;
namen object Or its parts;
name functions or characteristics of an object or its parts.

SEE SAMPLE NAMING OBJECTIVE ON ThE-FACING PAGE.

EVENT NAMING STRATEGY. Event naming involves remembering the details
of an event the episodes in a story, or the steps in a process. Your objective
requires an -event naming strategy ifhe student is required to:

recall the details of an event;-...,1"
sequence the details of .an event orthe..steps of aprocess.

, SEE SAMPLE EVENT NAMING.Q8JECTIVE ON THE FACING PAGE.

CLASSIFICATION STRATEGY. Classification iOrequired whenever a- student
N asked to demonstrate his understanding of a word by identifying 'an example.
Your otject;ve requires a classification strategy if the student is required to:

define a new word or term;
identify symbols, objecti or events as being members of a 'particular.
category or group.

SEE SAMPLE CLASSIFICATION OBJE TIVE ON THE FACING PAGE.

RULE USING STRATEGY. Rule using is requiredmhenever a student is asked
to solve -a problem' which requires two or more steps to arrive at the solution.
Your objective requires a rule using strategy' if the student is required to:

use one or more rules to solve a problem;
use one or more rules to produce a creative product.

SEE SAMPLE RULE USING OBJECTIVE ON THE FACING PAGE.

6

GO TO PAGE 12
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SAMPLE COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES

.
. A NAMING OBJECTIVE

The 7th grade student (audience). will name.(behavior) the lines and spaces of the treble staff
in musical notation when notes are presented in any order (conditions). Satisfactory dbrformance is
the ability to name a note in two seconds or less (degree).

The 'behavior requires the student to Note that the symbols are identical'or almost
name a set of symbols. so fr'om one instance to the next. He must

learn at some point, however, that 'different
kinds' of notes (quarter, half, etc.) change
only their. duration, not their name.

AN EVENT NAMING OBJECTIVE 480

Given the name of an event which helped lead to the start of the Civil War (condition), the
eighth grade student (audience) will recognize or list (behavior) the significant facts associated with
that event. Acceptable performance is remembering 75% of the significant facts for 80% of the
events (degree).

This objective requires the student to
remember specific events and some of
the details of each event. The behavior
specified is listing or recognizing 'which--
requires memory.

,

The objective also..requiresthe student to
remember the sequence of these events.

A CLASSIFICATION OBJECTIVE

. .
The junioi' high school science student (audience), when shown actual cloud formations or

pictures of them (conditions), will label (behavior) clouds as being cirrus, stratus, cumulus, or
nimbus. /He should be 100 perlent correct or all easy examples and at least 50 percent correct on
the diffitult or more ambiguous examples (degree).

Here, we are teaching
the student to

. recognize .four
different classes.
Groups of concepts are
oftei?, taught together.

This objective requires the student
to classify objects (clouds) into one
of four categories. Obviously,
identifying an object as a cloud or
not a cloud is also a concept task,
but assumedly one which these
students already 'have learned.

A RULE USING OBJECTIVE .

The thing being classified is
clouds or representations of
clouds.

4

High school physics students (audierice) will use Ohm's law to determine either the voltage,
current, or resistance (behavior) in a DC circuit when given.two of the values (Conditions). Both the
answer and the sequence used in solving the problem must be correct (degree).

This is a complex objective requiring" The rules involved include: Arithmetic
several rules. The outcome is a solution operations
which can be judged right or wrong. Ohm's Law: Voltage = current x resistance

7



STEP SELECT APPROPRIATE,INSTR CTIONAL STRATEGY
THREE PSYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN /

z
There are three instructional strategies for objectives in the psychomotor domain,

each appr-opriate for a different type of psychomotor objective. Identify the strategy
appropriate for your objectiYe, and then go to P. 12.

SELF-PACED STRATEGY. If, prior to initiating a given body movement, both
the person, and the object to be manipulated are at rest so that the learher can
respond when he is ready, then a self-paced psychomotor strategy is '
appropriate. Your objective requires this strategy if the student is required to:

move his body or part of his body when he is ready and at his own speed;
contact, manipulate, control, or'rnove a stationary object.

SEE SAMPLE SELFPACED OBJECTIVE' ON THE FACING PAGE.

MIXED-PACED STRATEGY. if, prior to initiating a given body movement,
either the body or the object to be manipulated are already in motion, then a
mixed-paced psychomotor strategy is appropriate. Your objective requires this
strategy if the student is required to: .-

interact with a stationary object while his body is in motion;
interact with a Moving object while his body is set or in a state of
preparation.

,

SEE SAMPLE MIXEDPACED OBJECTIVE ON THE FACING PAGE.

EXTERNALLY-PACED STRATEGY. If, prior to initiating a given body
movement, both the body and the object to be manipulated are in motion,
then an externally -paced psychomotor strategy is appropriate. Your objective
requires this strategy if the student is required to:

execute a response or series of movements while he and an object are in
motion.

SEE SAMPLE EXTERNALLYPACED OBJECTIVE ON THE FACING PAGE.

8

GO TO PAGE 12 I
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SAMPLE PSYCHOMOTOR OBJECTIVES

A SELF-PACEDOBJECTIVE

Using the correct hand position (condition), typing class students (audience) will type
(behavior) the letters ASDF and JKL on a standard typewriter keyboard (conditions). The student

`will be ready to proceed to the next objective when he can type all or some Of these letters in any
specified order without errors at a minimum rate of three letters per second (degree).

The'task involves learning to operate a The stuient initiates the task when he is
previously, stationary object, the ready. While a criterion limit is specified, the
typewriter. machine does not- regulafe the student, he

does it himself, making this a self-paced task.

A MIXED:.PACED,OBJECTIVE

Early grade school children (aUdience) will hit (behavior) a softball with a ball bat
(conditions). Acceptable performbnce is hitting :one out of three slow pitched softballs thrown in
the strike zone (degree).

The softball is in motion while the
student is set, ready to hit it at 'the
critical moment; hence, this is a mixed-
paced task.

AN EXTERNALLY-PACAD OBJECTIVE

High school. football receivers (audience) will catch (behavior) an over-the-shoulder pass while
running downfield (conditions). They will catch one-out of two such passes when not closely
defended (degree).

The behavior requires the receiver to be
running while a ball is moving toward
him through the air. He must adjust his
motion so he can meet the ball at the
key moment without stopping.

9



STEP

y THREE

SELECT APPROPRIATE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY
AFFECTIVE DOMAIN.

There are two instructional strategies for objectives in the affective domain, each
appropriate .for a different type of affective objective. Identify the strategy appropriate
for your objective, and then go to P. 12.

INTEREST OR MOTIVATION' STRATEGY. When a student likes or desires
something or some activity, he eniages.in tiehavior which enables him to obtain
the object or participate,in the activity. Engaging in such seeking behaviors or
in behaviors which make a given activity last longer are evidences of interest or
motivation. Your objective requires an interest or motivation strategy if the
student is to demos strate:

increased persistence in working at some task;
more frequent vOlu,nteering to participate in some task.

SEE SAMPLONTEREST OR MOTIVATION OBJECTIVE ON THE FACING PAGE?

ATTITUDE OR VALUE STRATEGY. When a student possesses a given
attitude or value, he expresses himself by verbal statements consistent with his
feeling, by saying he would act consistent with his feeling, and by acting
consistent with his feeling. Your objective requires an attitude or value strategy
if the student is to:

verbalize a new or modified value position;s .

voluntarily choose
,
situations or activities which are consisteryvith the

new or modified value. . . .

SEE SAMPLE ATTITUDE OR VALUE OBJECTIVE ON THE FACING PAGE"

10
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GO TO PAGE 12
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SAMPLE AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

A

AN INTEREST OR MOTIVATION OBJECTIVE

Junior High School Algebra students (audience) will become more motivated to work algebra
problems. They will show this igkreased motivation by completing (behavior) more of the "fun
options" suggested at the end of each Unit. These options consist of games and puzzles using the
principles taught in the unit Students are not assigned these options, but can find out how well,
they did by requesting to see the teacher's answer key (conditions). If the average num er of
students working the fun options reaches 50%, the objective will be considered ,accomp shed
(degree).

.

Persistence by voluntarily engaging in When fun options are assigned, they should
more problem solving is used. to infer not be counted toward the criterion or in
increased motivation. ' determining the baseline data. ,

AN ATTITUDE OR VALUE OBJECTIVE

Sixth grade students (audience) will come to valuevan..unpolluted environment. Their concern
for pollution will be measured by the way they discard papers, wrappers, etc.. (behavior). On an
outing where -they are given individually wrapped ,candy and do not know that their paper discard
behavior is being observed (conditions), thee number of wrappers thrown on the ground will be

1

significantly less than during a baseline outing (degree).

Paper discard behavior
provides a good measure
of attitude toward the
environment and
pollution.

The ,degree is an average If so Bone ih.authority says,
.for a group. Individual "'Remember to put papers in
behavior is more difficult the trash,' your measure will
to observe. be somewhat biased. Make it a

free choice situation.

1'1
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STEP

FOUR
WRITE A STRATEGY PRESCRIPTION

J

Each of the nine instructional strategies desdribed in this manual consists of three
phases: presentation, practice, and evaluation. A strategy prescription involves making
spedific decisions as to the type of procedure appropriate for a given strategy and
specific content for each of these phases. When planning an tnstructiohal strategy, it is
usually desirable to plan the evaluation prior to determining practice and presentation
procetkres. For this reason, in this manual these three phases are discussed in the
reverse order from how thet are presented. The phases are described below: ,

itEVALUATION. Each strategy describes the acts and condi ions necessary for
adequate measurement of. the behavior described by the objective. Because an
objective deals with terminal. behavior, it is always desirable to determine your
testing procedure prsior to desiring the practice and presentatio9 procedures
even though this is1'the last step in instruction. The evaluation strategy
prescription describes the format for the test, the way the test will be
administered and scored, and any special procedures whichshould be used.

EXAMPLE ON FACING PAGE.)

PRACTICE. Each strategy describes the drills, exercises, and problems
necessary to assist the student in acquiring the specified behavior. Practice
always involves the student's participating and receiving feedback as to.the
adequacy of his performan&. Most practice comprises presenting material to
the student and then requiring a response. The practice prescription describes
each of the various stages and kinds of practice necessary for the student.'

(SEE,EXAMPLE ON FACING PAGE.)

I
PRESENTAfifiN. The first steps in any learnihg sequence are to apprise the
student of our expectations, define the nature of the task, andexplain why he
should learn it. The presentation prescription describes this orientation.

(SEE EXAMPLE ON FACING PAGE.)

Study the full-page example on the
facing page. You wilts notice that it
is in the form of the worksheets on
pages 166-171. You will complete-a
similar worksheet for your
objective.

GO TO P. 15
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1 Picture I

IDrawing . . .1

c

STRATEGIES FOR A SAMPLE OBJECTIVE

' Write Your Objective

Audiences Junior high scl qol science students

Behavior: will label clouds as being Oirrus, stratus, cumulus or nimbus

Conditions: when shown actual clouds or pictures of them.

Degree: 100% correct on all easy examples and at least
examples.

2., The Domain is: cognitive

3. , The Appropriate Strategy is:i;sification
4. "Write Your

Strategy
PrescriPtion:

Comments

Even though we write the
evaluation prescription first
the complete strategy pre-
scription appears on the page
in the order that will be used
for instruction.

The presentation orients the
student by telling him the
objective, illustrating the
task, and explaining why it is
useful to be able to identify
clouds.

I

The practice procedures pre-
sent a variety of illustratibns
while asking the student to
classify them. He is given
feedback as to the adequacy -

of his iesponse together with
information which helps him
see relevant characteristics.

The evaluation consists of a
test which requires the stu
dent to identify pictures of
clouds he has not previously
seen. The criteria of accept-
able performance are de-

. scribed.

50% correct on difficult or ambigioui

Presentation

Objective. Tell the student he is going to learn to identify different types
of clouds.

Show a se of four pictures, one of each type.

Name eac type, Show a; set of four line drawings, one of each type,
emphasizing releva characteristics. List the characteristics of each type.

Explain how cloud ty help with weather prediction.

Practice

Practice

IPicture

Display

Picture . .

Feedback

Drawing

Display

A set of twenty, pictures, each of a different kind of cloud. A
corresponding set of fine drawings emphasizing the relevant char-
acteristics.

, -

Response: Appropriate cloud name.

Directions: Name eacktype of cloud. Tell me why the name is appropriate
by pointing oUldistitictive characteristios.After your response, I'll show
you a drawing to help you see the distinctive features.

.Evaluation

Display: Pictures of clduds (1-2.3 each type)

1

Picture Picture

2 3
Not used during class.

Response: Write name of cloud type.

'Picture I

4

Directions: You will be shown some pictures of cloud formation. Write the
type of cloud pictures opposite the number on your answer shed.

Criteria: The test should contain at least 12 pictures, four of the items are
very difficult to discriminate. The student should get all easy itetps and at
least two of the hard items.

13'0



STRATEGY INDEX

The following pages present recommendations for preparing presentation, practice, and
'evaluation prescriptions for each of the nine strategies previously identified. You should determine
the appropriate,strategy for your objective and turn to one of the following sections.

COGNITIVE STRATEGIES

\Naming

Event Nami4

Classification

Rule Using

PSYCHOMOTOR STRATEGIES

Self-paced

Mixed-paced

Externally-paced

AFFECTIVE STRATEGIES.

Interest or Motivation

Attitude or Value

15

Go to pages 16-25

Go to pages 26-35

Go to pages 36-45

Go to.pages 46-55

Go to pages 56-65

Go to pages 66.75

Go to pages 76-85

Go to pages 86-95

Goto pages 95-105
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STEP I WRITE A STRATEGY PRESCRIPTION
FOUR Cognitive Domain, A Naming Strategy

A simplified checklist of naming behaviors:

Is the student asked to recall a symbol or set ofsymbols?

Is the student asked to name an object or its parts?

Is the student asked to name functions or characteristics of an object or
its parts?

Naming is another word for memorizing the parts of some object or
for memorizing a list of symbols and their names. Most of what we know
is ,based on such memorized essociationi. One -Very important example
includes the alphabet symbols and the 66rresponding letter names and
sounds. Addition combinations and their sums, the times tables and their
products, number symbols and, their names all represent important symbol
Jiits.witich` must be memorized.

Be careful not to confuse naming with classification. In classification
(see page 36), we are learning to recognize when some object, different
from other objects, belongs in a particular category. In naming, we are
learning to tag similar or identical objects, or the parts of these objects.

Memorizing a poem or the parts of a play is also symbol naming. A
naming strategy can also be used for serial memorization tasks.

Read the sample naming objectives on
the facing page.

THEN, GO TO P. 18

'Acknowledgment

Some of the recommendations an illustrative material included in this section were adapted
from materials prepared for the Individual Secondary Teacher Education Program (ISTEP) at
BYU. These materials are titled: The Memorization Paradigm, and were authored by M. David
Merrill, Wallace Allred and David Davies.
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COGNITIVE DOMAIN, SAMPLE NAMING OBJECTIVES

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

The 7th grade student (audience) will nam
in musical notation when notes are presented in
the ability to name a note in two seconds or less

The behavior requires the student to
name a set of symbols. <;

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 2

(behavior) the lines and spaces of the treble staff
ny order (conditions). Satisfactory, performance is
degree).

Note that the symbols are iderlical or almost
so from one instance,to the next. The student
must learn at some point, h wever, that
different kinds of notes (quart r, half, etc.)
change only their duration,.not their name.

The 6th grade student (audience),01.1iikiltify and name (behavior) the principal parts of the
human eye including the following: cornea, iris, pupil, retina, lens, vitreous body, optic nerve, and
fovea, when siown a diagram illustrating each of the parts listed (degree).

The behavior requires the student to
name the parts of an object.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 3

A diagram is used in this case to ma e it easier
foe the student to distinguish th different
pails of the object. Representation are often
used to teach the names df real objects.

The kindergarten student (audience) will recite (behavior) the pledge of allegiaripe to the
flag. in unison with the rest of the class or in solo (conditions) without hesitation or \error and
with clear pronounciation of each word (degree).

This is a serial memorization where a,
student must name or repeat a set of
symbols in sequence.

17
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, EVALUATION STRATEGIES FOR A COGNITIVE NAMING OBJECTIVE

4

Display the object(s) or syrAbol(s) and ask the learner to name them without help or
hesitation.

When designing a naming test, consider the following:

Delay of Response: When a.siudent has naming behavior, he should be able to respond
without he\sitation. If his response is slow, or he has to "think about it," then his response
is inappropriate. Itis,difficuit to set an exact limit, but you should be able to determine
when the student's hesitation is too long.

Number Correct: Usually, knowing the name of one symbol, part, or function, does not
substitute for not knowing the name of another symbol, part, or function. Consequently,
in most cases, the criterion of acceptable performance shad be 100 percent. If it is
unnecessary for a student to know theriame of every symbol, pail, or function, then the
unnecessary elements should be eliminated from the objgctive, rather than setting, a
"four-out-ofi.five" or some similar criterion.

Scrambled Order: In testing, as well as In practice, the order of presentation should be
varied. This is ,especially important fof evaluation and later stages of practide. If the
names are always tested in the same order, the student may come to associate the names
with its position rather than with the symbol or object. In serial tasks, such as
memorizing a poem, this restriction obviously does not hold.

Live Versus Written Tests: Delay of response is Most easily observed when a tester (the
teacher, aide, or another student) points to the symbol or object and asks the learner to
indicate the name and/or functions. When written tests are used to measure naming, they
should be clocked so students do not have a long time to think of answers. If, during the
first administration of a test, you watch a fast and slow student, you can get a good idea
of the time to allow'for each item.

EXAMINE THE SAMPLE EVALUATION STRAT-

EGY ON THE FACING PAGE, AND TURN TO P. 20

18



SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

1. Write Your Objettive

Audience: The.7th grade student

Behavior: will name the lines and spaces of the treble staff in musical notations

Conditions: when notes are presented in any order.

Degree: Satisfactory performance is the ability to name tinote in two seconds or less.
,

2. The Domain is: cognitive

'3. The Appropriate StraTy is; narnMg

4. Write Your
Strategy
Plescription

Comments

Notes appear in \candom

order. Student could\use, a
mnemonica, such as \every
food boy does fine, or a c e.
Such mnemonic consjitutes
an undesirable hint which we

went to avoid.
Test must be paced. T at is,
the student should r and
within two seconds or ess.

Directions infer a tes r who
can pace stimulus and bserve
correct responses.

Peesentation

Practice

Evaluation

Display:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Response: Names of notes, e, b, g, d, c, f, g, etc.

Directions: When I say a number, you say the name of the corresponding
note.

19
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PRACTICE STRATEGIES FORA COGNITIVE, NAMING OBJECTIVE

Display the symbol(s) or object(s) to be named and provide practice until the student is
able to meet the criterion established by the objective.

The following considerations are important to insure appropriate practice:

REPEAT' TO CRITERION: The learner should be required to practice until he is
able to name the symbols or objects without hesitation and with few or no errors,
as established by the criterion of your objective. A single practice session should not
be too long. Retention is improved if short practice sessions are spread over several
days.

FEEDBACK: During practice: the learner should be told whether or not his response
was correct as soon as possible.

HIDDEN HINTS: During practiCe, every effort should be made to _eliminate hidden
hints which help the student respond without adequately associating the name or
function with the object or symbol involved.

Some hidden hints which frequently inter4re with 'learning are the following:

1) If, on each practice trial, the symbols or objects are always in the same
location, a student comes to associate the name with the location, rather.than
with the appropriate object or symbol.

2) If, during practice, the teacher mouths the name or gives other facial
expressions which help the student, he will fall to associate the response
with the symbol or object.

CHUNKING: Most students cannot keep in mind more than a few (usually no more
than 6 or 7) different associations at one time. Acquisition of naming behavior is
facilitated if the task is divided into chunks with additional associations added as
the student masters members of the first segment.

20

EXAMINE THE SAMPLE PRACTICE STRATE-

GIES ON THE FACING PAGE, ANO TURN TO

P.22.
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SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: The 7th grade student

Behavior: with name the lines and spaces of the treble staff in musical notations

Conditions: when notes are in any order.

Degree: Satisfactory performance is the ability to name a note in two seconds or less.

2. The Doinain is: cognitiie

3. The Appropriate,Strategy is: naming

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription

Comments

Each display is a chunk of the
whole task. Display No. 1 has
five notes. Display No. 2

A

introduced three new notes
and reviews one old note.
This chunking pattern will be
repeated with new notes and
review until all the notes have
been introduced.

Hidden hints are eliminated
by random order ;of presenta-
tion. Dots indicate that each
display should be longer to
avoid repetition of same

pattern.

Directions indicate immediate .
feedback and repetition to
criterion of no errors and
immediate response.

4t

(1

Presentation

4

Practice

Display No. 1

ainmr-witripm wryaim -Am mom =ma im sm
I. WM EMI IM1111E1 MIMES!

WI ZE =1

0

owl imm im ami son_ara Am EV- mr- OE
IN I 111AMIlr Eat/ EbsINF

V

Response: Names of notes d, f, c, g, c, d, f, d, etc.

,Directions: When I say a number, you say the name of thi corresponding
note. After you respond, I will say OK or NO and then say the next
number. Repeat with display No. ,1 until you can say every note in less
than 2 seconds with no errors. When you have mastered display No. 1, go
on to display No. 2, etc. -

Evaluation

Display:

'1, 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Response: Names of notes e, b, g, d, c, f, g, etc.

Directions: When I say a number, you say the name of the corresponding
note.

21
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(1

PRESENTATION STRATEGIES FOR A COGNITIVE, NAMING OBJECTIVE

The presentation should clarify the task for,,the student and motivate him to learn it. After
explaining the task, show the student the symbol or object, point to the parts, and name them or
their functions.

The presentation should include.the following:

OBJECTIVE: Tell the student what he will be expected to do following the learning.
Clearly indicate the criterion of acceptable performance. If his performance will be timed,
be'sure he is informed.

MOTIVATION: Explanations as to why this tesk is important should be presented at this
time. This information might include the task's practical application, its relationship to
other tasks, etc. i
DEMONSTRATION: Show the student a sample display containing all the symbols or
objects he will be expected to name. Name them for him. As closely as possible, this
demonstration should resemble the terminal behavior expected of the student.

MNEMONIC DEVICES: If a memory aid can be identified which will assist the student to
remember the items being taught, this device should be introduced during the
presentation. Be careful to avoid disruptive memory aids which require the student to
always use the same order or in some other way hinders rapid responding to the stimuli
presented in any order. i

/
EXAMINE THE SAMPLE PRESENTATION

_STRATEGIES ON THE FACING PAGE, AND TURN

TO P.24



1.

1. Write Your 0,
Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

egree:

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

bjictive"

The 7th grade student

will name the lines and spaces of the treble staff in musical notations

when notes are presented in any order.

Satisfactory performance is the ability to name a note in two.seoonds or less.

2. The Domain is: cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is:

4. Write Your
Str'ategy
Prescription

Comments

Some objectives might need
further explanation. If the
class is new to music,
distirktion, between treble
and . bass clef may be
necessary. Point out relevant
aspects Of display, like five
lines and treble clef.

Context would determine
the explanation given,
usually to facilitate some
form of reading music.

naming ,

Presentation

Give objcctive to the student.

Indicate why naming the lines and spaces of the treble staff is necessary
for sight singing or instrument playing.

Demonitrate performance using.. display similar to that shown for
evaluation below.

Practice

Display 1

a
SI //EV 11 IOW 7J 11
IN MB old HI MI I oda ME OM
Id MIIMIIMIIIMI1==1M1H1

7

Display 2

a
MILNE= INNIMI=MIIMOMIMMIIII
armor MEW- OW" MOW'11111%...M1 IVY `/ 'ty

Response Names of notes d, f, e, g, c, d, f, e, etc..

Directions: When I say a number, you say the name of the corresponding
note. After you respond, I will say OK or NO and then say the next.
number. Repeat with display 1 until you can say every note in lea than 2
seconds with no errors. When You have mastered display 1 go on to display
2, etc.

Evaluation

Display:

I
oim ow- Em-1se am mos..or IMMIN

IIMANIr"

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1.1 12

Response: Names of notes, e, b, g, d, c, f, g, etc.

Directions: 'When / say a number, you say the name of the corresponding
note.

23
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GO TO P. 24 FOR ANOTHER SET OF SAMPLE
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SAMPLE OBJEbTIVE 2

1. Write Your Objective

Audience:, The 6th grade student

Behavior: will name and identify the principle parts of the human eye including the following:
cornea, iris, pupil, retina, lens, vitteons body, optic nerve and fovea,

Conditions: when shown a diagram illustrating an eye.

19egree: HeShould name and correctly identify each of the parts listed in one minute or less.

2. /he Domain is: cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: naming

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Objective is streght furward
and can be given to students.
Be sure all words they need
to /earn are identified.

Importance of eye and
explanation of how it works
helps motivate student to
learn names. of parts.
Understanding how the eye
opeiatee Is an objective
which would- :probably
follow this objective in an
instructional sequence. The
two might be taught
simultaneously. The
camera/eye analogy also has
mnemonic value for the
student

Displays introduce only a
few names at a time. As the
student masters them, a few
more are added. Note
repositioning of arrows in
Display 2 to eliminate
hidden hints.

Student can check his
answer ,by. turning display
over. /Hence, feedback is

immediatt after giving three
or four names.

A different display is used to
eliminate hidden hints:
Pacing is required when
students must respond to
timed tests. Response is
written and can be checked

' by grader.

Presentation

Give objective to student.

Indicate why eye is important. Use analogy with camera.

Demonstrate naming of parts on picture, diagram, or modal. Introduce
mnemonic aids to help the student remember novel words,.e.g., cornea =
crown around opening, etc.

SAMPLE

1 DISPLAY'

Practice

Display 1

Picture with arrows only to
iris, pupil, lens, cornea,
labeled a, c, etc.

Display 2

Same picture with new
arrows and five new
locations, labeled a, b, c, etc.

ETC.

Responses: Names: iris, pupil, lens, cornea, etc.

Directions: Practice naming each part in display 1 until you can name
each part without hesitation. Then go to Display 2, etc. Correct names
are filled in on back of each display. Think about the correct name each
time you look back. Do not go immediately to the next item.

Evaluation

Display: Different picture here with
arrows labeled a, b, d, etc.

Respon:o: Part names: Iris, pupil, lens, etc.

directions: Refer to the chart. Write the name of each part of the eye
opposite the appropriate number on the answer sheet. You have one
minute.

24
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WRITE YOUR OBJECTIVE AND STRATEGIES HERE

1. Write Your Objective

Audience:

.Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:

2. The Domain is:

3. The Appropriate Strategy is:

4. Write Your
Strategy Presentation
Prescription:

Explain My you used a
.particular procedure

(see pps. 18, 20 and 22.)

Practice

Evaluation

I

25

GO TO P. 109.
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STEP

FOUR

WRITE A STRATEGY PRESCRIPTION
Cognitive Domain, An Event Naming Strategy

L
Asimplified checklist of event naming behaviors:

Does your objective require the student to remember facts or episodes and
specific relationships about some event?

i
Does your objective require the student to sequence or otherwise relate
episodes of an event or steps of a process?

It may have occurred to you that the strategy for naming symbols or
objects and the strategy for event naming are very similar. There is one
significant difference. Students may learn to name the parts of an
object when the names being learned have little or no meaning. It is
seldom justified, however, for a student to recall episodes in an event
unless these episodes have meaning .for 'him.' Given an example .of, a
concept involved in the episode or in the generalization, tho student
should be able, to recognize the instance as 'a member of a particular
category. If he cannot, he should be (aught the concepts involved
before he is asked to remember particular episodes. (See the
classification or rule using strategyf.

Did it occur to you that recalling episodes from a story is an event
naming behavior?

'Did it occur to you that listing stepes
for an experimental procedure or

'for carrying out some process is also an event naming behavior?

26
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COGNITIVE DOMAIN, SAMPLE EVENT NAMING OBJECTIVES

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

Given the name of each event in the series of episodes which helped lead to the start of the
Civil War (condition), the eighth grade student (audience) will recognize or list (behavior) the
significant facts associated with that event. Acceptable performance is remembering 75% of the
significant facts for 80% of the events (degree).

This objective requires the student to The objective also reqpirei the student to
remember specific events and some of remember the sequence or other relationships
the details of each event. The behavior is (time, place, affiliation) of these events.
recall of related clusters of items.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 2

The eight grade girl (audience) will list (behavior) the steps in the recipe for making white
sauce; or, given an assortment of materials (condition), will demonstrate making white sauce in a
dry run (behavior). All steps must be indicated in the proper sequence (degree).

This objective requires the student to Remembering all the steps and the sequence is
name the series of steps we call a recipe. required by this objective.
The behavior is recall.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 3

Given a single lens reflex camera with a built-in light meter (condition) the junior high school
student (audience) will describe or demonstrate (behavior) the steps necessary for taking a picture.
Every step and the correct procedure must be indicated (degree).

, \
Again, a series of steps is involved. This series of steps can be carried out in any
Remembering is the behavior of several sequences. The important thing is
emphasized. to include all, steps.

27



EVALUATION STRATEGIES FOR A COGNITIVE, EVENT NAMING OBJECTIVE

By means of recognition or recall questions, have the student demonstrate his memory of
important facts or episodes. By means of ranking, have the student indicate his memory of the
relative importance of certain facts, relationships, or the sequence of events.

Ability to remember an episode of an event can be tested by having the student retell or
answer specific questions concerning the facts or ideas surrounding the event. Either
recognition (multiple choice, matching, true-fake) or recall (short answer, essay)
questions can be used.

RANKING: A useful, but often overlooked technique, is a ranking procedure. This
procedure is especially appropriate when it is difficult or impossible to say that a given
answer is right or wrong. The student is asked to order a group of statements on the basis
of specified criteria. He is then scored according to, how well his ranking corresponds with
the preferred ranking of the teacher. This allows the student to get partial credit for
answers that approximate the preferred ranking. Some of the dimensions that can be used
are as follows: rank facts in order of their occurrence (chronology); rank the steps
described in the correct sequence (process); rank the reasons given for the occurrence of
the event in order of importance; rank the reasons given in order of importance; rank the
reasons given in order of their relevance; or rank the events according to interest. The
formal scoring technique consists of calculating a "rank-order correlation coefficient,"
however, almost any scoring, scheme which gives partial credit for closer approximations
to the preferred ranking is adequate.
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1. Write Your Objective

Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degrie:

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

The 8th grade student

will recognize and list the significant facts associated with the start of the Civil War,

given the name of each event in a series of episodes which helped lead to the start of the
Civil War.

Acceptable performance is remembering 75% of the significant facts for 80% of the
events.

2. The Domaih is: cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: event naming

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription

Comments

Note. No items should
appear on the test that were
not clearly identified during
each day's presentation.

Note the use of a ranking
procedure.

Presentation

Practice

Evaluation

Multiple choice test. Stem indicates event, alternatives indicate details
which student should associate with the event.

Criterion. Four out of five details for each event. Knowing details of
one event will not substitute for ignorance of another event.

Part II of the exam presents details of each event on list and asks the
student to order' them in sequence. Score indicates closeness of
correspondence to correct sequence. This same procedure could be used
for entire set of major events,

29
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EXAMINE THE SAMPLE PRACTICE STRATEGIES

ON THE FACING PAGE, AND TURN TO P. 32

PRACTICE STRATEGIES FOR A COGNITIVE, EVENT NAMING OBJECTIVE

Present some *organizing scheme to the stu nt, calling his attention to those details which will
give meaning to the facts and episodes.

During practice, it is important to provide the student assistance in focusing his attention
on the facts and episodes he will be expected to remember. The following suggestions
have been, found to aid in providing appropriate practice.

Organizing Scheme: Most events and ideas are complex, involving a multitude of details,
many of which will catch the student's attention even though they, may have little
importance or relevance for the objective. The student's memory can be assisted and the
important details made more obvious if some orgahizing scheme is used. The scheme most
frequently, used is chronology, i.e., putting important parts of the event in sequence
according to their occurrence. However, this is not always the most efficient or desirable
organizing scheme. Other schemes include an identification of processes involved (these
processes may be social, ps'ychological, or economic if the.event involves people; or they
may be chemical, geological, or electrical for natural phenomena). A third organizing
scheme is to identify phases or stages in the event. Having presented the organizing
-scheme, the important details corresponding to each category in the organization are
identified and reviewed with the student. This review can take place during a second

.,showing of the event.

Concrete Detail: A frequent weakness in teaching events stems from our tendency to
depend only on abstraction and simplification. As teachers, we frequently represent
events with generalized statements alone.'The student, not having had the advantage of
our experience, does not have associated images, and, hence, loses rnuch of the meaning
involved. Because he does not have the image dimension of meaning structure, he is less
able to remember facts or episodes, but tries to remember words alone. When presenting
the event in both presentation and practice, it is important to portray concrete detail as

well as abstract representations. This is frequently referred to as making the event "live."
Interesting anecdotes, asides, or details, rather than distracting the student, frequently
provide the meaning which enables him to more easily remember the important facts even
though the concrete details themselves may be of little importance.

Inserted Questions; It has been found that a student remembers more if questions are
inserted at frequent intervals throughout the practice material. These questions should be
very specific in nature. ,Questions should be placed to maximize the accomplishment of
your objective. If the question is presented first, the student will look for the answer and
ignore the other material. Later, he will tend to remember only the fact or idea requested
by the question. If the 'question is presented following a section of material, he will tend
to remember many details in addition to the answer to the question.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

Write Your Objective

Audience: The 8th grade student

Behavior: will recognize and list the significant facts associated with the start of the Civil War,

Conditions: given the name of each event in a series of episodes which helped lead to the start of the
Civil War.

Degree: Acceptable performance is remembering 75% of the significant facts for 80% of the events.

The Domain is: cognitive

The Appropriate Strategy is: event naming

Write Your I Presentation
Strategy
Prescription

Comments

The time line is as follows:

1820
Missouri compromise

1830
California compromise

1852
fugitive slave law

Uncle Tom's Cabin

. .

attack on Fort Sumpter

As details of events are
identified, they are listed
under each heading. This
device serves as organization
for the student.

Note inserted questions to
focus attention on specific
details.

Portrayal ot; each event
should preseht considerable
detail. For example, use an
actual exerpt from debate on
Missouri Compromise,
passages or a portrayal ' of
scenes froni Uncle Tom's
Cabin, etc.

Practice

Following each day's portrayal of the event, recap the significant features.
Start each recap with questions focusing attention on the significant
details to be remembered. Have the student respond to the questions. List
details to be remembered On a time line or other relevant structure.

Care should betaken to relate abstract labels clearly and unambiguously to
detailed representations. Use such memory assist procedures as directing
students to "close your eyes and try to picture the scene at Fort Sumpter
In your mind."

Evaluation

Multiple choice test. Stem indicates event, alternatives indicate details
which student should associate with the event.

Criterion. Four out of five details for each event. Knowing details of one
event will not substitute for ignorance of another event.

Part II of the exam presents details of each event on list and asks the
student to order them in sequence. Score indicates closeness of
correspondence to correct sequence. This same procedure could be used
for entire set of major events.
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PRESENTATION STRATEGIES FOR A COGNITIVE, EVENT NAMING OBJECTIVE

Recount the event for the student. Indicate those facts or episodes he will be expected to
remember. Say why it is important to remember these facts or episodes.

\

,

Reenact the Event: If a student is to remember facts or relationships about an event, it is
important that the presentation of that event be as vivid as possible. This does not mean
that the entire event must be in sufficient detail so that the student can imagine the series
of events themselves in addition to the abstract generalizations about the event. During
the initial presentation, it is usually better to present the entire story without interrupting
for questions or anything else which would destroy continuity.

Give the Objective: Following this presentation, the student should be told exactly which
parts of the event or details of the idea he will be expected to retain as images with the
corresponding labels and abstract verbal representations.

.
Motivation: Remembering facts can be tedious. Be sure the student knows why he
should.

i,

f
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SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: The 8th grade student

Behavior: will recognize and list the significant facts associated with the start of the Civil War,

Conditions: given the name of each event in a series of episodes which helped lead to the start of the
Civil War.

Degree: Acceptable performance is remembering 75% of the significant facts for 80% of the events.

2. The Domain is: cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: event naming

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription

Comments

This is a complex objective
and will take several lessons
spread over several weeks.

Lesson 1 summarizes. Then,
each day is dedicated to a
detailed description of each
event. If an event doesn't
deserve a day, leave it out

Presentation

Objective: Indicate to the student that he is to remember the major events
leading to the Civil War.

List the events on a time line. Summarize each event. Other structuring
devices such as geographic location may help the student.

Indicate importance of knowing these events as a means of understanding
current affairs.

One by one, describe or portray each event. List the significant details that
the student'should remember.

Practice

Following each day's portrayal of the event, recap the significant features.
Start each recap with questions focusing attention on the significant
details to be remembered. Have the student respond to the questions. List
details to be remembered on a time line or other relevant structure.

Care should be taken to relate abstract labels clearly and unambiguously to
detailed representations. Use such memory assist procedures as directing
students to "close your eyes and try to picture the scene at Fort Sumpter
in your niind."

Evaluation

Multiple choice test. Stem indicates event, alternatives indicate details
which student should associate with the event.

Criterion: Four out of five details for each event. Knowing details of one
event will not substitute for ignorance of another event.

Part II of the exam ,presents details of each event on list and asks the
student to order them in sequence. Score indicates closeness of
correspondence to correct sequence. This same procedure could be used
for entire set of major events.
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1. Write Your Objective

Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 2

The eighth grade girl

will list the steps in the recipe
sauce in a drylkin

for making white duce, or demonstrate making white

using paper and pencil, or an. assortment of ingredients.

All steps must be indicated in proper sequence.

2. The Domain is: cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is:

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription

Comments

Actual demonstration used to
provide as real an experience
as possible, augmented by
labeled representational
charts,

The phrase, "Butter-flour-
milk" is said rapidly like
sunflower. This provides a
mnemonic device to help the
student remember the three
principal step in sequence. It
is a good emoni because
"butter-fl wer" is a more
descripti e term than white
sauce.

The dry run makes the
experience more meaningful.
Even though our objective is
to remember a recipe, rather
than to make the sauce, it is
better to memorize while
doing.

We did not insert questions
per se but did require the
student to name the steps as
she proceeds.

Note our evaluation does not
require the student' to make
the sauce. That was nbt part
of our objective.

event naming

Presentation

Objective: Tell the students you are going to teach them the recipe for
whitesauce.

Demonstration: Go through the steps with actual materials. Clearly
identify each step as you proceed. Stress importance of remembering each
step and getting steps in correct sequence.

Motivation: Point out that white sauce is a basic foundation for many
recipes. It is really inconvenient. to look up the recipe each time you use it,
etc.

v

Practice

Organizing Scheme: Stress that three main steps can be remembered by
phrase, "Butter-flour-milk."

Review steps: 1. Melt butter. 2. Add flour and seasonings untiOubbly. 3.
Remove, add milk. 4. Bring to boil.

Dry run once with steps written out, once without written steps, ut
naming the step prior to carrying it out.

Make sauce using materials.

Evaluation

Directions: List steps in making white sauce

OR
Directions: Using assembled materials, demonstrate a .dry run procedure
for making white sauce.

Criterion: The student remembers each step in proper sequence.
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WRITE YOUR OBJECTIVE AND STRATEGIES, HERE

1. Write Your Objective

Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:

2. The Domain is:

3. The Appropriate Strategy is:

4. Write Your

J

Strategy Presentation
Prescription

Explain why you used
particular strategy.
(See pps 28, 30 and 32.)

Practice

Evaluation
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STEP

FOUR

WRITE A.STRATEGY PRESCRIPTION
*Cognitive Domain, A Classifitation Strategy

A simplified checklist of classification behaviors:

Does your objective require the student to identify particular symbols, objects, or
events which have not previously been identified as being members of a particular
category or group?

While it is easy to recognize some categories for which this strategy is appropriate,
you may not recognize the inclusive nature of classification behavior. When students
sort trees into various species, or bugs into insects or spiders, or flowers into annuals or
perennials, etc., they are dealing with relatively obvious examples. However, almost
every word in the language really refers to a class of objects or events. Terms like
"understanding" and "comprehension" usually mean that the student can identify a
new object or event as a member of a particular category or concept. Concepts like
adverb and noun refer for words used in a particular way in sentences. When a student
can circle nouns or adverbs, he is really classifying new instances. Concepts like bride
or uncle refer to particular relationships between people. ;f, when given appropriate
information, a student can identify a person as an uncle or a bride, he is classifying a
new instance of one of these concepts.

It may occur to you that, for many concepts, society disagrees on which events
are to be included in a particular class. Concepts like love and democracy refer to sets
of complex ideas and events. A student who is able to identify a particular event as an
instance of love or democracy is said to misunderstand if his classification disagrees.
When you teach a student to correctly classify new instances, you get him to categorize
the world consistent with either a majority of society, a particular minority, or perhaps
a particular individual. Nevertheless, almost all understanding depends on a student's
ability to Classify according to some criteria.

LHRE AD THE SAMPLE CLASSIFICATION'
OBJECTIVES ON THE FACING PAGE. THEN,
TURN TO P. 38 .
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COGNITIVE DOMAIN, SAMPLE CLASSIFICATION OBJECTIVES
p

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

The junior high school science student (audience) when shown actual cloud formations or
pictures of them (conditions) will label (behavior) clouds as being cirrus, stratus, cumulus, or
nimbus. He should be correct on all easy examples and at least 50% correct on the difficult or more
ambiguous examples (degree).i

This is really four classes
being taught simultane-
ously. Groups of
concepts are'often taught
together.

This objective ,requires the
student to classify objects
(clouds) into one of four
categories. Obviously,
identifying an object as a

cloud or not a cloud is also a,
concept task, but assumedly,
one which these students have
already learned.

The thing being classified
is clouds or representa-
tions, of clouds.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 2
r ,

When viewing a soccer match, or representation of such a match (conditions), (audience
inferred), be able to correctly identify (behavior) the following activities: goal, direct kick, indirect
kick, dribbling, heading, and off-sides. All obvious instances will be recognized and at least 2/3 of
the borderline instances correctly identified (degree).

Like sample objective 1, this objective This objective requires the student to classify
entails a group of concepts being taught events (aspects of a soccer game) into one of
simultaneously. . several categories.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 3

The junior high school student (audience), when given sentences where certain words are
underlined or in some other way identified (conditions), will correctly indicate (behavior) which are
adverbs. He will recognize nine out of ten correctly and should miss only those which are difficult
examples (degree).

"Adverb" is the name of the category.
The instances are words which are
adverbs.

This objeptive requires the student to
correctly classify verbal symbols (words)
which are used in a particular way. in a

sentence.

37
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EVALUATION STRATEGIES FOR A COGNITIVE, CLASSIFICATION OBJECTIVE

Present instances of the concept class which have not previously been identified and ask the
student which are examples and which are nonexamples.

t-

The purpose of the test is to use ,enough examples to infer from the student's
performance that, if he were presented additional new examples, he would recognize them as
instances of the same category. It is never possible to be completely sure that a student has
acquired a concept, but, if you use the following suggestions, you can be reasonably confident.

SCRAMBLE EXAMPLES: Both examples and nonexamples should be used, but should be
presented in a scrambled tirar to avoid hidden hints. Notice that in practice, it is suggested
you simultaneously present contrasting examples. In a test, this procedure constitutes a hidden
hint and should be avoided.

WATCH FOR ROTE RECALL Perhaps the most frequent mistake irk testing concepts is to
hive the student name the characteristics of a particular category. This does not measure
acquisition of a concept; it measures naming behavior. Remember, recall of an idea does not
measure understanding the idea.

SLIDING CRITERIA: It is tempting to require the student to correctly classify a certain ratio
of examples, say eight out of ten. When one considers example difficulty, however, it is often
better to use sliding criteria. Such criteria would indicate that the student should get 100% of
the easy examples and perhaps half of the difficult examples, the rationale being that if he
misses easy examples, he doesn't have the idea, while he may miss some hard examples and still
have a fairly good understanding.

.

TEST FORMAT: The easiest test is to present an example and a nonexample and ask the
student to indicate which is which. When several concepts are tested simultaneously, the
student can match category names to a presentation of several instances. When the categories
are somewhat ambiguous, it may be desirable to have the student indicate why a given example

betongs-or.why a nonekample does not belong.

ti
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SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: The junior high school science student

Behavior: will label clouds as being cirrus, stratus, cumulus or nimbus

Conditions: when shown actual clouds or pictures of them.

Degree: 100% correct on all easy examples,
ambiguous examples.

2. The Domain is: cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: classification

4. Write Your
Strategy Presentation
Prescription:

Comments

New examples not used in
class.

An example of a cumulus
cloud is a nonexample of a
cirrus cloud. When several
related concepts are being
taught, examples of one
concept are usually the best
nonexamples of the other
concepts.

No rote recall. S is asked to
classify new instances.

Matching name to object
format.

Sliding criteria.

Practice

and at least 50% correct on the difficult or more

Evaluation

Display: Pictures of clouds (1-2-3 type)

I'Picture IPicture IPicture 1

1 2 3

(Not used during class)

Response: Write name of cloud type.

Directions: You will be shown some pictures of cloud formations. Write
the type of cloud pictured opposite the number on your answer sheet.

Criteria: The test shou. lc/ contain at least 12 pictures. Four of the items are
very difficult to discriminate. The student should get all easy items and at
least 2 of the hard items.

Picture

.....1 GO TO P.40 FOR PRACTICE STRATEGIES
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PRACTICE STRATEGIES FOR A COGNITIVE, CLASSIFICATION OBJECTIVE

Provide practice in identifying instances of symbols, objects, or events new to the student.

The following suggestions will increase the effectiveness of the practice experience.

NEW EXAMPLES: Because we want the student to learn a concept rather than recall what he
has seen, it is important that we present new examples the student has not seen before. If the
examples used have already been identified fix the student, then he may merely learn to name
panic Alar objects or symbols, or recall generalizations about particular events, rather than
learn the concept.

FEEDBACK: After a student has responded to an example-nonexample pair by indicating
which is the example,. he should be given the correct answer. In addition, he should be told
why, by having the. relevant characteristics clearly identified for the example and their absence
identified for the nonexample.

NONEXAMPLES: It has been found that students learn concepts easier when examples are
.contrasted with nonexamples. A simultaneous presentation of an example together with a
nonexample, ai.similar to the example as possible, helps the student see those features which
characterize the example.

CONTRASTING EXAMPLES: When two examples are as different as possible, the student
learns to focus on the distinguishing characteristics and to recognize new examples which
differ from those used during instruction. In the practice exercises, students should be
presented contrasting examples.

When both of the previous suggestions are combined, the result is a simultaneous presentation
of two dissimilar examples, each contrasted with similar nonexamples.

DIFFICULTY: Some examples of an idea are easy to recognize while some are difficult. If you
present all easy examples, the student may have trouble recognizing hard examples because he
will have only part of the concept. On the other hand, all hard examples not only makes the
task unpleasant, but may cause the student to include nonexamples which are difficult to
discriminate. The best procedure is to present some hard And some easy examples. Most
students prefer an easy to hard sequence.

EXAMINE THE SAMPLE PRACTICE STRATEGY

ON THE fACING PAGE, AND TURN TO P. 42.
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SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: The junior high school science student'

Behavior: will label clouds as being cirrus, stratus, cumulus or nimbus

Condition: when shown actual clouds or pictures of them.

Degree: 100% correct on all easy examples, and at least 50% correct on the difficult or more
ambiguous examples.

2. The Domain is: cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: classification

4. Write Your
Strategy Presentation
Prescription

Comments

Pictures are different from
those used in presentation or
evaluation.

Note feedback helps the
student to see relevant
characteristics.

Simultaneous presentation of
several concepts, hence

examples of one serve as
nonexamples of the other.

Each display contrasts two or
more different types, Over
several displays, the student
will see many different
contrasts.

Early examples will be

obvious, but as practice
proceeds, the pictures will
become more ambiguous and
difficult to classify.

Practice

Practice Display. Feedback Display

Picture] I Picture I IDrawing IDrawing

A set of twenty pictures, each of a different kind of cloud. A
corresponding set of line drawings emphasizing the relevant characteristics.

Response: Appropriate cloud name.

Directions. Name each type of cloud. Tell me why the name is appropriate
by pointing out distinctive characteristics. After your response, I'll show
you a drawing to help you see the distinctive features.

Evaluation

Display: Pictures of clouds (1 -2 -3 type)

IPicture I I Picture Picture I Picture .1

1 2 3 4

(not used during class)

Response: Write name of cloud type.

Directions: You will be shown some pictures of cloud formations. Write
the type of cloud pictured opposite the number on your answer sheet.

Criteria: The test should contain at least 12 pictures. Four of the items are
very difficult to discriminate. The student should get all easy items and at,
least 2 of the hard items.
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PRESENTATION STRATEGIES FOR A COGNITIVE, CLASSIFICATION OBJECTIVE

Indicate the objective. Define the class or classes. Show examples and nonexamples and point
out the characteristics by which they are so identified. Explain why classifying members of the class
is useful and important.

Your presentation should consist of the followipg parts.

OBJECTIVE: Show the student some representation of the symbol, object, or event. Indicate
its name. Tell him that his task will be to identify other instances Which are members of the
same category. Indicate whether he will be expected to identify all instances or whether
certain instances will be more important than others.

DEFINITION: A definition is a list of the characteristics which determine class membership.
Indicate these characteristics to the student and define them further, if necessary.

INSTANCES: Present an example of the class, pointing out the relevant characteristics to the
student. Show him a, nonexample which resembles the example. Point out the missing
characteristics. Repeat with several examplenonexample pairs.

MOTIVATION: Tell the student why the classification schpme is important to understand.
Indicate other tasks he will be able to learn if he is able to classify instances of this class.

EXAMINE THE SAMPLE PRESENTATION
STRATEGY ON THE FACING PAGE, AND TURN
TO P. 44
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Picture I

1. Write Your Objective

Audience:

Behavior:

Condition:

Degree:

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

The junior high school science student

will label clouds as being cirrus, stratus, cumulus or nimbus-

when shown actual clouds or pictures of them.

100% correct un all easy examples, and
ambiguous examples.

2. The Domain is: cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: .classification

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Examples of one type
provide nonexamples of
another type.

Line drawings help the
student discriminate the

relevanA characteristics.

Reference to weather
prediction helps the student
see the importance of the
task.

4'

at least 50% correct on the difficult or more

Presentation

Objective: Tell the student he is going to learn to identify different types
of clouds.

Show a set of four pictures, one of each type. Name each type. Show line
drawings which emphasizes relevant characteristics. List the characteristics
of each type.

Explain how cloud types help with weather prediction.

Practice

Practice Display

IPicture

Feedback Display

Drawing I I Drawing I

A set of twenty ,pictures, each of a different kind of cloud. A
corresponding set of line drawings emphasizing the relevant characteristics.

Response: Appropriate cloud name.

Directions: Name each type of cloud. Tell me why the name is appropriate
by pointing out distinctive characteristics. After your response, I'll show
you a drawing to help you see the distinctive features.

Evaluation

Display: Pictures of clouds (1.2-3 type)

IPicture I

1

IPicture I Picture Picture

2 3 4

(not used during class)

Response: Write name of cloud type.

Directions: You will be shown some pictures of cloud formations. Write
the type of cloud pictured opposite the number on your answer sheet.

Criteria: The _test should contain at least 12 pictures. Four of the items are
very difficult to discriminate. The student should get all easy items and at
least 2 of the hard items.

LiGO TO P. 44 FOR ANOTHER SET OF SAMPLE

STRATEGIES.
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1. Write Your Objective

Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:

SAMPLEOBJECTIVE 2

10.

(Audience merely inferred as any junior or senior high student)

Be able to correctly identify the following activities: goal, direct kick, indirect kick,
,dribbling, heading, and off-sides

when viewing a soccer match or representation of such a march..

All obvious instances will be recoglikekl and at least 2/3 of the boarderhne instances will be
correctly identified.

2. The Domain is: cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: classification

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Be sure definitions include
relevant characterisitcs and
that during the slow motion
presentations, you .point out
each characteristic of each
event.

Slow motion helps the
student see relevant
characteristics.

Segments should be different
from those used for
presentation or evaluation.

After S responds, run the
segment, again pointing out
relevant characteristics,
especially when he fails to
recognize a given activity. Use
slow motion for feedback,
even after he is making
identification in real time.
Each series should contrast
correct execution with two or
more incorrect executions of
a given event.

Difficulty can be measured
by asking the student to
identify borderline cases.

Any game segment contains
examples and nonexamples of
each activity.

If I ask the student to
describe the activity, he
might use rote recall. Asking
him to identify activities,
from film or video segments
assures comprehension.

A sliding criterion can be
applied by picking out
borderline segments for some
of the events.

Presentation

Indicate that the students are to identify various activities of a soccer
game. List the name of each of the activities to be identified and describe
the event.

Following each description, show a slow motion segment of each event.
Call attention to the relevant movements and actions involved.

Point out why being able to correctly identify each activity is important
for a referee or a coach.

Practice

Display: Show three game segments which illustrate correct activity, and
two incorrect, but potentially confusing events. Slow motion should be
used during early stages of practice. Later, the student should identify the
activities in real time. Repeat until each event is practiced at least three or
four times.

Response: Name the activity and indicate whether or not it was correctly
executed.

Directions: During each segment I show you, name the activity and
indicate whether or not it was correctly executed. If not, why not?

Evaluation

Display: Representation of segments of soccer game illustrating various
activities. Point out a player by number and ask the student to name the
activity.

Response: Name event components of the soccer game.

Directions: I will show you a series of segments of a soccer match. During
each, you are to designate the activities of the designated player(s).
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WRITE YOUR OBJECTIVE AND STRATEGIES HERE

1. Write Your Objective

Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:

2. The Domain is:

3: The Appropriate Strategy is: .

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Explain why you used a
particular strategy.
(see pps, 38, 40 and 42.)

3

(

Presentation

Practice

Evaluation

I

I
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STEP WRITE A STRATEGY PRESCRIPTION
FOUR Cognitive Domain; A Rule Using Strategy

A simplified checklist of rule-using behaviors:

Does your objective require the student to use a rule to solve some problem?

Does your objective require the student to use rules to produce a creative product?

A rule can be defined as a statement identifying an operation or series of
operations which, when applied to a set of symbols, objects or events, produces
for each operation a particular member of .another set of symbols, objects or
events. Arithmetic rules are perhaps the least ambigious example. A certain
operation called addition (a rule for counting elerrients of,two sets), when applied
to any pair of integers, always results in a given sum (e.g., applying the addition
rules to 3 and 4 will give the number 7). In English, spelling rules provide an
example. The operation i before e except after c, will produce the correctly
spelled word when applied to words containing both letters i and e.

Many problems involve a sequential application of several rules. In these
situations, the student must learn to apply each operation in sequence to produce
the solution or product. For example, solving a story problem involves one
classification and two or more rules. First, the student identifies (classifies) the
unknown. Second, he writes an equation by putting the unknown on the left and
the known quantities on the tight. Third, he applies one or more computational
operations to find the solution.

The outcome of rule using is sometimes not an answer, but ta product.
Usually, product production requires learning several rules, as in painting a
picture, writing a story, etc.

46
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COGNITIVE DOMAIN, SAMPLE RULE USING OBJECTIVES

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

High 'school English students- audience)--''lience) will write a Shakespearean sonnet (behavior) using a

theme of their choice (condition). The sonnet must be correct in form, having 14 lines, 3
quatrains, 1 couplet, with an abab, cdcd, efef, gg rhyme scheme, and iambic pentameter, The
poem will be judged by student judges on the following points: appropriateness of message and
flow of thought (degree).

This is a complex objective requiring Rules required include the following: A
several rules. The outcome is a ptoduct poem of 14 lines-4 quatrains and a final
whose adequacy and form can be' couplet.
judged. However, it cannot be Rhyme scheme: abab cdcd efef gg
completely described.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 2

High school physics students (audience) will use Ohm's law to determine either the voltage,
current or resistance in a DC circuit when given two of the values (conditions). Both the answer and
the sequence used in solving the problem must be correct (degree):

This is a complex objective requiring
N several rules. The outcome is a solution

which can be judged right or wrong.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 3

The rules involved include: Arithmetic
operations
Ohm's Law: Voltage = current x resistance.

Junior high school algebra students (audience) will calculate (behavior) the area of a variety of
simple polygons when given relevant dimensions (conditions). Both their formulation of the
problem and their answer must be correct (degree).

This problem requires a
series of rule using tasks.
Some problems require a
single rule, while others
require two or more. The
problems are solution
oriented.

The rules involved include:
Arithmetic operations
Rectangle Area = base x altitude
Triangle Area = Y2 base x altitude

47
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Trapezoids and
parallelograms require
special rules for applying
vase basic rules.



EVALUATION STRATEGIES FOR A COGNITIVE, RULE USING OBJECTIVE

Present either a product production or solution oriented, problem situation new to the student.
Have him apply a given rule, generate a new rule, or produce a product. Judge the adequacy of his
performance.

The following recommendations assure more adequate evaluation of rule using behavior.

New Problems: Because we want to measure theltudent's ability to use a rule and not to
measure how well he remembers what he has been presented, it is important that the problems
used for testinare new to the student.

Just as it is important for the student to practice with a variety of problem situations,
adequate measurement also depends on observing the student's ability to use the rule in several
different\s'tuations.

Evaluate Process In many rule using situations, the solution is a right or wrong answer. While
this answer is certainly an important way to judge the adequacy of the problem solution, it is
frequently the case 'Ihat a student will get the right answer for the wrong reason or will fail to
get the right answer after successfully using the rule except for some minor mistake.,In most
problem solving situations, both the correct solution and the steps used in arriving at the
solution shouldbe used for judging the adequacy of the.performance.

Step Recall Inadequate: Asking the student to list the s eps necessary to arrive at a solution is
not an adequate measure of his ability to use the id a. Listing the steps is event naming
evaluation, not rule using evaluation.

Rule Recall Inadequate: Asking the student to state or recognize the rule is not an adequate
demonstration of his ability to use the rule. To discover that tile student can state or memorize
the rule may be useful, but his being able to do so is not necessarily related to his ability to use
the rule.

Product Judging: Often the result of using ideas to solve a problem is not a simple solution
which can be judged right or wrong, but rather a product. Whenever something is produced, it
i! frequently judged by its beauty or utility rather than itt rightness or wrongness. The very
nature of the creative act makes it impossible to describe the product in advance. The problem
situation is to set limitations And gbidelines criteria for judging the product. Such criteria
should be as detailed as possible. Whenever possible, checklists should be constructed vkich
specify all of the known criteria and provide_ directions on how to apply the checklkis.
Checklists should be available to the problem Solver prior to his undertaking the project.

After the product has been produced, it should be evaluated by two or more judges. Teachers
often assume this judging responsibility themselves, failing to realize that teaching students to
judge the adequacy of problem solving products might be as important an objective as learning
to solve the problem. Teaching students to apply judging criteria not only enables them to be
informed critics, WI also helps them to more adequately evalute the products of their own
labor.
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. SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

1. Write Your Objective

Audiente-:

Behavior: will use Ohm's law to determine either the voltage, current or resistance in a D.C. circuit

Conditions:. when given the values of the other two quantities

Degree: Both the answer and the sequence used in solving the problem must be correct.

2. The Doniin is: cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: rule using

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:,*
Comments

Diagram must be different
from those used for practice
and/or demonstration. Test

includes several diagrams.

Variations could include
determining the value
required for a given resistor
or the voltage ,required to
overcome a given resistance.

4

'Presentation

Practice

Evaluation 100 Ohms

Displa.,: A circuit diagram "sAAr-
6 V 50 Ohms

Directions. Determine the current draw of the following circuit (or voltage
or resistance).

Response: A number indicating amps, volts or resistance in ohms.

Criteria: 1) Formula correctly written for problem involved; 2) correct
answer.

.

GO TO P 50 FOR PRACTICE STRATEGIES.
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PRACTICE STRATEGIES FOR A COGNITIVE, RULE USING'OBJECTIVE

Assess the student's_grasp of prerequisite ideas_abo_ut the_objects, events,. or ideas_involved-11 _ --
riecessary, teach these component ideas. Provide rule using practice with a variety of rules and /or
problem situations. Contrast inappropriate procedures with appropriate procedures.

1.

The following suggestions will increase the effectiveness of rule Using practice:

COMPONENT CONCEPTS: Before practice begins, it is important to measure whether or not
a student has acquired ideas about the objects or events involved as part of the rule. After
these ideas have been identified, they can best be measured using the suggestions given for the
classification strategy. If it is found that the student has not already acquired the needed ideas,
the practice suggestions identified for the classification strategy should be used to teach these
ideas before going on to teach problem solving. You may be tempted to skip this step. Be
careful! The most common cause of failure in learning to use rules is a result of a student's
inability to classify instances of the component concepts.

PROBLEM VARIETY: Students will learn to use a rule better if a variety of problems are
presented for practice: Two kinds of situations exist. In the first, a single rule or set of rules
applies. The student should be presented with a number of different problems as different
from each other as possible. If all of the problems are similar, the student will never learn to
apply the rule to a new problem. In the second situation, the student may be required to learn
a number of different specific rules for a single process. In this case, he should not only see a
variety of different problems for each rule, but he should also be presented with a wide variety
of different specific rules.

Because problem solving is complex and consequently time consuming, there is a
tendency for the instructor to provide the student only one or two problems. It is crucial that
the student be presented with a relatively large number of problems which meet the conditions

-for variety specified above. The more complex the problem solving process,, the more problems
needed. If the argument against including more problems is time, you need to determine
whether or not you want the student to acquire rule using behavior.

ILLUSTRATE INAPPROPRIATE PROCEDURES: Many sources advocate that students
should never see wrong procedures for fear they will learn the wrong, way. There is growing
evidence that the student will learn to use rules more easily if, during the problem solving
practice, wrong procedures are contrasted with the correct procedure, After the student has
attempted a problem, the correct procedure should be demonstrated and then contrasted with
common or typical incorrect procedures. You must stress to the student which procedurb is
correct.

EXAMINE THE SAMPLE PRACTICE STRATEGY
ON THE FACING PAGE, AND TURN TOP 52

50
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SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

.1. Write Your Objective

High school science students -

Behavior: will use Ohm's law to determine either the voltage, current or resistance in a D.C. circuit

Conditions: when given the values of the other two quantities.

Degree: Both the answer and the sequence used in solving the problem must be correct.

2. The Domain is: cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: rule using

4. Write Your
Strategy Presentation
Prescription:

Comments

It is assumed that most
problem solving practice is
preceded by some
classification practice. We

include here only the rule
using practice, dot any of the
prerequisite instruction.
Before practice, test the
students knowledge of
different circuit components.
Find out if he knows how
these elements affect
resistance, current, voltage.

Aftsthe student calculates a
given circuit, show him a
problem , correctly solved.

Show each step. Point out
common errors or omissions
which frequently cause a

student to make errors.

Present a variety of. different
circuits. Include all of the
different circuit elements

which the student has

studied.

Practice

1. Assess component concepts: voltage, amps, resistance.

2. Display circuit diagrams

100 Ohms
9 V

80 Ohms
10 Ohms

... other diagrams

10 Ohms

Response: The volts, ohms, or amps involved.
"if

Directions: Determine the current (voltage, or resistance) of the following
circuit. After each problem we will show you the correct procedure.

Evaluation

Display: A circuit diagram

6V =I
Directions. Determine the current draw of the following circuit (or voltage
or resistance).

Response: A number indicating amps, volts or resistance in ohms.

Criteria: 1) Formula correctly written for problem involved; 2) correct
answer.

GO TO P. 52 FOR PRESENTATION STRATEGIES.
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PRESENTATION STRATEGIES FOR A COGNITIVE, RULE USING bBJECTIVE

Present the student a problem typical of the type he will be asked to solve. State the rule
required to solve the prpblem and then work through it showing the student each step in the
process. Indicate whether the problem requires a specific solution, the identification of a new rule
or procedure, or the producing of some prothict. If a product is to be produced, demonstrate the
criteria for judging it. Indicate why learning to use the rule is important.

This step illustrates the process the student will be required to learn. During this
demonstration, stress that while the problem demonstrated is typical of those the student will
be required to solve, he will be asked to solve a new problem.

RESTRICTED RULE STATEMENT: If the rule presented is a general rule, then the specific
values required by the demonstration problem should be indicated and the rule stated in both
its general and specific form. If a generalized rule hasn't been identified, and the rule
illustrated is merely typical of the type of rule required, then the student should be informed
that this is only one kind of rule and shown one or two examples of other possible rules. The
student should be informed during the demonstration whether a solution is devised or whether
a product is the outcome. If the intended outcome is a product, the student should be shown
how the product will be judged.

STEP BY STEP SOLUTION: Work through a problem with the students. Clearly identify each
step in the process. Indicate which operation is appropriate at each step and how it is applied.

MOTIVATION: The reasons for learning to use the rule should be explained. If this rule relates
to other rules, the nature of this relationship should be indicated.

52

EXAMINE THE SAMPLE PRESENTATION STRAT-

EGY ON THE FACING PAGE, AND TURN TO P. 54,
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SAMPLE OBJECt IVE 1

1. Write. Your Objective

Audience: High school silence students

Behavior: will use Ohm's law to determine either the voltage, current or resistance in a D.C. circuit

Conditions: when given the values of the other two quantities.

Degree: Both the answer and the sequence used in solving the problem must be correct.

2. The Domain is: cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: rule using

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription

Comments

Demonstration presents an
example, a formal statement
of the rule, and shows the
student what he will be

expected ta lear'n.

Presentation

State Ohm's Law (E=IR ). Show a circuit, diagram. Indicate that the
student will be able to calculate either resistance, voltage, or current when
given two of the other values for a given circuit. Explain the circuit
illustrated. Show step by step solution and operations required for each
step.

Tell the story of Ohm's struggle for recognition. Testify to the power of
this simple law in electronics. Cite examples of very complex circuits
where,this law still holds.

Practice

1. Assess component concepts; voltage, amps, resistance.

2. Display circuit diagrams 9 V

100 Ohms
Illt

80 Ohms 10 Ohms

... &her diagrams

10 Ohms

Response: The volts, ohms, or amps involved.

Dicections: Determine the current (voltage, or resistance) of the following
&auk. After each problem we will show you correct procedure.

Evaluation

Display: A circuit diagram 100 Ohms

6V

41110111,

50 Ohms

Directions: Determine the current draw of the following circuit (or voltage,
or resistance).

Response: A number indicating amps, volts or resistance in ohms.

Criteria: Formula correctly written for problem involved; 2) Correct
answer.

LorGO TO P. 54 FOR ANOTHER SET OF SAMPLE
.,

STRATEGIES.



SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 2

1-.---Write-YourObjective-

Audience: High school English students

Behavior: will write a Shakespearean sonnet having 14 lines, 3 quatrains and one couplet with an abab,
cdcd, efef, gg rhyme scheme and iambic pentameter

Conditions: using a theme of their own choice.

Degree: The sonnet will be judged by student judges on the following points. appropriateness of
message and flow of thought.

2. The Domain is: cognitive

3.. The Appropriate Strategy is: rule using

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments
Presentation indicates eXpect-
ed behavior and illustrates an
existing sonnet. Actually
writing a sonnet for your
students helps them see some
of the tricks involved. Merely
reading a previously written
sonnet does not let them see
the actual problem solving
process.

It is assumed that previous
lessons dealt with meter,, .
rhyme, etc, Before turning
students loose to practice,
assess their understanding of
the concepts.

Practice involves presenting
previously written sonnets to
save time and to provide
limited practice in identifying
relevant charactelratics. After,
students are assigned to write
several sonnets, each on a
different theme.

Feedback helps them focus
attention on correct applica-
tion of the rules, Inappropri-
ate procedures are also identi-
fied.

Do not allow poems written
on themes assigned in class.
Try to make writing a new
assignment. An alternative
would be to assign a new
theme. Other eleMents could
be restricted such as meter
pattern to be used. This helps
assure a new problem and
prevents the .student from
merely rewriting a previously
critiqued poem.

Note use of student judges
and checklist.

Presentation

Read a typical Shakespearean sonnet. List its peculiar characteristics, i.e.,
14 lines, 3 quatrains, 1 couplet, rhyme scheme: abab, cdcd, efef, gg,
meter: iambic pentameter. Indicate that the students are going to learn to
write such poems.

Choose a theme. Spend a class period writing a sonnet for your students.
Point out ways to find rhyme, control meter, etc., as you proceed. Point
out some errors you could have made and how you corrected them.

Point out the special message such poems carry. Illustrate with other
examples of sonnets. .

Practice

Test prerequisite concepts such as iambic meter, rhyme, quatrains,
couplets, etc.

Assign students to read and correct several poorly written sonnets which
have errors in rhyme or meter.

Assigp students to write two or three sonnets, each on a different theme
and in a different meter.

Provide detailed feedback after each attempt pointing out where it was
correct or incorrect in form. Point out some common mistakes such as
nonmetered lines, inappropriate rhyme schemes, and nonrhyming lines.

Evaluation

Assign students to write another sonnet on a theme of their choice.

Have the student-produced sonnets judged by student committees. Judge
on both form and message.

Criteria. Provide each judge a checklist listing the form characteristics with
alive-point scale for each. Also indicate criteria for judging the message.

Own
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WRITE-JYOUR OBJECTIVE AND STRATEGY, HERE

1. Write Your Objective

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:

2. The Domain is:

3. ,The Appropriate Strategy is:

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Explain why you used a
particular strategy.
(see pps. 48, 50 and 52.)

Presentation

Practice

Evaluation

55
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STEP WRITE A STRATEGY PRESCRIPTION
FOUR Psychomotor Domain; Self-Paced Strategy

A simplified check list.of self-paced behaviors:

Does your objective require the student to initiate and pace an activity at his own
speed by moving the body or a part of the body?

Do you want the student to contact, manipulate, control, or move a stationary
object?

1
Self-Paced Strategy is appropriate when the student is at rest and he initiates the
activity when ready. Typically, this brief behavior is associated with a student
preparing to respond to a fixed object or static environment in a situation that
permits him to move at his own rate of speed. Self-paced strategies underlie
playing a note on the piano, typing a letter, writing, starting a plane, and rolling
a bowling ball. Since the environment and objects are stable, the-learner need be
primarily concerned with consistency of response. Many classroom psychomotor
behaviors are of this type.

Self-paced strategies can, be applied to both discrete and continuous tasks. A
discrete task is one which consists of a single movement like flipping a switch or
pushing. a butfon, or a series of single movements like typing. A continuous task is
one which consists of an integrated movement sequence like swinging a golf club
or cursive handwriting.

Acknowledgement

READ THE SAMPLE SELFPACED OBJECTIVES

ON THE FACING PAGE. THEN TURN TO P. 58.

The authors are grateful to Robert Singer who provided extensive detailed suggestions
specifically for this book. The division into three psychomotor strategies was at his suggestion.
Although many of the recommendations given are his, the authors naturally assume responsibility
for the material represented as many extensive revision and editing was done to Dr. Singer's work
and the biases presented may not adequately represent his original' intent.

Many of the recommendations contained in this section are adapted from the following
source. Merrill, M. David, "Psychomotor Paradigms" a chapter in M. David Merrill (Ed.)
Instructional Design: Readings, Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1971.
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PSYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN, SAMPLE SELF-PACED OBJECTIVES'

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

Third grade students' (audience) will write (behavior) the letters d, b, g, and p, using cursive
style handwriting with a pencil on lined paper (conditions). Each letter will be well-formed and
created with a single smooth stroke (degree).

The task involves leaining
to manipulate a pencil,
hence it also involves
control of a previously
stationary object.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 2

The student initiates the task
when he is ready and can
complete a given movement
(letter) as fast or slowly as he
wants. Obvious ly,, there are
limits on his response time.

Even though the task is
to draw a single letter, it
is continuous. As letters
are strung together into
words, the continuous
nature of the task
becomes 'even more
apparent.

Using the correct hand, position (condition) typing class students (audience) will type
(behavior) the letters A S D F and J K L on a standara typewriter keyboard (conditions). The
student will be ready to proceed to the next objective when he can type all or some of these letters
in any sp4ified order without errors at a minimum rate of 3 letters per second (degree).

The task involves learning
to operate a previously
stationary object, the
typewriter.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 3

The student initiates the task
when he is ready. While a
criterion limit is specified, the
machine does not pace the
student; he paces himself,
making this a self-paced task.

This is a discrete task, or
rather, a series of discrete
tasks in succession.

Art students (audience) will use a one-quarter inch lettering brush (condition) to produce the
gothic letters C D 0 and S (behavior). The letters will be of uniform width and well proportioned.
Students will print ten of these letters in less than one minute (degree).

The task involves learning
to operate a lettering
brush which was a

-previously stationary
object.

The student initiates the task
when he is ready and moves at
his own rate. Don't confuse a

'criterion limit with pacing.
The brush does not require
movement at any particular
speed.

57
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This is a continuous task
in that forming each

letter requires a

self-correcting series of
movements. Each stroke
may be considered
almost discrete. Hence,
this task is borderline.



EXAMINE THE SAMPLE EVALUATION

STRATEGY ON THE FACING PAGE.

THEN, TURN TO P. 60.

EVALUATION STRATEGIES FOR A PSYCHOMOTOR, SELF-PACED OBJECTIV_E

Under conditions which resemble the "real world" situation as closely as possible, require the
student to demonstrate the act. Make all of the observations necessary to assess his proficiency.

Because motor performances can be observed directly, it is often thought that adequate
measurement of a motor act is relatively simple. However, several important factors should be
considered as follows:

Judging Results: Many self-paced tasks involve manipulation of some object which results in
some change in position or shape. One way to judge the adequacy of such performance is to
measure the change produced in the object. Such factors as distance moved, accuracy of the
change, adequacy of the resulting product all represent ways to assess the performance.

Judging Proficiency: Some self-paced tasks do not involve an object (dance steps, conducting
music, etc.). In this case, it is necessary to judge the adequacy of the i.lovement itself. Usually,
movement can be judged as to speed, accuracy, and form Even when an object is moved or
some product created, it is often desirable to judge form as well.

Checklist:' Observation of psychomotor performance is usually improved if the observer is
given a checklist which prompts him to observe all of the relevant factors involved. For
inexperienced judges, you can generally expect adequate discrimination on perhaps five levels
(e.g. excellent, good, average, fair, poor) on three or four factors. If you have too many
categories or items on the checklist, the judge will become confused.

Two or More Judges: Whenever accurate observation is*requlied, at least two judges should be
used. An average of their ratings in each category generally provides an accurate picture of the
performance. Don't overlook using student judges. Learning to judge others often improves
their own performance.

Sliding Criteria: As students mature, their ability and level of performance on a given task
increases. You should adjust your criteria of acceptable performance both in products and
form according to the maturity and ability of your students. This might result in a different
criterion of performance for different students. It is frequently good practice to have students
compete against their own past performance rather than against their peers.
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SAMPLE- OBJECTIVE -1

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: Third grade students

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:

will write the letters d, b, g, and p using cursive style handwriting

using pencil and lined paper, when directed.

Each letter will be well formed, and created with a single smooth stroke.

2. The Domain is: psyc'homotor

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: self-paced

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Note use of checklists on
both product produced and
form.

At this stage, only a teacher's
rating will be used Later on
in the rear, othgr students
will beSed as judges.

Presentation

Practice

Evaluation

Directions. In cursive, write the following letter combinations on lined
paper: db, gd, pg, dp, dpg, bgd, gdp, ppg, dbd.

Checklist: Rate form of each letter 1-5 on each of the following points:
incomplete lines, proper placement in lines, wellformed tail, etc.

Watch each student write two or more letter groups. Rate his form 1-5 on
each of the following. holding pencil correctly, smooth stioke, speed, etc.

Keep record of each student's scores; rate another sample of these letters
after six weeks. Show each student how he is doing against his past
performance.

4

Criteria: A good (or 3) rating will be considered acceptable at this point.

59
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PRACTICE STRATEGIES*FOR A PSYCHOMOTOR, SELF,PACED-OBJECTIVE

Under conditions where help and feedback are provided, the student should be required to
repeat the performance until he can reliably demonstrate the specified proficiency level. Since the
student and the situation are both stationary prior to the response, the emphasis in practice should
be directed toward response consistency.

The following suggestions should improve the effectiveness of the practice session.

Overt Practice: Since the task to be learned involves movirig the body, the student must
actively (overtly) respond in the situation. Some simple self paced tasks do not require
extensive or intensive practice. They require just enough time to practice to reasonable
execution, and thdnpew or modified tasks are introduced. More complex tasks require
considerable practice.

Feedback: An old adage says, "Practice makes perfect." However, unless a student has some
information about how he is doing, practice alone will do little to improve performance. Sokne
tasks have such feedback built in. (For example, after driving a golf ball, the learner cAn
observe immediately whether it went clown the fairway or sliced into the rough.) In other
tasks, an external observer must provide information about the performance. (For example, a
marksman shooting a paper target requires an observer with binoculars or some one to
retrieve the target to see how he did.)

The amount of improvement resulting from practice with feedback dep.ends on how soon
after responding the-student knows how he did. there is considerable delay, his improvement
will be much slower than if the information is provided immediately.

Repeated Demonstratkin and Helps: During all stages of practice, the learner will benefit from
seeing another demonstration of the performance following his attempts. For complex
performances, it frequently aids to provide help to the student during his perfolmance by
calling attention to the relevant stimulus situations and helping him focus attention on them.
Such help should be gradually eliminated so that the student does not become dependent on
them.

Whole Versus Part Practice: Whenever possible, the student should practice the whole
performance each time. Some self paced tasks are so complex that it is desirable to segment
the task and practice one segment, then add a second and practice both, and so forth until he
is able to execute the entire behavior. The first segment to be practiced should usually be the
last part of the sequence so that performing this act results.in a change in the object being
manipulated, hence, providing maximum feedback to the learner.

Speed/Accuracy Trade-Off: The student should usually practice the task the same as he would
in the real situation. If both speed and accuracy are equally important in task performance, as,
in typing, both should be stressed during practice. If accuracy is of greater concern as in
learning to write, then accuracy should be emphasized during practice. Tasks in which
self paced strategies are applied usually demand a heavier accentuation on accuracy rather than
speed of movement.

Over-Practice: If a great deal of proficiency is to be shown in a difficult task, it should be
practiced at great length. Retention is improved when acts are practiced past a criterion point
of learning mastery. Over practice helps the learner to resist fatigue, stress, and other
disrupting conditions in the real situations.

EXAMINE THE SAMPLE PRACTICE STRATEGY

ON THE FACING PAGE THEN, TURN TO P 62
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SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1'

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: Third grade students

Behavior: will write the letters d, b, g, and p using cursive style handwriting

Conditions: using pencil and lined paper, when directed.

Degree: Each letters will be well formed, and created with a single smooth stroke.

2. The Domain is: psychomotor

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: selfpaced

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Note overt practice.

Note helps in terms of dots
to guide initial performance.
Nese helps should be
eliminated as soon as the
student no longer needs

them.

Task is segmented, individual
letters first, then
combinations.

Emphasis is on accuracy.

P 'resentation

Practice

Display. Sheets where individual letters appear as dotted forms.

Directions. Connect the dots using an even .stroke to form the letter p
(or d, or g, or b).

After 8 or 10 prompted trials, have student form letters where only
beginning and directionchange dots appear. Finally, practice with no
dots.

During initial trials, have wellformed samples available for instance
comparison. After some practice, have them turn samples over and
practice. After each letter, have them practice different letter groups.

Evaluation

Directions: In cursive, write the following letter combinations on lined
paper: db, gd, pg, dp, dpg, bgd, ppg, dbd.

Checklist: hate form of each letter 1-5 on each of the following
points: incomplete lines, proper placement in lines, wellformed tail, etc.

Watch each student write two or more letter groups. Rate his form 1-5
on each of the following: holding pencil correctly, smooth stroke, speed,
etc.

Keep record of each student's scores; rate another sample of these
letters after six weeks. Show each student how he is doing against his
past performance.

Criteria: A good (or 3) rating will be considered accpetable at this point.

LIGO TO. P, 62 FOR PRESENTATION srRATEGIES,



PRESENTATION STRATEGIES FOR A PSYCHOMOTOR, SELFPACED OBJECTIVE

Show the student how the act is to be performed using correct form, and, if possible, at the
level of proficiency to be required by the student., Indicate to the student the proficiency level
which. he will be required to demonstrate following practice.

DEMONSTRATE: In order for the student to have a complete picture of the act he is to learn,
he should see it performed in its entirety at the proficiency level he will be expected to
acquire. Since many self paced tasks are not complex, in some instances a demonstration can
be presented in verbal form consisting of written directions, illustrations, or oral explanations.

POINT OUT RELEVANT CUES: When the act to be learned is complex, the student should
see a demonstration during which special features of the act are called to his attention. (For.
example. special ways to hold equipment are noted, particular movements are isolated for
observations, etc.) Devices should be used which enable emphasis of these special features.

INDICATE CRITERIA: If a,checklist is to be used for judging the performance, this checklist
should be given to the student and its use demonstrated. Call attention to each of the
proficiency factors during ,the demonstration. If the criteria are extensive, it is sometimes wise
to introduce only a few critical factors initially and then add refinements as practice proceeds.

MATURATION LEVEL: The classification must take developmental factors into
consideration. Younger children need simple models and less complex, time consuming
directions. More general rather than highly, precise performance behaviors may be expected of
them due to maturational limitations.

EXAMINE THE SAMPLE PRESENTATION
STRATEGY ON THE FACING PAGE, AND TURN
TO P. 64.
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SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: Third grade students

Behavior: will write the letters d, b, g and p using cursive style handwriting

Conditions: using pencil and lined paper, wheridirected.

Degree: Each letter will be well formed, and created with a single smooth stroke.

2. The Domain is: psychomotor

3. The.Approphate Strategy is: self-paced

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription: Presentation

Comments

The product is Illusbat-d.

Form is demonstrated. If you
write on the board or have
the student watch from other
than over the shoulder, you
are really demonstrating
different behavior than that
desired.

Important aspects are stressod
by checklist.

Incorrect examples are shown
for comparison.

Show the student examples of correctly formed letters.

Show him how to write them by allowing small groups of students to
watch over your shoulder.

Show him the checklist and examples of poorly formed letters.

Review correct way to hold the pencil. Help individual children as
necessary.

Practice
4.

Display: Sheets where individual letters appear as dotted forms.

Directions: Connect the dots using an even stroke to form the letter p (or
d, or g, or b).

After 8 or 10 prompted trials, have student form letters where only
beginning and direction change dots appear. Finally, practice with no dots.

During initial trials, have wellformed samples available for instant
comparison. After come practice, have them turn samples over and
practice. After each letter, have them practice different letter groups.

Evaluation

Directiobs: In cursive, write the following letter combinations on lined
paper: db, gd, pg, dp, dpg, bgd, gdp, ppy, dbd.

Checklist: Rate form of etch letter 1-5 on each of the following points:
incomplete lines, proper placement in lines, wellformed tail, etc.

Watch each student write two or more letter groups. Rate his form 1-5 on
each of the following: holding pencil correctly, smooth stroke, speed, etc.

Keep record of each student's scores; rate another sample of these letters
after six weeks. Show each student how he is doing against his past
performance.

Criteria: A good (or 3) rating will be considered acceptable at this point.
=wwwwwoolmo-
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SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 2

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: Typing class students

Behavior: use the correct hand position when typing the letters A, S, D, F and J, K, L

Conditions: when using a standard typewriter keyboard.

Degree: The student will be ready to proceed to the next objective when he can type all or some of
these letters in any specified order,without error, at a rate of three letters per second.

2. The Domain is: psychomotor

3. The Appropriate Str tegy is:

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

It is assumed that a previous
objective introduced the
typewriter and its parts.

Procedure moves from single
letter to series of letters to
words. Self pacing is speeded
by use of pacer (metronome).

Initial emphasis is on
accuracy, then drill 5
introduced speed.

Feedback is produced by
typed copy.

Student can score own errors.
Timed test allows
determination of pace.

self-paced

Presentation

Show the students correct hand position.

Type each of the letters showing how to strike the keys. Also show how
the thumb strikes the space bar.

Indicate the criteria for this lesson and demonstrate the speed required.
Demonstrate a timed test.

Stress importance of looking only at text, not at the keys or typed copy.

Practice

Drill 1. While all students sit at their typewriter, have them p ess the key
you call out in unison.

Drill 2: Have students type the letters, in order, FDSA JKL, then in
reverse order. Rep1tat each drill until 3 correct attempts. Have each student

correct each drill after he finishes.

Drill 3: Have students type alternate orders, such as FJDKSLA, etc.

Drill 4: Have students type lists of words and syllables made up of these
letters.

Drill 5: Using a metronome, pace the typing of word lists.

Evaluation

Give a series of 3 timed tests, each consisting of 20 words made up of
combinations of these letters. Score is number of errors and letters per
second.

Criterion: No errors; 5 letters per second.

L. NOW, WRITE OUT STRATEGIES FOR YOUR OWN

OBJECTIVE.
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WRITE YOUR OBJECTIVE AND STRATEGY, HERE

1. Write Your Objective

Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:

2. The Domain is:

3. The Appropriate Strategy is:

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription -

Explain why you used' a
particular strategy.

(See pps. 58, 60 and 6221

t

Presentation )

Practice

Evaluation
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STEP WRITE A STRATEGY PRESCRIPTION
FOUR Psychomotor Domain; A Mixed- Pace-Strategy

A simplified checklist of mixed-pace behaviors:

Does your objective require the student be in motion as he interacts with a still
object?

Does your objective require the student to be still (set) in preparation for
interaction with an object in motion?

Mixed-Paced Strategy is appropriate where the situation is partially dynamic:
(a) the student is in motion, but the object or situation is fixed (still), or (b)
the student is fixed (set) and the object is in motion. Dancing a sequence of
steps in predesignated tempo represents a performance in motion on a stable
(fixed) pratform. The baseball batter, on the other hand is in a state of
preparation while the baseball (object) is pitched. Many industrial skills,
recreational endeavors, and military assignments require the mixed-pace
strategy.

Mixed-paced strategies can be applied to both discrete and continuous tasks. A
discrete task for this strategy is one which requires a single respone such as

shooting at a moving target or shooting a lay-up in basketball. A continuous
task is one which takes a coordinated series of movements with continual
correction, such as driving a car.

Psychomotor strategies are cumulative. It is' suggested that you also study the
self-paced strategy for those components which may contribute to a mixed-pace
task.

LiolREAD THE SAMPLE MNED.PACE OBJECTIVES

ON THE FACING PAGE. THEN, TURN TO P. 68.
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specifically for this book. The division into three psychomotor strategies was at his suggestion.
Although many of the recommendations given are his, the authors naturally assume responsibility
for the material represented. Much extensive revision and editing was done to Dr. Singer's work
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Merrill, M. David, "Psychomotor Paradigms," a chapter in M. David Merrill (Ed.) Instructional
Design: Readings, Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1971:
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1
PSYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN, SAMPLE MIXED-PACE OBJECTIVES

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

Early grade school children (audience) will hit a softball. with a ball bat (behavior), when the
ball is slow pitched through the strike zone (conditions). Acceptable performance is hitting one out
of three balls. (degree).

The softball is in motion while the The behavior involves a single swing of the bat
student is set ready to hit it at the which either hits or misses the ball, hence,
critical moment, hence, this is a , this is a discrete task.
mixed-pace task.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 2

The early grade school child (audience) will balance and ride (behavior) a two wheel bicycle
(conditions) so that he can stay on a winding path 3 feet wide -(degree).

The child and the bike are in motion The behavior requires continuous balance and
while the path is stationary; hence, this steering responses as well as peddling and/or
task requires a mixed-pace strategy. braking, making this a continuous task.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 3

The 7th grade student (audience) will shoot (behavior) a basketball lay-up, unguarded by
another student (condition). He will make 2 out of 3 shots (degree).

The basket is stationary, but the student, The shooting behavior is a single response
in motion, must throw the ball at the which causes the ball to pass through or miss
basket. This task requires a mixed-pace the basket. Consequently, shooting the ball in
strategy. a lay-up is a discrete task.

a
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EVALUATION STRATEGIES FOR A PSYCHOMOTOR, MIXEDPACE OBJECTIVE

The student should be asked to demonstrate the performance several times, each time under a

different condition representing the range he will encounter in the real world. His performance
should be observed using appropriate checklists and other devices to improve the accuracy.of the
judgments.

G.

Factors which should be considered in assessing mixed pace psychomotor behavior are as
follows:

JUDGING PERFORMANCE: As with self-paced strategy, (see p. 58 for reference) a
mixed-pace task may require judging either a change in an objec)t, or the motion itself, or both.
A checklist indicating proficiencies and the use of more than oue judge is advisable.

VARIETY OF SITUATIONS: Because either the performer or some object is in motion for
mixed-pace strategies, there is usually considerable variation from one performance to the
next. It is therefore advisable to evaluate the performance under a variety of conditions.

ELIMINATE SPECIAL CONDITIONS: If during practice, devices were used to help focus
attention on relevant cues or to help the learner respond quickly enough, these should be
eliminated so that the evaluation is measuring a "real world' pe.rformance.

r
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EXAMINE THE SAMPLE EVALUATION

STRATEGY ON THE FACING PAGE.
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SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

1.' Write Your Objective

Audience: Early grade school children

Behavior: will hit a soft ball with a ball bat

Conditions: whet the ball is slow pitched through the strike zone.

Degree: Acceptable performance is hitting one out of three.

2. The Domain is: psychomotor

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: mixed-pace

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

At a later time, more variance
will be introduced by
including slow pitches, fast
pitches, pitches out of the
strike zone as well as in. For
the initial objective, however,
such variance was avoided on
purpose.

At this stage, our,
concentration is on hitting
the ball. Distance, placing,
etc. will not be considered
until much later.

Presentation

Practice

Evaluation

Stimulus. The instructor will pitch 10 slow balls across the plate.

Response: The youngster will be instructed to hit as many pitched balls as
he can.

Criterion: 3 hits will be scored as acceptable.
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PRACTICE STRATEGIES FOR A PSYCHOMOTOR, MIXED-PACE OBJECTIVE

The student should attempt the desired performance in simplified standard situations which
are gradually modified by increasing the variety, and eliminating special helps until he can perform .

under an assortment of "real world" situations.

The following recommendAions can increase the effectiveness of practice with
mixed-pace tasks:

STANDARD PRACTICE: Practice should initially occur under a simplified, most probable
situation. This practice should include overt response and immediate feedback. (See self-paced
strategy.) If the task is complex, partial practice may be desirable. (See self-paced strategy.)

FEEDBACK: Because of the increased complexity of mixed-pace tasks, especially when the
body is in motion, it is usually necessary that an external observer provide information to the
student about his performance until he learns to attend to kinesthetic and other internal cues.

VARIATION: After an adequate amount of competence is shown, practice situations should
be varied. In the mixed-pace strategy, the student should experience the many ways he might
find himself in motion or those in which the object would be in motion.

TASK SIMPLIFICATION: One way to simplify the task is to slow the pace, moving the body
or the object more slowly. As practice progresses, the pace should gradually be increased until
it reaches real world levels. Simulation devices can facilitate this control for many tasks.

,.

EMPHASIZING RELEVANT CUES: Because of the pace involved, it is not possible in many
tasks for the learner to process helps during the response execution. In these cases, helps
should be provided prior to the response execution. In both cases, these helps should gradually

_
be eliminated so that the learner is attending to internal cues.

_____

ATTENTION: Use techniques% to help the learner, concentrate on relevant cues and avoid
distractions.
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1. Write Your Objective

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

1

Audience: Early grade school children

Behavior: will hit a soft ball with a ball bat

Conditions: when the ball is slow pitched through the strike zone.

Degree: Acceptable performance is hitting one out of three.

2. The Domain is: psychomotor

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: mixed-pace

4. Write Your
Strategy Presentation
Prescription:

Comments

i
Feedback automatic: he hits
or misses.

1

The stand simplifies the task.
In drill 1, task' has been
changed to a self-paced task.
When the self-paced task is
mastered with variation, then
a mixechpace strategy is
introduced.

Watching ball and correct
form stressed throughout
practice.

t

.3

r

.Practice

Drill 1: Place ball on an adjustable flexible stand. Have the student
practice knocking the ball of the stand. Practice with 5 or 6 balls at 4 or 5
various heights, then with a series of swinging at a different height.

Drill 2: From a short distance, pitch slow balls to the student whilehe
practices hitting. As he masters one distance, move back until everitually
you are at an appropriate. distance. During both drills, stress watching the
ball, correct follow through swing, and correct stance and bat holding.

Evaluation

Stimulus: The instructor will pitch 10 slow ballsacross the plate.

Response: The youngster will be instructed to hit as many pitched balls as
he can.

Criterion: 3 hits will be scored as acceptable.
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PRESENTATION kRATEGIES FOR A PSYCHOMOTOR, MIXED-PACE OBJECTIVE

Demonstrate the skill for the student, illustrating a high level of proficiency. Indicate the level
of proficiency he will be expected to acquire during instruction. Emphasize the critical stimulus
events.

DEMONSTRATE: In order for the 'student to have a complete picture of the skill to be
performed, he should see it performed at a high proficiency level. The demonstration should
be repeated at the level he will be expected to acquire during the period of the instruction.

POINT OUT RELEVANT CUES: During this demonstration, his attention should be called to
stimulus conditions which must be used in his performance. Since either an object or
performer is in motion during this type of behavior, some device should be used to slow or
stop the motion so critical features of the performance may be illustrated.

INDICATE CRITERIA: If a checklist is used to evaluate the performance, it should be given
to the student at this time and its use demonstrated. There may be some value in having the
student learn to judge performances befOre he undertakes the behavior himself.

MATURATION LEVEL: Mixed-pace strategies require a higher maturation level than do many
self-paced strategies. In establishing criteria and demonstrating the behavior, be sure to

' consider the level of your students.
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SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

1. Write YOur Objective

Audience: Early grade school children

Behavior:. will hit a soft ball with a ball bat

Conditions: when the ball is slow pitched through the strike zone.

Degree: Acceptable performance is hitting one but of three.

2. The Domain is: psychomotor

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: mixed-pace

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Complex behavior has been
simplified for this beginnini
objective.

Demonstration stresses fo n
and relevant cues like watc,t-
ing the ball.

Presentation

Show how to stand and hold the bat ready for a pitch.

Show how to swing and follow through.

Hit some balls. Show pleasure in hits, trying again when miss.

Stress importance of watching the ball.

Tell the child he will learn to hit at least 1 out of 3 slow pitches.

Practice

Drill 1: Place ball on an adjustable flexible stand. Have the student
practice knocking the ball off the stand. Practice with 5 or 6 balls at 4 or 5
various heights, then with a series of swinging at a different height.

Drill 2: From a short distance, pitch slow balls to -the student while he
practices hitting. As he masters ons.distance, move back until eventually
you are at an appropriate distance. During both drills, stress watching the
ball, correct follow through swing, and correct stance and bat holding.

Evaluation

Stimulus: The instructor will pitch 10 slow.balls across the plate.

Response: The youngster will be instructed to hit as many pitched balls os
he can.

Criterion: 3 hits will be scored as acceptable.

GO TO P. 74 FOR ANOTHER SET OF SAMPLE
STRATEGIES.
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1. Write Your Objective

Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 2

The early grade school child

will balance and ride

a two wheel, bicycle

so that he can stay on a winding path 3 feet wide.

2. The Domain is: psychomotor

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: mixed-pace

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Turning to Maintain balance
isa critical issue.

Checklist or criterion
probably unnecessary for this
task. He'll know Mien he can
rick'.

Like many psychomotor
tasks, feedback is built in.

Early drills simplify the task
by allowing child to
concentrate on one part of
the task at a time.

Training wheels provide help
to simplify the task.
Encourage the child not to
ride off balance with a

training wheel always on the
ground, but rather to try and
balance the bike.

A loose criterion is involved
because of the built in
feedback in the task itself.

Presentation

Show student how to ride. Point out how you turn into a fall to maintain
balance. Slow way down and exaggerate this Corrective maneuver.

Practice

Drill 1. Have child sit on bicycle while you hold it still. Have him practice
turning into fall.

Drill 2. While someone slowly walks the bike, have the child steer while
you stress turning into a fall.

Drill 3: Hold up rear of bike, have student practice braking and peddling.

Drill 4: With training wheels, have student practice riding until wheels
don't catch his falls.

Drill 5: Remove training wheels and allow child to ride.

Evaluation

Have student negotiate winding path. If he rides off the path or is unable
to maintain his balance, he needs more practice before being allowed on
the street.

.1111.

NOW, WRITE OUT STRATEGIES FOR YOUR OWN

OBJECTIVE.
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WRITE YOUR OWN OBJECTIVE AND STRATEGIES, HERE

1. Write YourObjective

Audience:

Behavior:

Copditions:

Degree:

2. The Domain is;

3. The Appropriate Strategy is:

4, Write Your
Strategy Presentation
Prescription:

Explain why you used a
particular strategy.
(See P. 68, 70 and 72.)

Practice

Evaluation

75
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STEP WRITE A STRATEGY PRESCRIPTION
FOUR Psychomotor Domain; An Externally-paced Strategy

A simplified checklist of externally-paced behaviors:

Does your objective require the student to execute a response or a series of
movements while he and an object are in motion?

Is there dynamic movement interaction between the student, an object, and his
immediate environment?

Externally-Paced Strategy is appropriate when both the student and the object
are in motion during the performance of the activity. This highly complex and
dynamic type of behavior is often witnessed in competitive sports, such as in
rallying in tennis and handball. Another illustration would be a marksman on a
boat being rocked by the waves aiming at a moving target such as a flying'bird.
The complexity of this task is apparent when one imagines how much easier jt
would be if it were mixed-paced in nature; that is, if either the bird of the boat
were still.

The most common behaviors involving externally paced tasks are discrete in
nature. While.they involve a body in motion, the behavkt? usually consists of a
discrete response such as hitting, throwing or catching a Pall while running or
moving. A continuous externally-paced task involves continual correction and
interaction of both the object and the performer, such as surfing 9r jumping a

_wake while water skiing. Continuous externally-paced tasks are s6 complex that
examples commonly taught in school are difficult to identify.

Psychomotor tasks are cumulative. It is suggested that you also study the self
and mixed-pace strategies in connection with externally-paced tasks.

ACKNOWLEbGEMENTS

RE AD THE SAMPLE EXTERNALLYPACED
OBJECTIVES ON THE FACING PAGE. THEN,
TURN TO P. 78.

The authors are grateful to Robert Singer who provided extensive detailed suggesti9ns
specifiCally for this book.t The division into three psychomotor strategie's was at his suggestion.
Although many of the recommendations given are his, the authors naturally assume responsibility
for the material represented since extensive revision ,and editing was dpne to Dr. Singer's work
and the biases presented may not adequately represent his original intent.

Many of the recommendations contained in this section are adapted from the following
source: Merrill, M. David, "Psychomotor Paradigms" a chapter in M. David Merrill' (Ed.)
Instructional Design: Readings, `Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1971.
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PSYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN, SAMPLE EXTERNALLY-PACED OBJECTIVES

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

High school football receivers (audience) will catch (behavior) an over the-shoulder pass
while running downfield (conditions). They will catch 1 out of 2 such passes when not closely
defended (degree).

The behavior requires
the receiver to be

running while .a ball is

moving toward him
through the air. He must,.
adjust his motion so .he
can meet the ball at the
key moment without
stopping.

SAMPLEOBJECTIVE 2

The catch is a discrete
behavior. Adjustment in
speed of movement and
position is necessary to meet
the ball, but the response
itself is a catch or incomplete
pass.

Most competitive sports
involve some type of
externally-paced discrete
behavior. Ability to
master this complex
behavior separates
outstanding players from
average athletes.

High school football backs (audience) will demonstrate effective broken field running
(behavior) when 3 or more defending players are blocking their path (conditions). They will average
a gain of 3 yards per play over a series of 10 or more plays (degree).

This behavior involves a
moving player and 2 or 3
objects (other moving
players). Hence; there is
dynamic action between
the player and defenders.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 3

This represents a continuous
task since the situation is

constantly changing which
equ ires dynamic external

adjustment on the part of the
back.

Only certain members of
a team would be
expected to master this
complex behavior and
some will not reach
criterion.

Young adults (audience) will mount and ride (behavior) a surf board on a large incoming wave
(conditions). They will average 1 minute per ride before falling or losing the wave (degree).

The behavior involves a moving surf and A surf ride requires continual adaptation to
moving body on a surf board. The surfer ever-changing c?nditions, hence, this is a

must meet the changing conditions by continuous task.
continually shifting; his weight in order .

to keep the wave and maintain his
balance.
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EVALUATION STRATEGIES FOR A PSYCHOMOTOR, EXTERNALLYPACED OBJECTIVE

Observe the performance under a variety of "real world" or closely simulated situations. Use
appropriate checklists and other devices to assist with the observation. Keep a cumulative record
extending over several "real world" performances.

Factors which should be considered in assessing externally-paced psychomotor strategies
are:

JUDGING PERFORMANCE: Externally paced behavior is judged by observing changes
produced in the environment and by observing the motion of the performer. As with
self-paced and mixed-paced strategies, this judgment will be better if it is done by two or more
judges using checklists which indicate the important proficiency factors.

MULTIPLE OBSERVATIONS: Because of the variety of ways that the performer and the
object involved cari be in motion for any given task, it is important that the performance be
observed under a variety of conditions on more than one occasion. In most instances, some
type of cumulative record should be maintained.

ACCURATE SIMULATION: For sdme types of externally-paced tasks, it is possible to make
adequate judgments about performance under simulated conditions. This option is especially
important when expensive equipment would be required otherwise or when inadequate "real
world" performance could cause danger to life or limb.

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION: Because of the complex nature of most externally paced tasks,
poor performance on a component task. may mean failure to master, the whole. Rating sheets
should be constructed to pinpoint component task performance.
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1. Write Your Objective

1

i

. 1

1

1

i3.
l 4. Write Your .

I
Strategy
Prescription:

1 Comments
I

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

Audience: High school football receivers

Behaviors will catch

Conditions: an over-theshoulder pass while running down field.

Degree: They will catch one out 6f two stieh passes when not closely guarded.
/4

The Domain is: psychomotor

The Appropriate Strategy is: externally-paced

Simulation here is very much
like role playing the "real
world" event.

Two or more coaches or a
coach and team member may
improve reliabilit! of
judgment.

Presentation

Practice

Evaluation

Best evaluation would be number of uch passes caught in actual game
situation.

Reasonable simulation involves scrimmage practice where a play can be
executed and observed uncler a variety of condition` .

A coach should observe each attempt and indicate what components are
weak.

.I.

O
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PRACTICE STRATEGIES FOR A PSYCHOMOTOR, EXTERNALLY-PACED OBJECTIVE

After mastering the component tasks, the learner should attempt the desired perforimance in
situations at first simplified, then gradually modified, until he can perform under a variety of
"real world" conditions.

The following recommendations can increase the effectiveness of practice with
externally-paced tasks:

Test Component Skills: Externally paced tasks are usually a complex of several subskills.
Prior to practice on the whole tasks, evaluate the learner's ability to execute each of the
component skills, If he has not acquired them, he 'should practice until he is ready for the
more complex behavior using the recommendations given for self-paced and mixedpaced
strategies.

Whole Versus Part Practice: Unlike either self-paced or mixed-paced tasks, externally-paced
\\.....,...tasks are so complex that practice on component parts is almost always necessary before

practicing the whole performance. Each part should be practiced separately. Then, the parts-
hould be put together by adding segments.

Standard to 'Varied Practice: Practice should initially occur in a simplified, most probable
situation. This practice should include overt response and immediate feedback (see
self paced strategy). After an adequate amount of competence is shown, practice situations
should be varied. In the externally paced tasks, both the person and the objects can be in
motion in a variety of ways (see mixed-paced strategy).

Task Simplification: Externally paced tasks can be simplified by stopping the motion of
either the object or the person, thereby reducing the performance to mixed-pace behavior.
Further simplification can be accomplished by slowing the pace as described for the mixed
strategy.

Simulation: Because of the complexity of externally-paced tasks, it is frequently desiralile
to simulate a "real world" situation for control and simplification of the various task
components. Simulation permits control over variation of the motion or persons or objects,
provides a means for emphasizing relevant cues, and allows either of the two kinds of pace
to be slowed down.

Attention: Because of the complex pacing involved in externally paced tasks, it is important
to assist the leSrner to concentrate on the cues given in the task.

=fflmilaNNIMEINOSSIVIMMIVINOSOIMIIIIVMIIIN.

EXAMINE THE SAMPLE PRACTICE STRATEGY
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1. Write Your Objective

Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE

High school football receivers

will catch

an over-theshoulder pass While running down fivId.

They will catch one out of two such passes when not closely guarded.

2. The Domain is: psychomotor

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: externally-p,

4. Write Your
Strategy Presentation
Prescription:

Comments

Both running and catching
under* easier conditions are
necessary prerequisites to this
task.

Drills 1 and 2 change the task
to mixed-pace task where the
object and then the learner
are stopped. Drill 3 is

externally-paced in standard
condition. Drill 4 adds varlet.),
by confusing the situation
with a defender.

A coach should observe every
attept and point out where
tiniink; form, etc. could be
improved.

Practice

Test student's ability to catch a pass when set (not running), both when
facing thequarterback and when facing away.

Drill 1: Suspend the football in a sling. Have the runner run, jump and
snatch the football from its position. Stress timing, appropriate ball
watching, etc.

Drill 2. Have the receiver practice catching over-theshoulder passes while
set. Back to greater distances as he acquires knack.

Drill 3: Have receiver run and receive over-the-shoulder passes. Gradually
increase distance.

Drill 4. Put a defender on receiver and have him attempt reception while
dodging defender.

Evaluation

Best evaluation would be nun,ber of such passes light in actual game
situation.

Reasonable. simulation involves scrimmage practice where a play can be
executed and observed under a.varlety Of conditions.

A coach should observe each attempt and indicate what components are
weak.=nmit

GO TO P. 82 FOR PRESENTATION STRATEGIES.



PRESENTATION STRATEGIES FOR A PSYCHOMOTOR, EXTERNALLY-PACED OBJECTIVE

Demonstrate the behavior as it should be performed. Indicate the level of proficiency the
student will be expected to attain. During the demonstration, isolate the stimulusevents critical to
the performance.

DEMONSTRATE: To clearly illustrate the behavior, illustrate the entire performance and then
some of the various component skills. To simplify the demonstration and help the student see
the components, hold either the performer or the object still while the other is in motion.
Because of the variations in motion possible, several demonstrations should be made.

POINT OUT RELEVANT CUES: During the performance, point out relevant stimulus cues.
This may require devices which can slow or stop the performance to emphasize relevant cues.

INDICATE CRITERIA: Show the student how the performance will be judged and if a
checklist is involved, how it is applied.

MATURATION LEVEL: The complexity of externally-pace strategies usually requires a
rather high level of physical maturity. Be sure to carefully ana yze your student's readiness to
undertake such tasks.
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SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

1. Write Your Objective,

Audience: High school football receivers

Behavior: will catch

Conditions: an overtheshoulder pass while running down field.

Degree: They will catch one out of two such passes when not closely guarded.

2. The Domain is: psychodrOtor

3. Tie Appropriate Strategy is: externally-paced

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Slow motion helps isolate
. critical parts of the behavior.

I

Presentation

Show a series of mediated examples illustrating an overtheshoulder pass
reception.

Use slow motion and point out the critical elements of timing, judging,
jumping, etc. involved in the catch.

Discuss each element and stress its importance.

Stress the edge being able to catch such a pass gives your team over the
competition.

Practice

Test student's ability to catch a pass when set (not running), both when
facing the quarterback and when facing away.

Drill 1: Suspend the football in a sling. Have runner run, jump JO snatch
the football from its position. Stress timing, appropriate ball watching, etc.

Drill 2: Have the receiver practice catching over the shoulder passes while
set. Back to greater distances as he acquires knack:

Drill 3: Have receiver run and receive over the shoulder passes. Gradually
increase distance.

Drill 4: Put a defender on receiver and have him attempt reception while
dodging defender.

Evaluation

Best evaluation would be number of such passes caught in actual game
situation.

Reasonable simulation involves scrimmage practice where a play can be
executed and observed under a variety of conditions.

A coach should observe each attempt and indicate what components are
weak.

H GO TO P. 84 FOR ANOTHER SET OF SAMPLE
STRATEGIES,

1
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1. Write Your Objective

Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:'

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 2

High school football backs

will demonstrate effective broken field running

when three or more defending players are blocking their paths.

They will average a gain of 6 yards per play over a series of 10 or more plays.

2. The Domain is: psychomotor

3. The Appropriate Strategy is:

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Slow motion helps isolate
critical parts of this very
complex behavior

Drills 1 and 2 change the task
to a mixed-pace tzdk by
stopping movement of
blockers or back while the
other is still in motion.

Situation is gradually made
more complex by addition of
more defenders.

Simulation is like role playing
the real world event.

Two or more official
observers can improve
feedback. Recording the
event allows observation and
analysis over and over,`.
including slow 'moon

externally-paced.

Presentation

Show a series of mediated examples illustrating broken field running.

Use slow motion and point out critical elements such as faking,
sidestepping, jumping, etc.

Discuss each element and stress its importance.

Point out the strength broken field running gives a team.

Practice

Pretest running, proper holding of football, faking, sidestepping a blocker,
etc. Drill on weak aspects.

Drill 1. Place three or four dummies or sandbags on the field and have the
back run a zigzag pattern through these obstructions. Stress various
critical moves during this practice.

Drill 2: Have back stand still and try to dodge a tackler by sidestepping or
faking.

Drill 3: Have back run and dodge one defender.

Drill 4: Add 1 defender, then 2, while back practices broken field hinning.

During all practices, point ourways backtould impriwe his pattern. Allow
him to watch himself if possible.

Evaluation

Best evaluation would be yards gained per attempt in actual game
situation.

Reasonable simulation involves scrimmage practice where the lay can be
executed and observed under a variety of conditions.

Every attempt should be carefully observed or recorded for diagnosis of
the perforniances.

4
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NOW, WRITE OUT STRATEGIES FOR YOUR OWN
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WRITE YOUR OWN OBJECTIVE AND STRATEGIES, HERE

'1. Write Your Objective

Audience: .

Behavior:
-

Conditions:

Degree:

2. The Domain is:

3. The Appropriate Strategy is:

4. Write Your
Strategy Presentation
Prescription:

Explain why you used a
particular strategy.
(See pps. 78, 80 and 82.)

4q

Practice

S

Evaluation

Gil TOP 109 J



STEP I WRITE A STRATEGY PRESCRIPTION
FOUR' Affective Domain; Motivation or Interest Strategy

A simplified checklist of motivation or interest behaviors:

Do you want to increase motivation as evidenced by a student's persistanse in
working at a tests?

Do you want to promote interest as evidenced by a student's volunteering to
work at some task?

Affective behavior can be inferred from a person's approach and avoidance
behaviors. While many factors can complicate such choices, the following
oversimplified description should assist in planning affective strategies.

When a person likes or desires a particular thing or event, he makes an effort
to obtain or seek after the thing that attracts him. This type of behavior is called
approach. On the other hand, when a person does not like or fears a particular
thing or event, he tries to prevent contact with it. This type of behavior is called
avoidance. When a person really wants to do something, we say he is motivated; in
other words, he demonstrates an approach behavior. If a person who is not
forced in some way, persists in working at,a task or goes back to a particular kind
of event again and again, we say he is interested in this event; or in other words,
he demonstrates an approach behavior.. An affective objective identifies particular
approach behaviors from which we can infer interest or motivation in particular
objects or events.

When we attempt to promote interest or motivation, one objective should
not be designed to have all students equally motivated or adopt common
interests. Rather, they are to modify the negative extremes of behavior, to
promote interest in something where there was rip interest before, to motivate in
socially acceptable ways where existing motives are disruptive or socially
unacceptable, and to help all children empathize with the acceptable motives and
interests of others.

1,11

am*
READ THE SAMPLE MOTIVATION OR INTEREST

OBJECTIVES ON THE FACING PAGE. THEN,
TURN TO P. 88.
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AFFECTIVE DOMAIN, SAMPLE MOTIVATION OR INTEREST OBJECTIVES
0

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

High school biology students (audience) will demonstrate an increased interest in biology by
coming to class early (behavior). The teacher will leave the room open so they may come in early,
but will not ask them to and will not provide any special awards for students so doing (conditions).
The objective will be considered accomplished if ar. average of one-third of the students come early
throughout the year and 80% come early at least once'(degree).

This is a volunteer situation where
students have a free choice and elect to
come. Coming early is used to infer
increased interest in the topic.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 2

Note that the objective includes a statement
indicating the interest inferred, i.e.,
"increased interest in biology."

High school music appreciation students (audience) will demonstrate an increased interest in
classical musics by selecting a higher proportion of classical records (behavior) from the record
collection. The selections must be made during a free hour when the students can listen to the
music on headphones while they study. The collection must include a variety of pop, evergreen, and
classical selections (conditions). Success will be indicated if the average proportion of classical to
pop'and evergreen increases from a ratio of 1 in 20 to at least a ratio of 1 in 10 (degree).

This represents a free
choice situation from
which increased interest
is inferred.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 3

If the student is assigned to
listen to a record, it should
not be included in either the
base statistic or the behavior
used to measure change.

The 1 in 20 measure was
base line gathered prior
to beginning a unit on
classical music.

Junior High School algebra students (audience) will become more mptivated to work algebra
problems. They will show this increased motivation by completing (behavior) more of the "fun
optiOns" suggested at the end of each unit. These options consist of games and puzzles using the

ff

principles taught in the unit. Students are not assigned these options, but can find out how well
they did by requesting to see the teachers answer key (conditions). If the average number of
students working the fun options reachs 50%, the objective will be considered accomplished. -

Persistence by -voluntarily engaging in I When fun options are assigned, they should
more problem solving is used to infer not, be punted toward the criterion or in
increased motivation. determining the tiase line data.

.4
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'EVALUATION STRATEGIES FOR AN AFFECTIVE, MOTIVATION OR. INTEREST OBJECTIVE

lab

On a number of occasions, observe a student's persistence in working at a task or his
self initiation of work on a particular kind of task when specified reinforcing events no longer
depend on task involvement.

4

In observing situations from which you can infer motivation or interest change, consider
the following:

HIGH PROBABILITY APPROACH BEHAVIOR: Identify a number of high probability
approach behaviors from which you can infer the desired interest or motivation. An approach
behavior is a choice to engage in some activity or persistence in working at a particular task.
High probability means a situation which is likely to occur frequently or in the everyday
experience of the student. Since a pattern of approach is a better indicator than a single
observation, identify a number of different situations.

FREE CHOICE, NO-CUE TEST SITUATION: Describe a test situation in which the approach
behaviors identified can be exhibited. Real world situation are best, but simulated or
self- report situations can also be 'used. The situation should contain at least two alternatives,
one of which is an instance of an approach behavior. The choice should be free. If a teacher
has previously expressed a preference in a given situation, then the choice is no longer free.
Also, if cues within the test indicate that it is a test-of motivation or interest, then it is a cued
situation.

1/2 CO

CRITERIA: Establish a base line from the choices made by a student or group of students
prior to their engaging in instruction designed to increase their motivation or interest. The
criteria of change should be realistically compared to this base line. In class situations, one
measure is the number of students who demonstrate the desired approach behaviors. If more
demonstrate approach after the training than before, then you have produced some change in
interest-or motivation. A single choice is very reliable. Inferences about motivation or interest
chp(e should be based on trends observed over several choice situations. These may be spread
over days or weeks.

4
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SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1 -

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: High school Biology students

Behavior: will demonstrate an increased interest in Biology by

Conditions: The teacher will leave the room open, but will not
students so doing.

Degree. An average of one third of the students will come
come early at' /east once.

2. The Domain is: affective

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: motivation or interest

4. \ Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Be sure no grades or credit
are given for coming early

Do not tell students this (s a
way to measure interest.

if attendance, drops" at these
early sessions you had better
examine.- your contracting
situation.

coming to class early.

ask them nor provide

early throughout the

special rewards for

year, and 80% will

Presentation

Practice

Ev luation

An ounce that the room will be available early.

eep a record (without telling the students) of the number who come
ea y.

\lf his numb r increases as the semester proceeds, you will have a basis for
\lrtfe ing inc ased interest.

L
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PRACTICE STRATEGIES FOR AN AFFECTIVE, MOTIVATION OR INT4REST OBJECTIVE

If'
Set up practice conditions so that participating.in a particular reinforcing event depends on

a student's accomplishment of a specified learn' g activity. .,
i.

Motivation or interest is increased n a student successfully engages in a particular
task. The most successful procedure yet Identified for insuring involvement consists of
establishing a contract with each student wherebj a certain amount of involvement with the
task results in 9n opportunity, for activity the student finds rewarding. The following
suggestions will assist you to establish such contracts.

A CAREFULLY DEFINE? TASK: For a contract system to operate successfully, it is
important that a given task be carefully defined and segmented into sections a student can
'complete in a short period. Theength of this period depends on the age of the student,
previous experience with the task, difficulty of the task, and other factors. It is better to
identify task segments by the numtkr of problems worked, the number of repetitions of a
drill, etc:, rather than by the amount of time spent. The type of practice involved dependson
the kind of behavior being taught. The affective strategy to promote motivation or interest is
al lys used in addition to an appropriate cognitive or psychomotor strategy.

REI FORCING EVENTS: Given two activities, a student will usually prefer one to another.
Cont cting is based on the fact that all of us will engage in less desirable activity if, as a result,
we can engage in a desirable activity. The amount and kinds of reinforcing events available to
the student should be carefully specified. He should 'be told how much and what kind of
reward activity will be available for completing each task segment.

Objects or events of high reward value for one student may not be rewarding to another.
Motivation and interest ,den be significantly increased only when they are promoted on an
individual basis. You should carefully analyze yo':r stupients art identify highly valued
activities which you can make available to each one accordiVg to your resources and situation.
Not only should a number of different reinforcing events be available for a class of students,
but several alternative reinforcing events should be available for individual students.

CONTRACTS: The follLing considerations wiF-1.0ake reward contracts more successful.
1) Always allow the student to engage in the reiriforcingactivity immediately following

completion of the task segment on which the reword depends.

2) Make the reinforcement depend on accomplishment rather than on obedience.
3) Be sure the sequence is first work on the task, and thri engagement ,in the

reinforcing activity.

4) Be sure the contract is fair. A small amount of reinforcement activity for a lJge
amount of task activity or a large amount of reinforcing activity for a small amount
of task completed, is not fair and will not.work.

5) Be sure the student understands the agreement and be sure to follow through every
time.

6) Be sure the contract is positive. Do not make contracts which say, unless such anti
such is accomplished, you will be punished.
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1. Write Your Objective

Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

High school Biology students

will demonstrate an increased interest in Biology by coming to class'early.

The teacher will leave the room open, but will not ask them nor provide special rewards for
students so doing.

Degree: An average of one third of the students will come early throughout the year.,
come early at least once.

2. The Domain is: affective
,

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: motivation or interest

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Commerits

It is important to carefully
define 'each study task. Be
sure they are not too long so
the student will have time to
engage in the quest projects.

Have sufficient variety of
quest Rrojects so that each
students can find one that
interests him.

and 80% will

PresIntation

Practice

Divide the test and other study mat) into small segments, each with
study questions and exercises. Each segment should require less than 30
minutes for the average student to complete.

Arrange a number of exciting quest projects, such as.studying mitosis with
a microscope, looking for microbes of some kind, oc.; growing cultures;
ph otc4raph ing plant growth; raising rats and testing various

microorganisms; study of synthetic ligyj,etc.

Agree with.students that completion of a study segment enables them to
work on one of the quest projects for the remainder of the hour.

Announce that the room will be open early for those who want to
undertake another quest project outside of class. Indicate that no extra
credit will be given. "They're just for fun."

Evaluation

Announce that the room will be available early.

Keep a record (without telling the students) of the number who come
early.

If this number increases as the semester proceeds, you will have a basis for
inferring increased interest..
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'PRESENTATION STRATEGIES for an AFFECTIVE, MOTIVATION or INTER&ST OBJECTIVE.

, li
Conduct an open diicutsion as to why the particular interest or motivation is. important. Do 44'.

not indicate that you will measure the student's interest or motivation change. Do not indicate
the test situations which will be used.

OBJECTIVES: Socially acceptable and desirable motivations and interests should be careftilly
,selected and justified. Affectivie objectives should be specified for guiding instructional an
evaluatiop activities. These motivations ancfinterestphould be discusged with the student, b t
if you intend to evaluate a student's change in motivation or interest, do tell him when
how he will be observed, or it will not bepossible to obtain a valid.meas ement.

DO NOT INDICATE YOUR OBJECTIVE: Real motivation and interest often directed by
involuntary individual emotional . responses. When a person knows he is supposed to
demonstrate a particular interest, howevert he can "lake it" by acting "as if" he were
interested if he wants to please the teacher, or refuse to act appropriately if he wants to
aggravate the teacher. To evaluate a person's underlying motivation or interest under these
conditions is impossible.

DISCUSSION: Yop should engage in free and open discussion with your students concerning ab
particular motivation or.interest. You should feel free to express your own biases. You should
also point out the desirlbility of a variety of different interests; the importance of different
motivations. Socially undesirable interests and' otivations should also be discussed in a free,
open discussion. However, if you want to measure a.change in your students, don't bias them
by telling them wifen and how you will assess this change.

.

GRADES: You should never grade student on hi4 motivation or interest change.
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SAMPLE OBJgCTIVE 1

1. Write Yotir Objective 4

AUdience: 4 High school Biology students

Behavior:, will demonstrate arrincreased interest in Biology by coming to class early.

Conditions: The teacher will leave the room open, but will not ask them nor provide
students so doing.

Degree: An average of one third of the students will come early throughout the
come early at least once.

2. The Domain is: affective

3. The Appropriate Straiegy.is:

4. Write Your
\ Strategy

Prescription:

Comments

The flash and enthOsiasm
present in this discussion will
do much to help yqu
accomplish your objective.

Obviously you don't show
your objective to your
students.

motivation or,interest

A

N
special reds for

year, and 80% will

Presentation

Discuss the importance of Biology as a field.

Show some of its outstanding contributions to mankind.

Indicate your own enthusiasm .`or the field and why.

Express the desire'esire that your students will develop arrinterest.

DO NOT tell them that their interest wilt be measured by coming early to
class.

.

Practice

Divide the text and other study materials into small segments, each with
study questions and exercises. Each 'segment should require less than 30
minutes for the average student:to complete.

Arrange a number of exciting.quest projects, such as studying mitosis with
a microscope, looking for microbes of-some kind, 'etc.; growing cultures;
photographing plant growth; raising rats and testing various
microorganisms; study of synthetic light; etc.

Agree with- students that completibn of a study segment enables them to
work on one of the quest projects for the remainder of the hour.

Announce that the room will' be open early for, those who want to
undertake another quest project outside of class. Indicate that no extra
credit will be given. "They're just for fun." N,

Evaluation

Announce t at the room will be available early.

Keep a r ord (without telling the students) of the number who come
early.

If this number increases as the semester proceeds, you will have a basis for
inferring increased interest.
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SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 2

Write Your Objective

Audience: High school music appleciation students

Behavior: will demonstrate an increased interest in classical music by selecting a higher proportion of
classical records from the record collection.

Conditions: The selettion must be made during a free hour when students can listen to MUSIC on head
phones as they study; the collection must include a variety of pop, evergreen and classical
selections.

The average proportion of classical to pop and evergreen must increase from a ratio of 1:20
to at least 1:10.

Degree:

2. The Domain is: affective .

3. The Appropriate Strategy i

Write your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Enthusiasm here is important.
A repeat or variation of this
idea should occur several

times throughout the
semester.

Don't show students your
-objective. Be sure each task is-
specific and carefully defined.
Be sure it can be completed
in the time allowed.

Be sure there are sufficient
options to meet the interests
of all students. Allow free
choice. Don't force a student
into an op,tion he doesn't
want.

Be sure no m.mtion of kind
of election is made in class.

Let students feel this is their
own business; actually, it is.

Don't grade choices.

5: . motivation or interest

Presentation

Describe the po d beauty of classical music. '

Indicate youown interest, when you like to listen and why.

Express hope that students will develop an interest.. . ,

Do Not indicate that study hour records are being monitored or will be
used to measure interest.

Practice.

Divide study materials'into small segments, each consisting of materials to
read; to listen; to see, etc., with accompanying questions or exercises. Be
sure each segment requires 30 minutes or less.

Arrange for students who complete each Itgment to listen to music of
their choice. Be sure the collection includes all their favorites plus yours.
An option would be to allow-a jazz combo or singing group to practice
following completion of their work.

Make a contract with each student. Work first, then fun.

Announce the availability of music in the study hall. Describe checkout
procedures.

Evaluation

Be sure students know they_can.c.heck out records and listen to music
during study hall.

Keep a record of the selections cheated out.

Figure out the proportion each week.

The proportionrshould improve as the semester continues.

Don't tell studetits a record is being kept.

any
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WRITE YOUR OWN OBJECTIVE AND STRATEGIES, HERE

1. Write Your Objective

Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:

2. The Domain is:

3. The Appropriate Strategy, is:

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescrif)tion:

Explain why) you use a

particular.strategy.
(See pis. 88, 90 and 92.)

Presentation

'Practice

I

Evaluation

tt .
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STEP WRITE A STRATEGY PRESCRIPTION
FOUR Affective Domain; Attitude or Value Strategy

A simplified checklist of attitude or value behaviors:

Does your objective specify a change in values or attitudes as evidenced by the
activities or situations, a student chooses when he doesn't know he is being
observed?

Attitudes and values are very complex sets of behavior which include.cognitive
behaviors, psychomotor behaviors, as well as emotions and feelings. Part, of
acquiring an attitude or value involves knowing the concepts involved. There are
three levels at which a student can express attitude or value behavior. Level one is
verbal expresiion wherein' he accepts a gii6n attitude or value; level two is
reported behavior where he tells what he would do in a given situation; level tKre
is what he actually, does in a given situation. All three leOels are' probably
necessary to ,affirm, a student's attitude or value. Since the first two levels can
readily be faked, it 'is crucial during evaluation that the student be unaware 9f,
which situations are to be used to evaluate attitudes when attitudes are being
observed.

When we attempt to promote a giveriatti.tude or value, affective objectives should
not be designed to get all children to accept the same values and attitudes. Rather,
we should promote a variety of socially acceptable attitudes and values. Attitude
change should be aimed at helping persons with socially unacceptable attitudes or
values develop a variety of attitudes or values within, the acceptable range set by
society.

READ. THE 'SAMPLE ATTITUDE OR VALUE,
OBJECTIVES .ON THE FACING PAGE. THEN,
TURN TO P, 9E.
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.The authors gratefully acknowledge the tcontributions of Robert Wagner and the "Good
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AFFECTIVE DOMAIN, SAMPLE ATTITUDE OR VALUE OBJECTIVES

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

Sixth grade students (audience) will come to value an, unpolluted environment. Their
concern for pollution will be measured by the way they discard papers, wrappers, etc. (behavior).
On an outing where they are givein individually wrapped candy and do not know that their paper
discard behavior is being observed (conditions), the number of wrappers thrown on the ground

significan'ty less than during a baseline outing '(degree).

Paper discard ,behavior The degree is an average for a If someone in authority
provides a good measure group. Individual 'behavior is. says, "Remember to put
of attitude toward the more difficult to, observe. papers in the trash,"
environment and your measure will be

pollution. somewhat biased. Make.
it a free choice situation.

,SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 2

Elementary school students (audience) will develop an attitude of respect for the American
Flag. They will .demonstrate their respect by properly folding and storing the flag and by holding
their hands over their hearts,whenever the flag passes or is presented, (behavior). The attitude of
vario s students will be observed when they hoist and retrieve the flag and when the flag is
pres ted duping assemblies. The students must have no knowledge of the check on their
b avior (conditions). The objective will be considered accomplished if an average of 90% of the
class remembers to show proper respect (degree).

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 3

High school students (audience) swill show increased sportsmanship by refraining from boos
and hisses (behavior) at athletic contests (conditions) and by applauding (behavior) outstanding
accomplishments of the other team in these game situations (conditio6s). A significant decrease
in the number of boos and an increase in the amount of applause for the other team will
indicaie accomplishment of the, objective (degree).
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EVALUATION STRATEGIES FOR AN AFFECTIVE, ATTITUIOR VALUE OBJECTIVE

In natural or contrived situations involving frequently occuring activities consistent with or
opposed to the new attitude or value, observe thytydent's choice behavior without his being aware'
and withouproviding cues as to the desired or expected choice.

Verbal Report: It is possible, but difficult, to obtain valid measures'of a given attitude or value
by verbal report. A measure which merely-asks the student whether' or not he subscribes to a.
giveh attitude or value is the most unreliable of all measures for several reasons. First, asking
the question tells the student he is being asked his position relative to a given value. If he wants
to please the qUestioner, he will.,answeroaccording to what he thinks the questioner wants,
rather than according to his feelings. Mere verbal expression does little to measure how a
student would act were he ;required to take a. position with respect to the attitude or value
under question.'

.-
Reported Behavior: Asking the student to state how he would act ip described situations can
be a more reliable, measurement, if the following conditions are met. First; the student is led to
believe that the' instalment is for some purpose other than to measure his attitudes or:values.
Second, the student ,is unaware of whiChlvalue or attitude is being assessed. Third, the student,
makes his choice for specific situations rather than for a&stract statements. Fourth, the
descriptions are warded without cliies ahoutrthe desired or anticipated response.

Observed Behavior:" Observing a studeni*Choices without his knowledge is the, most reliable
evaluation procedure for attitude and value behavior. The following suggestions may assist in
establishing such observation conditions:

First, identify thosCsituationS which, if chosen, would ,provide the student the possibility to
indicate his position relative, to the value or attitude under question. Be sure that the situations
identified are likely to'occurmith some frequency.

Second, be certain that a given situation presents the student a choice where alternatives would
indicate different positions relative to the value.

Third, be' sure the student has a free choice. If, during the presentation, the situation Aas
describd and the alternatives identified relative to the value or attitude, or if the student is
aware `that F-,e is being observed, then. there is no assurance of free choice. Clues hidden in the
situation itself may ,give some indication of the preferred choice and constrain the decision.

Criteria: A single choice is not adequate to infer adoption of a given attitude of value..Several
choices in several different situations assure a more reliable inference.

3,

It is usually inappropriate to award grades ,or other sanctions for one value position over
another. The purpose of observation should, be to evaluate the efftiveness of the experiences
employed, rather than to give awards to the students for conforming.

IN
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SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

1., Write Your Objectiy

Audience: Sixth grade students . .

B)havior: will come to value an unpolluted environment. Their concern for pollution willbe measured
by the way they discard papers, wrappers, etc. '

Conditions: on an outing where they are given individually wrapped candy and do not know that tfieir
paper discard behavior is.being observed. t-

Degree: The number of papers thrown on the ground will be significiptly, less:th'it during a,
"baseline" outing.

'2. The Domain is: affective

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: _ attitude'or value

4. Write Your
Strategy,
Frescriptipn:

'Comments..

The first outing should occur
prior to practice and
presentation. The second

after.

This is observed behavior.

A significant improvement
(less papers on the ground)
from the first to the last will
indicate progress toward your
objective.

If students are reminded of
told' the purpose of the
candy, you will not have an
unbiased observation.

_

.

PresinVion

4

Practice

Eyaluation

Plan two outings as part of your other objectives. These can be to public,
monuments or facilities, etc. ,

During each outing, make individually wrapped candy,or gum available to
your students. 0

Without being obvious, count the number of wrappers thrown on the
ground or floor.

Do Not tell students this measii ring ,their attitude toward pollution.

Do Not remind students to use proper receptacles for waste disposal.

.4
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Y
-PRACTICE STRATEGIES FOR AN AFFECTIV , ATTITUpE OR VALUEOBJECTIVE

. . -
Prov*ide oppprtupities for the student t participate in gr9up activities or simulations where

accomplisKing a'desirable group goalitippends nhis adopting (at least tentrorarily) the. value system
or attitudes of the group. Proved 9 the nec sary cognitive information concerning. the attitude or
value by using the appropriate cognitive str egies. (See other sections of this manual).

COCAIITIVE PRESENTATION: When teaching values and attitudes, there is usually a
con erable amount of cognitive (undeestanding necessary before a student can rationalize a
given value or attitude position. Consequently, teaching values frequently involves teaching
cognitive information. The cognitive strategies described elsewhere in this manual should be
used for teaching this cognitive irformation about a gi) en.attitude or value.

4

VARIETY DF EXPERIENCES: Attitude change is usually a slow process involving a variety of
experipnces with the new attitude or value, which is° not difficult to realize considering the aid
aftitu 1 fray hive been held for some time and reinforced on numerous occasions. It is

important, .therefore, that each student have a variety of experiences, each designed to
promote adoOtion of the new attitude or value.

GROUP PARTICIPATION: Perhaps the most successful way to change an attitude or value is
to put the student in a situation where he is required to adopt the value or attitude in orde? to
accomplish a crucial ar§up goal. This is the "act as if" phenomenon. All of us have observed
that a group of peopip hOlding very different views suddenly adopt a common .code when
faced with a crisis. /

SIMULATION: A student's attitudes or values can be significantly affected in carefully
designed role' playing or simulation situations. These situations can \cause the student to
experience negative outcomes as a result of holding_ to his currently held values, or positive
outcomes as a result of temporarily adopting the new value or attitude.

GROUP DISCUSSION: While not as effective as presentations, group participation or
simulation discussions which help a student examine the consistencies/and inconsistencies of
currently held] values, may help him change his attitude. This experience is Much more
effective whenfused in conjunction with some of the previously described procedures.

EXAMINE THE SAMPLE PRACTICE STRATEGY
ON THE FACING PAGE. THEN, TURN TO P. 102.

0



SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

1. Write Your Objpctive

Audience: Sikth grade students.

Behavior: will come to value an unpolluted environment. Their concern for pollution will be measured
by the way they discard papets, wrappers, etc.

Conditions: on an outing where they are given individually wrapped'canily and do not know that their,
papeP discard behavior is being observed.

. Degree: The number of papers thrown 'on
"baseline" outing.

2. The Domain is: affective

13. The Appropriate Strategy is: attitude or value

4. Write Your"
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Cognitive strategies are used
here.

If group activity, is fun, even
rebellious students should
en joy working toward a

common goal of cleanliness.

This routing should not kie'the
oniused for assessment.(

17
Presentation

the ground will be significantly less that during a

4

Practice. a

Plan and use a cognitive strategy during which students learn the dangers of
pollution, etc.

Organize a cleaning campaign where students work together'to clean up a
city park or some other public facility.

Conduct discussions or simulated debates on industrial ppllution, pollution
by home owners, etc.

1

Evaluation

Plan two outings as part of your other qbjectives. These can be to public
monuments or facilities, etc.

During each outing, make individually wrappktcandy or gum available to
your students.

Without being obvious, count the number of wrappers thrown-on The
ground or floor.

DO NOT tell students this is measuring their attitude 'toward pollution.

DO NOT remind studeNs to use proper receptacles for waste disposal.

GO TO P. 102 F.OR PRESENTATION STRATEGIES.
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PRESENTATION STRATEGIES FOR AN AFFECTIVE, ATTITUDE OR VALUE OBJECTIVE

Present the student a statement of the attitude(s) or value(s) ofconcern. Recreate situations
illustrating the value _or_ attitude, but avoid the specific.situations to be used in assessing whether or

, a
not he has adopted theattitude or value:

,AVOID PROMPTING SPECIFIC BEHAVIORAL EXPRESSION: Attitudes and values require
both cognitive expression and behavioral expFession.,1tisdesirable and necessary to verbalize
the value for the student. It is also detira61t2for him to see behavioral expression of the value.
However, he must not be told the specific behavioral expression which will be used to assess
his attitude or value change, because to do so may prompt him to respond after remembering
how be ought to act rather than on the basis of hOw he feels.

ILLUSTRATE ATTITUDE OR VALUES Carefully designed presentation:; can have a
significant effect in changing attitudes and values. The procedures which make such
preseritions, effective are those-which cause the student to carefully pxamine his existing

,,valu-esand realize they are inconsistent with other values which have even more importaKe to
him. The procedure requiredjs as follows: Identify4ho,se values or attitudes about which the
student has strong positive or negative feelings. During the presentation, demonstrate thathe
new attitude or value will preserve conditions associated with the old positively held attitude

. .
or prevent conditions...associated with the old negatively held attitude.

. . . , -
. . .-

DIFFERENT PRESENTATIONS: Because the same valugs are not held yyLallindividyals to
the same degree, a very effective presentation for one person may Wave-little or no effect on

A
another, person. Ittmai/ be necessary, therefore, to prepare several presentations, each based o(1-
different previoully held values. Students could,then be grouped according to their previous

'- values and shove the.appropriate preser)tation. If the student experiences a presentation based,
or. an attitude he strongly opposes, he may be adversely affected. However, in most cases, it is .

acceptable to show all pre Ate-lions-to all ittpents.

IP

A

d-

'I

*

ExAmiNg THE SAMPLE PRESENTATION
STRATE.Gy ON THE FACING PAGE.THEN:TURN

TO P.104. e

.4

.

4 ,
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° 1. Mite Your Objective

4
SAMPLE OBJECTIVE 1

Audi pce: Sixth grade students

Behavior: 'Will come to value an unpolluted environment.
.,

Behavior:or:
' by the way .4it,i4ey discard papers, wrappers, etc.

'Conditions: on an outing where they are gen individually
paper discard behavior is being observed.

Degree:2,

Their concern for pollution will be measured

wrappeci candy and do not know that their

The number of papers thrownton the grourld will be significantly less that during a
';b1seline" outing. A

2. t The-Domain-is: affective

The Appropriate Strategy is: atitude or value

4, Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

'Comments

The more vivid the examples,
the greater the impact here.

If students know, when they
will be observed, they will be
oh guard.

A

1*/

Presentation

Show some of the problems caused by pollution; contrasting unpolluted
with polluted areas is especially effective.

'Discuss ways each citizen can help promote a cleaner environment..

DO NOT tell students that their attitude change will be observed during
the outings.

Practice

Plan and use a cognitive stiategy dun g-which students learn the clanged
of pollution, etc.

Organize a cleaning campaign whereetlidents work together to clean up a
city park or some other public facili

Conduct discussions or simulated debates on industrial. pollution; pollution
Iby, home owners, etc,*

'Evaluation .

Plan two outings as part b(your other objectives. These'can b to public
monuments or faclities, etc.

During each outing, make individually wrapped candy or gumlovailable to

your students.

Without being obvious, count the number of wrappers throlwn on the
ground or floOr.

DO NOT tell students this is measuring their attitude toward po(lution.

DO NOT remind students to use proper receptables for waste disposal.

103
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1.

2..
3.

4.

A

Write Your Objective

Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:
.

The Domainais:

r

4'

SAMPLE OBJECTIVE

Elementary school students

will develop an attitude of respect for the American flag. They will demonstrate this respect
by properly *storing- the flag and by holding their hands over their hearts whenever the flag is
presented.

The students must have no k owledge of 'the check on their behavior.

Objective accomplished if an verage of 90% of the class remember. to show proper respect.

affective +,

The Appropriate Strateg

Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Vivid illustrations will do

much toward achieving your
objective.

Don't give students your
objective.

Cognitive strategies used for
information.

Make the .geoup activity fun,
but with a serious mission.

This an observed behavior.

I Get a punt both prior to and
a fter the group practice
experierre.

If students know you are
making observations, your
assessment may be biased'and
inaccurate. i

IS: attitude or value

Presentation

Present well told or illustrated experiencesfrom history where outstanding
loyalty has been shown to the flag.

Discuss symbols and their importance.

Ei(press your hope that all students will shoal proper respect for the flag.

Do Not lindicate that studen t's behavior will be monitored during
assemblies or during the posting of the colors:

Practice

4 Teach how to display the flag, some history of the flag, kinds of flags, etc.
using cognitive procedures.

Have the class plan a Progfam to be presented to the rest of the school
demonstrating proper respect for the flag. Their group goal should be
helping other students demonstrate proper respect.

Disduss situations where,proper respect has not been shown. Illustrate the
consequences, both in spirit and loyalty, etc.'

Evaluation

During assemblies, quickly count the num er of students who show
respect. Do Not diScuss problems in this area 'th your students..

Without being obvious, check the folding o the flag. Have different
students assigned to hoist and retire the flag on rotating basis. Do Not
correct students directly for improper procedure here,

An increase in respect from before practice 7,o after will indicate progress
toward the objective.

1.41,1 NOW, WRITE OUT STRATEGIES F9R YOU OWN.

OBJECTIVE.

104
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WRITE YOUR OWN OBJgCTIV AND STRATEGIES, HERE
r .

1. Writ Your Olojactive. ....

Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions: a,

Degree:

2. The Domain is:

3. The Apprppriate Strategy is:

4. Write Yciur
Strategy

,.,

Prescription:
Presentation

, a
Explain{ why you use a

particular strategy.
(See pps. 98, 1040.ancl 102.)

4

t

a

Practice

z
I,

Evaluation

P

,

/

! 105
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GO TO P. 109.
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A QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE TO INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA

,.

VISUAL MEDIA
.

GENERAL VALUATION PRACTICE PRESENTATION

Objects , 110.111 112-113 114-115
The Real Things 116, 174 116 116 116
People 116, 124 116 116 11,6

Models .

.

117, 175 117 117 11

Still Pictures 110-111 112-113 114-115
Flat Pictures . 118, 176 118 118 . 118
35mm Color Slides '1118;177 , 118 118 118

s' Filmstrips1 119, 177 119 119 11,9 -

Overhead Transparencies 119, 178 119 119 119
Chalkboard 120, 179 120 120 120'
Charts/and Posters 120, 180 120 - 120 120
Maps j 121, 180 121 121 121

0
Motion Pictures if- -110-111 112-113 114-115

. Commercially Prodused16mm .

Films 122, 181 '122 122 122
Single Concept 8mm Films 122,181 122 122 s 122
'Locally Produced Films 123, 182 123 123 123

Audio Media 1-10-111 , 112-113 114-115--:
,

-I.
. ,

People 124, 184 124 124 124
Professionally Produced Audio

Materials , 124, 185 124 124 124
Locally Produced Audio Materials -125, 186 125 125 . 125
Educational &Commercial Radio

Programs , 186 I. .

.
.. L $ .

Written Material's .110-11'1 1/2-113 114 -115'

Text and lieferefice Books 126, 188 126 126 126
Workbooks 126, 188 1'26 126 125 .
Periodicals . . 127, 189. 127 127 127
Teacher Produced Handouts 127, 190 127' 127 127

..

Combination of Media, , 1
...

' Audio and Other Media in- , ' , .

Combination -
187.

Written'Material & Other Media
in _Combination 190

EXAMPLE LOCATOR FOR THE SAMPLE MEDIA PRESCRIPTIONS
COGNITIVE. , PSYCHOMOTOR ' AFFECTIVE

Object Naming . pps. 130 & 132 Self-Paced .. pps. 146 & 148 Motivation or Interest
Event Naming . pps. 134 & 136 Mixed Pace . pps. 150 & 152 pps. 158 & 160
Classification .. pps. 138 & 140, Externally Attitude or Value
Rule Using .... pps. 142 & 144 Paced ... pps. 154 & 156 pps. 162 & 164
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STEP

FIVE

s%

.SELECTING INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA

The decision you will make in Step Five will be based on three important
considerations:

your objectives,
the instructional strategies you have selected, and
the special needs of your students.

Your media decisions will result in the selection of combinations of media useful for
each of your instructional strategies:

evaluating student performance
providing for student practice, and
paentation of information to large or small groups, or to individual students.

EVALUATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE

In planning student evaluation,. you must select the combination of instructional media that
will most effectively and efficiently evidence that your students,can perform the behavior under
the conditions given and to the degree speCified.in the objective. .

1
PROVIDING FORWRACTICE

In providing practice opportunities for students, your task is to select the combination of
instructional media most useful to them as they practice under the conditions stated in your
objective 'until they ,meet the criteria (degree) you specified. An added concern is to motivate their
desire to continue practicing until they reach the-stated criterion.

I,
PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION

In presenting the required information, you are concerned with selecting the media that will.be
the most useful in assisting your students achieve the instructional objective using the instructional
strategy selected. This includes presenting them with subject matter related information and
information concerning what is expected of them, how they will be evaluated, and the learning
activities available which will enable them to get from where they are to where they should be at
the, conclusion of the unit. You, are also anxious to ignite their-enthusiasm for the subject matter
and the instructional activities.

0

TO SELECT MEDIA FOR EVALUATION GO TO P. 110.

TO.SELECT MEDIA FOR PRACTICE GO TO P. 112.

TO SELECT MEDIA FOR.PRESENTATION GO TO P. 114. ,

109
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EVALUATION OF STUDENTJ'ERFORMANCE

First, in the left column locate thENea riing strategy that you previously selected:
Second, considering your objective ald learning strategy, note how objects, still and motion pictures, audio media

and written materials can best be used either alone or in combination. (See the sample media prescriptions
starting on page 129 for ideas. s t

.
1Third, turn to the page-indicated a the bottom of the page for detailed information on the types of media you
Iselected.

J
. ,

Fourth, repeat the process for PROV DING FOR STUDENT SF ACTICE end PRESENTING INFORMATION.
I

, I

J LEARNING STRATEGY I - OBJECTS STILL PICTURES

NAMING STRATEGY j I

(For ideas see pps. 130 & 132) L

/
I

,
1

I

If an object or its parts are to be
named, present actual things or
models and ask students to write or

,

tell its name, its parts, or functions.
,

.

'If the object is inaccessible and can
be adequately represented with still,
pictures, have thu students 'ex'amine
the picturs end write or tell names
of the object, its parts, or functions.

. ,
EVENT NAMIN STRATEGY9 '

i

(For ideas see pps. 134 & 136)
.

1

,

.

If objects are a ()Mk& part of the
even t, display them and have
Students`describe their relationship to
the event or arrange them in
sequeqce. ,

If an event..can be presented by still
pictures, provide a series for students
to name, arrange in order, or use to
illustrate relationships.

.

CLASSIF ICATION'STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps. 138 & 140) .
. , 1

,
If the concept involves things,

, present students vxith a number of
actual objects or models they haven't
seen before and ask them to identify
the class to which they belong.

If the concept can be represented
with pictures, have the students
identify a series of pictures of the
actual object or event and pictures of
other objects or events. Be sure the
pictures i$1Ustrate the relevant''
attributes of 'the concept. '

.\.-
t... RULE USING STRA'T GY '

.4
.. 4.

(For ideas see pps, 14 &,144)

1
,

,,
,If using the rule requires tools or the
production of some object from raw
matrials, provide students with the
objects necessary to demonstrate the
rule or procedure. .

If the application of the rule could be
'' illustrated with pictures, require.

students to selec and arrange in
sequence Mose pictures that illustrate.
tfie application of the rule. This is'
usually less adequate than having the
student dcutally the the rule.

SELFPACED STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps. 146 & 148)

when a student is to move his on
body or to manipulate a stationary
object, he must have the appropriate
objects to perform under the
conditions specified in the objective.

S t i l l % pictures are not usually
appriOriate for evaluation of this
behavior. Photographs (especially
polaroid) of his own perfOrmance
may provide sohte feedback.

MIXED .PACE STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps. 150 & 152)

Have the student perform with 'the
required objects under the conditions

,specified in the objective.
I

4

Still pictures, particularly with a
polaroid camera, might be used for
feedback but are usually less effective
than videotape or motion pictures.

E XTERNALLY-PACED STRATEGY

(For ideas see- pps. 154 & 156)

Have the student perform with the
required objects under the conditions
specified in the objective.

Still pictures, particularly with a
polaroid camera, might be,useld for
feedback but are usually less efective
than videotape or motion pictures.

INTEREST OR MOTIVATION STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps. 158 & 160)
.

. .

If you are concerned with evaluating
the student's interest towards partic
ular objects, observe his free choice
use or study of certain types of
objeCts when they are available along
with the other objects.

I 4

4If still pictures _could effectively
display the object of situation of
concern, have students rank a series
of still pictures of objects, events,
situations in order of,preference.

.
.

.

ATTITUDE OR VALUE STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps 162 & 164)
't

,\

If the attitude or value involves
objects, observe students in the
selection and use of the objects in

i situations when they are not aware
that they are being observed.

If the subject of the imstruction.could
be illustrated by pictures of objects
or situations, have students rank a
series of skill pictures in order of
preference. Make a tentative
inference of his attitude based on the
pictures selected.

GO TO PAGE 116 GO TO PAGE 118 1

119
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MOTION PICTURES , AUDIO MEDIA WRITTEN WORDS & SYMBOLS
If motion is a critical feature or is the
functidn to be named, show short film
clips of the object evaaged in its
function and ask the student to write or
tell the name of the object, its parts or
function.

r . .

If sounds are to be identified, provide
recorded or live sounds in an order
different than, that practiced and have
the stuklent name each sound. Recorded
audio can be used to provide directions
or control for evaluation using other
kinds of media.

If written words or symbols are to be
named or associated with other words
or symbols or if a passage or syi-nbolic
statement is to be memorized, have
students either write or orally recitethe
memorized material.

Since many events involve relationships
or human interaction, the best repro-
sentation is often a dramatization pre-
rented by motion pitttlre or videotape.
Present critical portions of such motion
pictures for the. student to idenf.ly or
Sequence. '

If an important characteristic of an
event is some type of sound or if a
dramatic audio portrayal of the event
would provide students with critical
Informetion, have them name or

, sequenCe the event in .recorded or live
audio presentations. '

'lithe event can be dramatized throught use of written words, provide
students witt written descriptions or
narrations and have them name the

. event, describe relationships, or order
episodes in sequence.

If motion or time-space relationships
are relevant attributes of the concept,
have students view filmed examples and
non-examples of the object or event
and identify the examples.

'

If the concept is a sound or voice or if
critical attributes require dramatic
portrayal, have students ideAtify'audio
examples and similar sounding non-
examples.

.

,4 the concept is abstract or symbolic in
. nature, present written materials and

descriptions and have students pick out
the examples from a series that also
ifictdes nonexamples.

.

If applicatior of the rule involves
motion, have students view a short
Sequence of a motion picture, and
describe the application of the rule in
the situation depicted. Actually using
the rule usually proyides,more adequate
evaluation, ,

If application of the rule involves audio,
play relevant alidio tape, and have the
student identify correct applications of
the rule. Actual use of the rule usually.
provides better evaluation.

1ir

.

If the rule involves manipulation of
written or symbolic material, present
the problem and have the student apply

Ithe appropriate operations to produce
an answer or solution.

,
.

..
Motion pictures would be of value
primailly for ..feedback. Videotape has
the advantage over motion pictures
becausf of more immediate feedback.

Recorded or live audio directions are
often necessary in initiating the evalua
ban. Recorded ,,feedback is sometimes
useful to the student.

., 4....

Provide each judge with a checklist to
use while evaluating the psychomotor ,
performance. Written tests are not
adequate to evaluate psychomotor
skillsi

Motion pictures and especially video-
tape can provide valuable feedback for
the student. t

Verbal cues.,,are sometimes required to
initiate . the student performance.
Recorded feedtiack is sometimes
valuable to the student.

Provide judges with a checklist for
evaluating .performance. Written tests

'...are-usuallyinatlecluate.
. \,e,n; :11.- 1,- ''',A.

Motion pictures and especially video-
tape can provide valuable feedback for
the student.

Verbal cues are sometimes required to
Initiate the student performance.
Recorded feedback is sometimes useful
to the student.

Arovide judges with a checklist for
evaluating performance. Written, tests
are Usually inidequite.

If motion pictures could effectively
present the event or situation, have
students view a film and then using
interest scales rate interest in the event,
situations, or behavior that were
illustrated.

..

If the subject of the objecti4,is either
natural or man-made sounds,,provide
students with the opportunity to listen
to a variety of tapes and records includ
mg the subject of interest. Note the
kinds of materials that he listeQs to.

e

you are con-If the ideas,with which,
cerned are abstract, and; words and
symbols would be useful in evaluating
the students interest in them, provide
them with al seises of statements or
descriptibns, and ask them to rate on an
interest stale, express, interest orally or

41n writing; or arrange in order according
to interest

If motion pictures could provide a,
useful simulation of a situation in
which a given attitude would' be
involved, project films or film clips a'nd
have the students indicate their feelings
toward the situation or the action of a
particular individual through the use of
an attitude scale. .

, If ,,ttip 'subject of the attitude or value
could be illustrated through sounds or a
recorded dramatization of a situation,
provide students with the opportunity

,,to listen to a variety of tapes and
records including some on the subject
you are interested in evaluating. Note
the kinds of tapes and -records they
select

If the situation can be presented with
written materials, provide students with

,a series of written statements or
descriptions and ask them to rate them.
on an interest scale, express interest
orally or in writing, or arrange in order
according to their interest.

.
s

G6 TO PAGE 122 GO TO PAGE 124 GO TO PAGE 126

A
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PROVIDING FOR STUDENT PRACTICE

First, in the left column locate the learning strategy that you previously selected.
Second, considering your objective and learning strategy, note how.objects, still and motion pictures, audio media

and written materials can beit be used eith alone or in combination. (See the sample media prescriptions
starting on page 129 for ideas.

Third, turn to the page indicated at the bottom of the page for detailed information on the types of media you
selected.

Fourth, repeat the process for PRESENTING INFORMATION and EVALUATION OF STUDENT

PERFORMANCE.
LEARNING STRATEGY .. OBJECTS , --

-------
STILL PICTURES

NAMING STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps. 130 & 132) -....--.-----

v-.---
.

If naming involvenn object, parts of
an object' or its function, make
objects available for repeated
practice. P rov ide feedback to
students.

If the object is inaccessible and can
be .represented by still pictures, pro-
vide unlabeled pictures for individual
study. After the student responds,
give him the name so he can check
his response. Provide repeated °prior-
tunnies to name the pictures until
criteria is reached.

EVENT NAMING STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps. 134 & 136)

.

k.

If objects are irriportant elements of
an event, make them available during
practice to stimulate recall of
episodes in the event or for practice
in sequential arrangement. Provide
feedback. -

If episodes of, an event or specific
relationships can be effectively illus-

" trated through still pictures, provide
a series of pictures and have students
practice arranging events and describ-
ing relations between separate plc-

- tures. Or, have students order plc-
tures in thecorrect sequence of the
event or procesi. Provide 'feedback.

CLASSIFICATION STRATEGY
'

(For iSracsee pps. 138 & 140)

If a concept consists of actual
objects, supply a wide variety of both
easy and hard examples for students
to practice identifying.

If actual objects are inaccessible and
if motion isn't required,still pictures
could be used. Provide students with
a series of pictures of the object or
event along with a number of non-
examples.

RULE USING STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps. 142 & 144), .

If the rule involves the use of Objects,
make available those objects
necessary to practice the application
of'a rule or the materials necessary to
construct something using the rule.

,

If the rule an be illustrated with
pictures, provide a series of. still .

pictures calling for the use of a
specified Ole. Require students to

. apply the rule and to describe the
steps that theywent through M using
it.

-.,-

SELF-PACED STRAEd , -Ii'ff_t.
(For ideas see pps. 146^& 148)

Provide the required objects to be
manipulated.

Display 401 pictures of the key
points of the skill.for a student to use
in analyzing and correcting his own
performance.'

MI XE D.PACE STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps. 150 & 152)

Consider the use of special objects to
assist M simplifying the task and
slowing its pace during initial prac-
me. Final practice with the required
Objects should be under a variety of
"real world" conditions, .

Polaroid piCtures may be used for
feedback or still pictures may be used
to illustrate key aspects of the per-
formance. Slow motion or stop
action is usually better if available.

E XTE RNALLY-PACE D STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps. 154 & 156)

Consider the use of special objects to
assist in simplifying the task and
Slowing its pace during initial
practice. Anal practice with the
required objects should be under a
variety of 'real world" conditions.

Polaroid pictures
\

may be used for
feedback or still pictures may be used
to illustrate key aspects of the per
formance) Stow motion or stop
action is usually better if available.

INTEREST OR MOTIVATION STRATEGY

(For Ideas see pps. 158 & 160)

If you are trying to develop the
student's interest in objects, make a
display of the relevant objects and
models available for individual
student-examination. Provide written
or tape recorded descriptions for
students to listen to. '

If still pictures usefully depict the
objects or events, provide a display of
pictures dealing with the subject for
individual study. ,Change display
often.

ATTITUDE OR VALUE STRATEGY

(For ideas -see pps. 162 & 164)

If the attitude or value involves an
object, display objects involved with
b particular subject illustrating
advantages of a partictilar behavior
and encourage your students to view
them at their leisure.

If the subject of the instruction could
be illustrated by pictures of the
object or situation, display a variety
of pictures for individual viewing or ,

to help stimulate a discussion .of the
advantages of behaving in a certain
manner. . .

GO TO PAGE116 GO' 0 PAGE 118
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MOTION PICTURES AUDIO MEDIA WRITTEN WORDS & SYMBOLS
If motion is an important characteristic
of the object or parts of the object,
provide ffilm clips for naming practice.
Repeated praCtice along with feedback
is essentilil.

.,

If the objective calls.for laming sounds,
make tape recordings or provide live
presentation of the sound, speech, or
music. On an audio tape, present the
sound,lallow time 'for student response,
and thin provide the correct name. Mix

. order of sounds to eliminate hidden
hints.

r If objects to be named are written
words or symbols, provide repeated
practice with these words and symbols
in mixed order. Provide feedback.

?

If. relationships between elements of an
event are important or if a dramatic
presentation is.required. make available
a mark of film clips and have-students
name the events depicted and describe
their relationship to other elements of
the event.Stuclonp might also indicate
the proper sequence of the events
illustrated. Providefiedback.

If sound is an important characteristic
of an event, or if the event can be
adequately morose' nted by narration or
dramatization, play a tape recording or a
make a live presentation. Have the
student name or sequence critical
episodes. Provide feedback.

.

If an event can be adequately described
by narration or dramatization, present
such written materials and have
students practice naming them or
arranging the steps of the process in
sequence. Provide-fcedback. .

.

.

If motion is a relevant attribute or
critical time-space relationships are
involved, provide filni loops shoWing a
variety of examples and non-examples

object or event. .,,,of the o .

If some type of s;ind is a critical
attribute of the conc 4rnake available
an audio tape with examples and non-
examples of the scones to fii classified,

If a concept is abstract or symbolic,
make available a wide variety of
descriptions or symbol examples and
nonexamples to provide classification
practice.

.

If the application of the rule involves
motion or takes place in real life situa-
tions. use motion pictures to present
situations to students to analyze and
describe the specific application of a
given rule.

If the situation involves sounds or a
situation that could be dramatically
portrayed through audio media, provide
tape recorded situations requiring the
application of spicific rules. Have
sluilent record. a dialogue illuifrating
the- ;correct application of a rule to a
subject' that you specify.

If the rule requires symbol manipula
tion, provide short written situations or
problems and have students apply the._
rule specifying the steps involved. Have
students provide a written illustration
on the application of a rule in a
situation that-you specify.

Use videotI Ape ot -motion pictvre to
feedback.

` ',..- N,
1

....---' i

.01:iudio feedback is less desirable than a.
visual feedback, but better than no
feedback at all,

Provide checklist for students to use
during practice as a reminder of key
points that will be observed in judging
the skill.

-,

Normal speed and slow motion pictures
and videotapes could be taken of the
performance to provide feedback to the
student. ,

Audio feedback could be provided in
addition to or in lieu of motion picture
or videotape feedback. By itself audio
feedback i1 usually not sufficient.

Make performance checklists available
to the student so that he can keep the
relevant cues in mind as he practices.

Normal speed and slow motion
pictures and videotapes could be taken
of the performance to provide feedback
to the student. ,

'.
...'

Audio feedback could be provided in
addition to or in lieu of motion picture
or videotape feedback. By itself, audio
feedback is usually not suffibientt

... ..

Make performance checkliOts available
to the.student so that he can keep the
relevant cues in mind as he practices.

If motion pictures could dramatically
portray the advantages or arouse excite-
ment in the subject, provide films on a
free choice basis for student viewing.

...

In class or on an audio tape have
knowledgeable resource people share
their enthusiasm for, a subject. Also,
contract with the ptudents to listen to
recorded dramatizations, discussions,
and music, eking with audio materials
that they want to listen to.

If the subject is >abstract and could
adequately be portrayed in written
form, or if the interest is to be pro-
moted to symbolic materials, provide a
wide variety of materials for student
free-choice reading. r

-..,
If motion 'Pictures can provide a simula
tion of a situation, use films in a group
meeting to display the advantages of a
given behavior. Use films to 'stimulate
discussion and, if possible, make avail-
able for free choice viewing.

If the instruction is intended to develop
a positive attitude toward a particular
music or other audio stimuli, or if your
students would benefit from a recorded
dramatization of situations? present the
audio material in class or make available
for selection and use in free choice
individual study-situations.

If the attitude or value concerns a
principle or situation that could be
described in writing, make available a
variety of written materials that would
help promote the desired behavior.

.

GO TO PAGE 122
- .

.G0 TO 13$1GE 124t

,,,
GO TO PAGE 126
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PRESENTING INFORMATION

First, in. the left column locate the learning strategy that you previously selected.
Second, considering your objective and learning strategy, note how objects, still and motion pictures, audio media

and written materials Gan best be used either alone or in combination. (See the sample media prescription,
starting on page 129 for ideas.)

Third, turn to the page indicated at th,e bottom of the page for detailed information on the types of media you
selected.

Fourth, repeat the process for PROVIDING FOR STUDENT PRACTICE and EVALUATION OF STUDENT
PERFORMANCE.

LEARNING STRATEGY

.....t....--...
OBJECTS STILL PICTURES

NAMING STRATEGY

For ideas seepps. 130 & 132)
a

If the objective specifies the naming
of objects or parts of objects, display
required objects and name them,
their characteristics and functions.

- .

If still pictures would be the most
efficient way of ptescnting objects,
display the pictures and point to the
object or parts on the pictures
naming them and describing their
characteristics and functions.

EVENT NAMING STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps. 134 & 136)

Display objects connected with a
specific event, explaining how the
objects relate to it. Develop student
interest in the objects by describing
and illustrating their use.

Display a series of still pictures that
illustrates a specific event, episodes
relftionship, or sequence. Provide
names and discuss the relationships
and sequence in which the events
occur as illustrated by the pictures.

_...-------

CLASSIFICATION STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps. 138 & 140) '

....--------

If the concept is an object, display a
variety of examples and non-
examples and point out the relevant
attributes.

. ..

If the concept is an unaccessible
Object or an event, display a series of
pictures of the object or event while
pointing out relevant characteiistics.

1....."

RULE USING STRATEGY

(For ideas see pus. 142 & 144)

-

If the rule involves the use of an
" object, show the use of objects in the

applicationap of a rule of demonstrate
the.construction of something using
the "rule.

If the application of the rule can be
effectively presented . using still
pictures, display a series of pictures
illustrating the steps involved in
applying a specified rule. Also
illustrate the results of misapplying
the rule.

SELF-PACED STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps. 146 & 148)

While demonstrating the skill, point
out the relevant cues and indicate
performance criterion.

Project or display a series of still
pictures illustrating the key points of

kill. Make picture sets available
with written or tape recorded
commentary for individual use.

oryn XED-PACE STRATEGY
7...

(For ideas see pps. 150 & 152)

While demonstriting the skill in
normal and slow motion point out
the relevant cues and indicate
criterion for performance.

Project or display a series of still
pictures illustrating the key points of
the skill. Make the pictures available
with written or tape recorded
commentary for individual use.

E XTE RNALLY.PACED STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps. 154 & 156)

While demonstrating the skill in
normal and slow motion point out
the relevant cues and indicate
criterion for performance.

Project or display _a series of still
pictures illustrating the key points of
the skill. Make the pictures available
with written or tape recorded
commentary for individual use.

INTEREST OR MOTIVATION STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps 158 & 160)

If you are trying to develop interest
in certain types of objects, provide a
display of the objects in the class-
room or take students to where the
objects, are located in their natural
environment.

If still pictures can clearly illustrate
the object or event, use them in class
to illustrate a discussion in which you
encourage interest in a particular
thing or behavior. Make the pictures
and'an audio tape discussion available
for individual student use.

ATTITUDE OR VALUE STRATEGY

(For ideas see pps 162 & 164)

tt

If the attitude or value involves an
'object, discuss the objects in class
and make available for individual
study. Provide written or audio tape
commentary for individual student
use with the object.A.If the attitude or value ccould be

effectively illustrated using still
pictures, use overhead transparencies,
slides, filmstrips, along with other
audio and written media for group
and individual use.

... GO TO PAGE 116
, -

GO TO PAGE 118



MOTION PICTURES AUDIO MEDIA WRITTENJNORDS & SYMBOLS
If the object or part of the object
should be view*, in motion, show
motion pictures or film clips while
verbally naming the object or parts and
describing their function and character-
istics.

If an audio stimulus is to be named,
present the sound or voice and tell the
students its name and describe its
characteristics,

If written words and symbols are to be
named or associated with other words
and symbols, provide the name or
association while displaying the,word or
'symbol. .

If motion or a dramatic portrayal is
required, show a series of film clips
illustrating specific events, episodes,
relationships, or sequence .Also give the
names, descriptions or sequence of
steps.

If particular sounds are an important
part of the event, present a recorded or
a live presentation of the required
sounds. They should be presented as
vividly as possible and with the names
and necessary descriptions.

. .

If the event would most efficiently be
illustrated through written words,
recount the event and provide.
statements that will motivate students
to practice.

Is
.

If motion is a relevant attrihute of the
object or if a dramatic portrayal of the
event is. important, provide motion
pictures or film clips for student view-
inn. Point out the relevant attributes.

If sounds are relevant attributes of the
concept, have students listen to either a
live or recorded presentation of .the
example sounds along with non-
examples. Point out the differences
between examples and nonexamples.

,

If the concept is abstract and could
adequately be presented with written
materials, provide examples and non
examples in the 'form of short written
descriptions or situations.

.

If the application of the rule involves
motion or could best be illustrated in a
dramatic situation, use short film loops
or sections of films to illustrate the
Steps involved in applying a rule.

-

If the application of the rule could be
presented using audio media, record
conversations, dramatic situations, or
descriptions that illustrate the applica
tion of the rule. .

1 '

If the application of the rule involves
mathematical or other symbols, provide
short written situations or problems
showing the stepbystep application of.
the rule.

t

Using stbp action, slow motion, and
normal speed, provide short film
sequences demonstrating the skill.

Point out key points and offer
performance tips during a
demonstration or the viewing of still
and motion pictures of the skill.

Provide descriptive materials for
motivation and make available
performance checklists during the
demonstrations,

Use -films or film clips .utilizing stop
motion, slow motion, and the normal
speed while pointing out the relevant
cues and criteria.

During a demonstration or while using
still or motion pictures to illustrate the
performance of a skill, call attention to
the key points and offer perforenance
tips.

Provide checklists for students to use
while they are observingrthe demonstra
tion of the-skill.

Use films or film clips utilizing stop
motion, slow motion, and the normal
speed while pointing out the relevant
cues and criteria,

'

During a demonstration or while using
still or motion pictures to illustrate the
performance of a skill, call attention to
the. key points and offer performance
tips.

Provide checklists for. students to use
while they aro observinglthe demonstra-
non of the skill.

.,.

If you can locate one or more motion
pictures that provides a. stimulating
illustration of the subject, use them in
class or make available on individual
student basis.

Share your own enthusiasm for the
subject in class and on an audio tape.
Involve resource people in similar
presentations. If the subject is primarily
audio in nature, play recordings of
representative materials as you discuss
them. .

If the subject is abstract and could be
presented with ,written material,
provide interesting descriptions and
illustrations for individual study.

.

Include. written materials that share
your own enthusiasm for the subject

If the presentation of the subject of the
attitude or value requires the ;dramatic
impact of a motion picture, show and
discuss a number of different relevant
motion pictures over a period of time.

If the subject of the attitude or value is
itself audio stimuli, or could be effec-
tively portrayed through audio media,
play and discuss records and tapes in
class, and provide recorded audio
material for individual use along with
oth r instructional media .

If information supporting the attitude-
or value can be properly presented
using written materials, duplicate
specially prepared materials to student
use. Make available books, periodicals,
along with a list of ',challenging
uestions with references noted

GO TO PAGE 122 /
GO-TO PAGE 124 . GO TO PAGE 126
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THE USES OF OBJECTS IN INSTRUCTION'

If you feel that the use 'Of OBJECTS would help your students achieve, the instructional
;objectives, your task now,, is to select the most useful means of making. the required objeots
available.

There are three types oflobjects from which to choose:

1. THE REAL TH)NGS
-

ILLUSTRATIONS
Evaluation:

Practice:

By using real things in instruction, you can provide.your studerits with
an opportunity to see, feel, manipulate aid use the actual

mostconnected with the specified objective. Some things will be most useful
to your students in their actual environment, while others are just as
usefu, when brought into the classroom or laboratory for study.

Demonstrate how the American flag shouk$be displayed.
Arrange materials needed to make white sauce in`sequence.
Catch eight over-the-shoulder football passes out of ten attempts.

Using a %" lettering brush, produce the gOthic fetter "G" 20 times.
Ridea bicycle in a level unobstructed area.
Use test blocks of known hardness of the Rockwell Hardness Tester.

Presentation: Watch a demonstration of the use of chopsticks.
Handle rock samples while listening to audio tape description.
Watch demonstration of hand position in typing.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 174.

. PEOPLE

-,

ILLUSTRATIONS

You, outside resource people, and students are useful objects for
instruction, especially in thepsychomotor area.

Evaluation: Swim twenty yards using the'Australian crawl.
Demonstrate ability to perform broken field running.
Voluntarily stand and place hand over heart when American flag passes

in a parade.

Practice: Rehearse the Mexican hat dance.
Observe the non-verbal communication used by children at play.

'Try. out new hair styles on uncomplaining friends.

Presentation: View an actual soccer match.
See how a would-be mugger can be stopped.
Watch a demonstration of a jack-knife dive.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 174.

6
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THE USES OF OBJECTS (Continued)

3: MODELS .

ILLUSTRATIONS
Evaluation:

Practice:

Presentation:

When the real things are not readily accessible br are too bid, small,
coniplex or expensive, scale models might be more ,appropriate for
examifiatign, operation and use.

Trace digestive system using cutaway model of human body.
DemonstFate ".driving ability" in a driver education car simulator.
Explain and demonstrate operation of flapston'an airplane.

Name numbered parts on model of human eye.
Verify airfoil design, principles using flying airplane model.
Practice taking blood samples using model of human arm:.

Using a model of Saturn V missile, investigate lift-off procedures.
See how an internal combustion engine operates.
View model of covered Wagons in a diorama.

FOR ADDITIONAL 1NFOWATION, SEE PAGE 175.

Carefully consider the use of objects in combination with other instructional media

Still Pictures page 118 Audio Media page 124
Motion Pictures page 122 Written Materials page 126

If you have not completed the selection of media for all three phases of the instructional
process, turn to the pages indicated and complete.those phases.that remain.

Evaluating Student Performance ppge 110
Providing Practice page 112
Presenting.' nformation page 114

When you have completed all three phases, turn to page 166 and fill out the "Instructional
Strategy and Media Selection Worksheet."
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THE USE OF STILL PICTURES IN INSTRUCTION

If you feel that the t?se of still pictur'es would help your students achieve the instructional
objectives, your task now is to choose the most useful means of/Taking the still pictures available.

;There are seven alternatives from which to choose:

1. FLAT PICTURES

Flat pictures can be either mounted or unmounted, black and white or
color photographs, paintings or drawings from magazines, picture,lits

44..4k from commercial sources. They' are especially useful for prolonged
individual study.

ILLUSTRATIONS
Evaluation: Identify.the pictures of farm animals.

Arrange pictures of breadmaking procedure in correct sequence.
Describe the circumstances surrounding the event pictured.

Practice: Study pictures of cattle and describe possible diet deficiency.
Compare own tennis forehand grip with photographs.
From series of pictures, select those that illustrate a given concept.

Presentation: Study bulletin boad, display of clouds.
View pictures of White House projected with an opaque projector.
Study Civil War photographs in a book.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 176.

2. 35mm SLIDES

Mounted in 2" by, 2" frames, 35mm color slides offer a means of
projecting a high quality picture for group use. They can also be viewed
by-intlividual students in a hand viewer.

ILLUSTRATIONS
Evaluation: Identify slides of Arabian horses projected onto screen.

When two pictures are projected at the same time, select the picture
that illustrates a given concept.

Practice: Name parts of objt pointed to by the teacher.
Using a series of c d slides, pradtice identifying the cirrus clouds.
Students make their own slides to illustrate the concept "spring."

. Presentation: Using a hand viewer, study slides of microscopic organisms.
View projected slidei of a student's trip to-Mexico.
View class produced slide-set showing litter in the community.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 177.

4
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THE USE OF STILL PICTURES (Continued)

3. FILMSTRIPS

-4

Filmstrips consist of a series of separate still pholographs arranged in a
fixed sequence on a single piecesf 35mm film. Because they are usually
carefully researched and prbfessionally produced, filmstrips offer a
logical, organized presentation on a given subject, either with sound or
silent.

ILLUSTRATIONS
EValuation: Name process illustrated in filmstrip.

Write a new descriptive sound track for the filmstrip.
Describe exceptions to infor oration presented in thelilmstrip.

4
Practice: With the help of a filmstrip, rehearse naming steps in a sequence.

Use filmstrip as a guide to che4irig perforniance of a skilf.-

Presentation: View filmstrip on musical notation.
Study programmed filmstrip that presents information, asks a question,

allows time for responses, and then presents correct answers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 177.

4. OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCIES

ILLUSTRATIONS .

Evaluation: Provide Spanish names of parts of body illustrated on transparency.
Indicate sequence of activities listed on transparency.

Practice: Name elements of insect life cycle illustrated.
Supply missing words in a quotation being memorized.
Analyze sonnets written by students. s"

Presentation: Project the definition of a concept.
Using overlays, show how westward expansion took place..
Present music and words for a song.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE

An overhead transparency is a clear sheet of plastic mounted in a 10"
by 10" frame for use on the overhead projector. The image can consist
of written' material, artwork or a photograph reproduced in black or
colored lines.
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THE USEOF STILL PICTURES (ContinUed)

. CHALKBOARD

O

ILLUSTRATIONS
Evaluation:

A flexible inexpensive means of presenting both-written material and
single. illustrations for small and large group presentation.

Write out test questions and problems.
Label, diagrams and maps.

'Criticize and correct foreign language texts.

Practice:
'

Have students solve problems and discuss solutions.
Play,musical scores and check each other.
Make chemical solutions as per equations.

Presentation: Develop your topical outline as you present.
Draw maps diagrams, tables: Use colored chalk.
Solve mathematical problems. Derhonstrate.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 179.

. -
6. CHARTS AND POSTERS

ILLUSTRATIONS
Evaluation:

Charts and posters are generally used for simple instruction or
reminders. They consist of graphic illustrations and written material,on
large sheets of cardboard and are usually displayed on an easel near the
point of use or on the wall.

I nterpret.data presented on a 'chart.
Write`name of insects whose life cycle is-illustrated.
Name unlabeled parts of a radial arm saw.

Practice: Check,steps of equipment operation during practice.
Interpret data presented on chart.

Presentation: Demonstrate procedure for operating record player.
Promote attendance at concert.
Illustrate differences between spruce and pine trees.

-FOR-ADDITIONAL-INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 180:
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THE USE OF STILL PICTURES (Continued)

7. MAPS

ILLUSTRATIONS

Maps are simply drawings of the topography of a particular area
showing important nkural,Ind man-made features.

Evaluation: Fill in names on unlabeled map of New York State.
Identify communist dominated countries on map.of-world.
Draw principle rivers and mountains on outline map of Mexico.

Practice: Complete outline maps in workbopls.
Drill with flash cards of state ?utlines.
Trace routes of westward expansion.

Presentation: Project map of United States using an overhead projector.
Display map on bulletin board along with photographs of major cities.
Study map and description in textbook. -

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 180.

o.

Carefully consider the use of still pictures in combination with other instructional media.

Objects page 116 Audio Media page 124
Motion Pictures . . . page 122 Written Materials . . page 126

If you haye not completed the selection of media for all three phases of the instructional
Process, turn to the pages indicated and complete those phases that remain.

Evaluating Student Performance ' page 110
Providing Practice . . . . . page 11?
Presenting Information page 114

When you have, completed all three phases, turn to page 166 and fill out the "Instructional
Strategy and Media Selection Worksheet,"

s.
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THE USE OF MOTION PICTURES IN INSTRUCTION
0

If you feel that the use ,of motion pictures would help your students achieve the instructional
objectives, your task now is to. select the most useful means of making the motion pictures
available.

.There are three alternatives available from which to choose:.

1. COMMERCIALLY PRODUCED 16mm FILMS

ILLUSTRATIONS
Evaluation:

Practice:

Presentation:

Motion pictures are the most attention compelling of all of the
instructional media. For showing objects in motion, providing a means
of illustrating actual events and dramatically re-creating stories and
situations.

List events involved in situation depicted in the film.
Role play the resolution of a situation after film is stopped.
Analyze motivation of characters in a dramatic film.

View section of film, stop, discuss, replay, thego on.
Turn off sound on film and describe the demonstrated procedure.
Describe steps in a woodworking skill while viewing a film.

Visit colonial Williamsburg by viewing "Story of a Patriot."
Discover the nationwide problem of pollution through.a film.
View a filmed soccer match.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 181.

2. SINGLE CONCEPT 8mm-LOOP- FILM

- ILLUSTRATIONS
. Evaluation:

Practice:

Presentation:

Available in continuous loop or easily rewound cartridges, single
concept 8mm loop. films are useful in providing,demonstrations of
single skills, processes, events or ideas. Although many-8mm films have
soundtracks, the loop film is generally silent.

Describe clay firing prOcedure illustrated in a loop film.
Identify the specific rule or principle depicted in the film.
When film is stopped, list in sequence the following steps in the process.

Repeatedly view loop film on tennis backhand stroke during practice.
Practice.naming ballet movements shown in a loop film.
Practice writing cursive letters following the model on the screen.

Study the unique gate of the Peruvian Pasco horse.
Repeatedly view time lapse loop film on birth of a butterfly.
View demonstration of backstroke by champion swimmer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 181.
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THE USE OF MOTION PICTURES (Continued)

4

. LOCALLY PRODUCED MOTION PICTURES

ILLUSTRATIONS

Simple, but effective, motion pictures can be produced G the teacher,
students, and media specialicta, and tailored directly to the instructional
requirements. Locally produced films offer many of the advantages of
the commercially produced 16mm and single concept 8mm loop filmi.

Evaluation: View film illustrating misapplication of rules of courtesyland discuss
corrections.

Study motion pictures of local football games and .discuss
improvements.

Videotape, playback, and rate student skill performance.

Practice: Review film on sewing buttonholes before continuing with project.
;.T Record and playback yideotape of student screech for analysis.

Videotape performance Orathleticskills for study and improvement.

Presentation: Study procedure to be followed by school flag honor guard.
View student-produced film on school safety. '

Record study play on film or videotape for use in other classe;.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 182,

1/4

Carefully consider the use of motion. pictures in combination with other instructional media.

Objects page 116 Audio Medib page 124
Still Pictures

(
page,:44.18 Written Materials . .. . page 126

If. you have not completed the selection _of media for all three phases of the instructional
process, turn to the pages indicated and complete those phases that remain.,

Evaluating Student Performance . page 110
Providing Practice page 112
Presenting Information page 1'14'

When. you have completed all three phases, turn to page 166 and fill out the "Instructional
Strategy and Media Selection Worksheet."
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THE USE OF AUDIO MEDIA IN INSTRUCTION

If you feel that the use of audio media would help your students achieve the instructional
qbjectives, your task now is to select the most useful means of making the required audio media
available.

There are three alternatives from which to choose:

1. PEOPLE

Tedchert, resource people and students communicating information,
engaged in discussion or providing feedback following student
performance are using one of the' most flexible and useful media
available, the human voice.

Evaluation: Rol( play a job into, view. A

ILLUSTRATIONS

Give a talk supporting the use of methadone in treating heroin addicts:

... .
Read a specified passage written, in Spanish.

Practice: Rehearse a dramatic play with another person.
Role play the application of certain management procedures.
Rehearse a talk in front of a mirror before giving-it in class.

Presentation: Listen to a city councilman discuss local pollution.
Obtain initructions'on-the procedures for selecting media..
Listen to a baritone describe and sing selections from "Carmen."

7
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMAT,ION, SEE PAGE 184. $

'L

2, PROFESSIONALLY PRODUCED .RECORDS AND TAPES

ILLUSTRATIONS
Evaluation:

Practice:

Through the use of pre-recorded records and tapes, thousands of
professional musicians, actors, poets, historians, national and
international figures and teachers can be brought into your classroom
for group and individual study.

Name composer after listening to a musical seledtion.
Identify person speaking in a recorded histohcal news broadcast.
Listen to a particular type of music in a free choice situation.

Sing along, with professional music groups.
Analyze style of actor eeading /dramatic selections.
Write news story after listening to recorded World War II news

broadcast:

Presentation: Play.and discuss selections from George Gershwin.
Listen to professional, actors in "Hamlet."
Return to Valley Forge through a recorded "You Are There" program.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 185.
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THE USE OF AUDIO MEDIA (Cogtinued)

3. LOCALLY PRODUCED AUDIO MATERIALS

ILLUSTRATIONS
Evaluation:

Practice:

Presentation:

Audio materials, can easily be .produced to help your students meet the .

objectives. Special ,instructions, guest ,presentations, and student
dramatizations are valuable and inexpensive additions to commercially
available materials.

Name musical notes or instruments recordg&on tape.
Identify correct application of human relations principles in recorded

dialogue.

Imitate the pronounciation of the recorded Navajo language sounds.
Analyze political speeches for use of propaganda techniques.
Record a dramatization illustrating courtesy rules.

Examine leaves while listening to audio tape describing characteristics.
Listen to specially recorded tape of police chief talking about safety.
Record narration to accompany student pi.oduced slide set.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 186.

Carefully consider the'use of dio media in combination with other instructional media.

Objects page 116 Motion Pictures . . , page 122
Still Pictures . . page 118 Written Materials . . . page 126

If you have not completed the selection of media for all three phases of the instructional
process, turn to the pages indicated and complete those phases that remain.

4

A

Evaluating Student Performance page 110
Providing Practice page 112

. Presenting Information page 114

When you have completed all three phases, turn to page 166,and fill out the "Instructional
Strategy and Media Selection Worksheet."

A
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THE USE OF WRITTEN WORDS AND SYMBOLS. IN INSTRUCTION

If you feel that the use of written word's and symbols would help your student's achieve the
instructional objective& your task now is to select the most useful means of making the required
written words and symbols available.

Theare four alternatives from which to choose:

1. TEXTS AND REFERENCE BOOKS

Subject Matter and grade oriented texts along with related books on the
same -topic are a commonly used instructional medium. Their primary
value is thqt they provide a detailed presentation of information in an
easily accessible form that can be studied at the student's own pace.

ILLUSTRATIONS
Ev'aluation: Find support for g particular point of view in at least one book.

Demonstrate ability to use reference materials in locatifi0 designated
types of information.

Using the indexes, practice locating information on specified topics.
Read and compare viewpoints on an issue.

Read about events leading to the Civil _War.
Read three Shakespeariah sonnets.

Practice:

Presentation;.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION; SEE PAGE 188.

2. WORKBOOKS

ILLUSTRATIONS
Evaluation:

,Practice:

Presentation:

Workbooks give the student an opportunity to practice naming, apply'
principles, and follow procedures, in a problem presentation-written
response format. Answers in the back of many workbooks allow the
student to check his own progress.

Write analysis of case study. .

Collect data and record in. table. -

Change singular verbs to plural.
Draw hydra observed through a microscope.

Study detailed information on machine operation.
Obtain information on unit objectives and instructional activities.
Read material that attempts to adapt informati,op in test to specific

appliCations.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 188.
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THE USE OF WRITTEN WORDS AND SYMBOLS (ContinUed)

3. ,PERIODICALS

ti

ILLUSTRATIONS
Evaluation:

Pictorial, up-to-the-minute information from a wide variety of
viewpoints reconimends the use of periodicals in a wide range of subject
areas and levels.

Locate news stories illustrating specified economicprinciples,
Locate magazine ads that illustrate each of the five propaganda

techniqUes.

Practice: In each pair of news items, identify the one that illustrates the principle
"Right to Know."

List the arguments of opposing legislators on a given piece of
legislation.

Presentation: Study latest develop ments in U.S.-China relations.
Using back issues, obtain historical information on Women's Lib.
Read a variety of viewpoints about a given subject,

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 189.

ti
4. TEACHER PRODUCEDHANDOUTS

ILLUSTRATIONS
Evaluation:

Usually duplicated in the office or at the instructional media center,
handouts can be used to supply specific instructions on the
instructional activities or supplemental information found in other
sources. HandOuts are also useful in collecting evaluation data.

Identify and correct all of the incomplete sentences.
Write the names of the notes on the treble staff.
Give an example oteach.of the concepts listed,

Practice: Practice identifying Hemingway's style in a series of literary excerpts.
Select the problems for which Chi square would be appropriate, then

solve them.
Fill in the blanks in the sentences with the correct adverbs and

adjectives. .

Presentation: Read how World MO I caused industry in local community to develop.
Review objectives, assignments, and evaluation procedures for unit.
Follow written recipe for French bread.

FOR ADDITIQNAL INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 190.

40

(continued on next page)
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Carefully consider the use of written words and symbols in combination, with other
instructional media.

Objects page 116 Motion Pictures . . page 122 .

Still Pictures page 118 Audio Media page 124

If you have not completed the selection of media for all three phases of the instructional
process, turn to ihe pagesjndicated and complete those phases that remain.

Evaluating Student Performance page 110
Providing Practice, page 112
Presenting' Information page 114

Whert you have completed all three phases, turn to page 166 and fill out the "I nstruCtional
Strategy and Media Selection Wortsheet."

Objective

A summary of the Use of five typesdof media
in evaluating student performance, providing
practice, and presenting information.

Instructional
Strategy .

Examples of the use of specific media for
presenting the instruction, evaluating
performance providing practice, and
presenting information.



SAMPLE MEDIA PRESCRIPTIONS

On the following pages, yoLi will find two sample media prescriptions for each of the nine
instructional strategies. Each sample prescription is based on the objective and instructional
strategy first used in Step' Four of this manual, "Write Strategy, Prescriptions."

In developing these examples, the following procedure was followed:

First, the requirements of the objective and instructional strategy were reviewed.

Second, eat of the five types of instructional media objects, still pictures, motion pictures,
audio media, and tten words and symbols) were considered in terms of evaluating student
performance, providing practice, and presenting the information required.

Third, specific types of instructional media were selected and their uses determined.

1

4

4.4

O

EXAMPLE LOCATOR FOR THE SAMPLE MEDIA PRESCRIPTIONS

. COGNITIVE PSYCHOMOTOR - AFFECTIVE

Object Naming pps. 130 & 132 Self-Paced ...pps. 146 & 148 Motivation or

Event Naming pps. 134 & 136 MixedPace . .pps. 150 & 152 Interest pps. 158 & 160

Classification pps. 138 & 140 Externally Attitude or

Rule Using pps. 142 & 144 Paced ....pps. 154 & 156 Value pps. 162 & 164

129

133



SAMPLE: Cognitive, Naming

1. .VViite Yoir Objecitve

Audience: The 7th grade student

Behavior: will name the lines and spaces of the treble staff in musical notation

Conditions: when notes are presented in any order.

Degree: Satisfactory performance is the, ability to name a note in two seconds or less.

2. The Domain is: , cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: naming

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

' Comments

Presentation

Give objective to the student.

Indicate why naming -the lines and spaces of the treble staff is necessary
for sight singing or instrument playing.

Demonstrate performance using display similar to that shown for
evaluation below.

Practice

' Display 1

maw . .rte
A ME ..4111111111M111111

INNI WA =MI IM=

Display 2

4=1=1==1MIM
IIIIIP-1111r" Mr- MIN

OMM I INIM.MM RJR./ brIV. OM!IPMMML

Response: Names of notes d, f, e, g, c, d, f, d, etc:

Directions: When I say a number, you say the name of the corresponding
note. After you respond, I will say OK or NO and then say the next
number. Repeat with display 1 until you can say every note in less than 2
seconds with no errors. When you have mastered display 1 go on to display
2, etc.

Evaluation

Display:

,,, UMW"' III MI 111-.MMI =MI el MN MEM
ill'ENNIFW11116=11111611/9MIKAP

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Response: Names of notes, e, b, g, d, c, f, g, etc.

Directions: When I say a number, you say the ,name of the corresponding
note.,



5:a. What media could you use?

Presents.

don

Practice

Evaluation

OBJECTS

Pianb, other
musical
instrument

.66
STILL PICTURES MOTION PICTURES AUDIO

4.

5:b. Prescribe the media you will use.

Musical
notes,
discussion

Feedback to
students

Presentation:

Project overhead transparency of a musical score and play the notes
on a piano or other musical instrument. Point out the association between
the musical notation and the sounds. Discuss the importance of being able
to quickly identify notes on.a musical staff. Discuss the use of flash cards
and games to be used in learning to identify the notes and tell students
how they will be evaluated in terms of the objective. Using another
overhead transparency, project a sample score on which they will be
tested:

Practice:

Provide sets of flash cards for students to use in groups of two. The
first set of flash cards would hive single notes on each card, intermediate
sets would have two or three notes, and the advanced.set would have ten
or twelve. The sequence of the notes would be written out in lerers on the
back of the card so the second student could cheek the fir student's

responses.
A self-check game could require decoding a simple message written

in the letters A through G in musical.notation and a sufficient number of
other printed letters.

/
Evaluation:

The test would consist of a card with ten or,tweNe notes randomly
assigned on a treble staff. Each note is numbered. One person in each pair
(a tester) calls out a number. The student being ito.:,-ted names the note
within two seconds. Tester keeps track of the number of correct responies

and errors.

For additional on
'Evaluation p 110
Practice .4 t . p 112
Presentation p 114

131

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS

Musical notes and
treble staff

Marcel notes, treble
staff, code messages.

Treble staff and notes.

Comments

Overhead transparencies can
magnify an image so that
everyone, can easily see it.
Transparencies also make

possible the use of a number
of sample musical scores in a
very short period of time.

Flash cards 'approximate the
final test while allowing
isolation of individual notes
for repeated practice. The

musical notation game can be
played ore..an individual basis
for motivational purposes as

'well as practice.

The test could be presented
ey an overhead transparency
or on a printed handout. This
final test should appear

similar to the sample tests the
students saw during the

presentation.

Objects pps 116 & 174
Still Pictures pps 118 & 176
Motion Pictures pps 122 & 181
Audio pps 124 & 184
Written Words pps 126 & 188

v'
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1. Write Your Objective

SAMPLE: Cognitive, Naming

Audience:. The 6th grade student

Behavior: will identify and name the principle parts of the human eye including the following, cornea,
iris, pupil, retina, lens, vitreous body, optic nerve, and fovea

.0

Conditions:( when shown a diagram illustrating the eye. t,

Degree: He should name and correctly identify each of the partilisted in one minute or less.

2. The Domain is: cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: naming,

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Presentation

Give objective to student.

Indicate why eye is important.,Usi analogy with camera.

Demonstrate naming of parts on picture, diagram, or, model. Introduce
mneonic aids to help the student remember novel words, e.g., cornea =
crown around opening, etc..

Practice

Display- 1

Picture with arrows only to
iris, pupil, lens, cornea, labeled
a, b, c, etc.

)

Display 2

Ic

Same picture with new arrows
and five new locations, labeled'
a, b, c, etc.

Response: Names: iris, pupil, lens, cornea, etc.

Directions: Practice naming each part in display 1 until you can name each
part without hesitation. Then go to DisplAy 2, etc. Correct names are filled. `.

in on back of each display. Think about the correct name each time you
look back. Do not go immediately to the next item.

Evaluation

Display:
Different picture here with
new arrows labeled a, b, c, etc.

Resiionse: Part names: iris, pu. 17, lens, etc.

Directions: Refer to the chart. Write the name of each part of the eye
,opposite the appropriate number on the answer sheet. You have one .
minute.

. 132

136

4



5.a. What media could you use?

OBJECTS
Presents. Simple camera,

tion model of eye,

Practice

STILL PICTURES
Overhead trans-
parencies of
eye camera.

Crewing of eye

Evaluation Drawing of eye.

5.6. Prescribe the media you.will use.

MOTION PICTURES AUDIO
Discuss parts
of eye.

Feedback on
student
responses.

Presentation:

Discuss camera parts, show overhead transparency of how a simple
camera works, explaining the relationship between lens, subject and the
film. Also illustrate the function of the diaphragm. Display transparency
of eye cutaway showing the relationship between the lens, subject, and the
retina. Discuss the function of the iris. Using an overlay, on the
transparency, add the names of eye parts and explain their function while
students take notes on a handout drawing of an eye.

s.

Practice:

Using the same overhead transparency of the eye as in the

presentation, place small arrows cut out of paper on transparency pointing
to the iris, pupil, lens, and cornea. Ask students to name these parts.
Change the arrows to point to another set of eye parts and have the
students name. them.

Have an enlarged eye displayed on the bulletin board with, names of
the parts covered by flaps ofpaper so the student can check his knowledge
after he guesses the name.

ProVide students with drawings of the eye whose parts are named
and numbered on the reverse side so they can check themselves. Have
students wore in pairs to practice naming parts.

Evaluation

Provide each student wish a picture of the eye with numbered
arrows. pointing to the parts mentioned in the objective. Within the
specified time limit, have students write the names of each of the parts.

For additional information on:

1

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS
Names on transparencies
and handouts.

Name of eye part's
for selfcheck.

Student writes
names on response
sheet.

Comments

The overhead transparency
provides a greatly enlarged
view of the eye, and the
overlay facilitates the task of
presenting the names of

theparts. During the
presentation, studints could
write the part names on a
handout drawing of the eye.

Use overhead transparency
for group practice, and
bulletin board drawings for
individual practice. Bulletin
boards and drawings facilitate
practice over a period of
time.

To eliminate the possibility
'of hidden hints, have

numbers assigned to each of
the ,parts of the eye in an

different than that used
in presentation and practice.

) Objects pps 116 & 174;
Still Pictures pps 118 & 176

Practice
Evaluation

p 112
p 110 Motion Pictures , pps 122 & 181 :

Audio pps 124 & 184
Presentation -: .. p 114 Written1Nords pps 126 & 188

133

1



SAMPLE: Cognitive, Event Naming

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: The eighth grade student'

Behavior: will recognize or list the significant fact* associated with each event in a series of episodes.
which helped lead to the start of the Civil War

Conditions: when given the name of that event.

Degree: Acceptable performs nce, is remembering 75% of the significant facts for 80% of the events.

2. The Domain is: cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: event naming

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Presentation

Objective: Indicate to the student that he is to remember the major events
leading to the Civil War.

List the events on a time line. Summarize each event. Other structuring
devices such as geographiC location may help the student.

Indicate importance of knowing these events as a means of understanding
current affairs.

One by one, describe or portray each event. List the significant details that
the student should remember.

1

Practice.

Following each day's- portrayal of the event, recap the significant features.
Start each recap with questions focusing ittention on the significant
details to be iemembered. Have the student respond to the questions. List
details to be remembered on a time line or other relevant structure.

Care should be taken to relate abstract labels clearly and unambiguously to
detailed representations. Use such memory assist procedures as directing,
students to "close your eyes and try to picture the scene at FortSumpter
in your mind."

Evaluation

Multiple choice test. Stem indicates event, alternatives indicate details
which student should associate with the event.

Criterion: Four out of five details for each event. Knowing details of one
event will not substitute for ignorance of another event.

Part II of the exam presents details of each event on list and asks the
student to order them in sequence. Score indicates closeness of
correspondence to correct sequences This same procedure could be used
for entire set of major events.



5.a: What media could you use?
0

OBJECTS
Presenta-

tion

STILL PICTURES
Professional or
student
drawings

Practice Professional or
student
drawings. I

Evaluation

5.b. Prescrite the media you will use.

If

MOTION PICTURES
Overview of
events.

AUDIO
Teachorled
discussion.

Audio .tape,
recording
student
discussions.

Presentation:

Teacher introduces the unit on the Civil War with a motion pktyre
or filmstrip, and develops a time line of events preceding the war on the
chalkboard or overhead transparencies. The time line consists of dates,
names of places, key words, and a very simple illustration to help the
students remember the event. The teacher also describes the importance of
remembering events.

Students read about events preceding the war, and listen to student
or teacher produced "You Are 'There" type programs dramatizing the
specifiC events leading to the attack on Fort Sumpter.

Practice:

At the beginning, of class sessions, draw and label the time line on
the chalkboard or overhead transparencies. Then ask questions about
events on the time line and list details of events following student
responses. -

Provide practice self-tests with details leading to the Civil War as well
as unrefated,events. Students practice identifying and ordering events in
proper sequence.

Evaluation:

Student evaluation could most easily be conducted through the use
of a teacher-made oand duplicated written test.

For additional information on:

Evaluation p 110
Practice p 112
Presentation p 114

135

1.39

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS
Section of text
teacher-prepared
handout.

Specially produced
handouts.

Written, multiple
choice tem.

Comments

The motion picture would
provide an attention
compelling introduction to

pre-Civil War events. The time
line is used to assist the
organization of thinking and
to help students remember
the event.

Th6 chalkboard allows a great
deal of flexibility on the part
of the teacher, while an
overhead transparency can be
used to project a sequence of
organized material.

Because of the way the
objective is stated, the use of
media, other than printed
test, would not be necessary.

1
Objects pps 116 81174
Still Pictures pps 118 81 176
Motion Pictures pps 122 81 181
Audio pps 124 & 184
Written Words pps 126 81 188



SAMPLE: Cognitive:Event Naming

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: The eighth grade student

Behavior; will list the steps in the recipe for making white sauce; or, demonstrate making white sauce
in a dry run

Conditions: when given only paper and pencil, or when given an assortment of materials.

Degree: All steps must be indicated in the proper sequence.

2. The Domain is: cognitive

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: event naming

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Presentation

Objective: Tell the students you are going to teach them the recipe for
white sauce.

Demonstration: Go through the steps with actual materials. Clearly
identify each step as you proceed. Stress importance of remembering each
step andgetting steps in correct sequence.

Motivation: Point out that white sauce is a basic f5undation for many
recipes.ilt is really inconvenient to look up the recipe each time you use it,
etc.

Practice

Organizing Scheme: Stress that three main steps can be remem d by
phrase, "Butter-flour-milk."

Review steps: 1. Melt butter. 2. Add flour and seasonings until bubbly. 3.
Remove, add milk. 4. Bring to boil.

Dry run once with steps written out, once without written steps, but
naming the step' prior to carrying it out.

Make sauce using materials.

Evaluation

Directions: List steps in making white sauce

OR

Directions: Using assembled materials, demonstrate a dry run procedure
for making white sauce,

Criterion: The student remembers each step in proper sequence.

136
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5.a. What media could you use?

OBJECTS STILL PICTURES MOTION PICTURES AUDIO
Prima'. Demonstrate Drawing of a

lion procedure. "butterflohrmilk"
flower.

Practice Actual
materials.

Evaluation Actual
materials.

--r0414

Driving of a
"butter-flourmilk"
flower.

5.b. Prescribe the media you will Use.

Presentation:

Teacher demonstrates and discusses the procedures for making white
sauce while listing the steps on the chalkboard or an overhead
transparency. Students copy recipe and take additional notes as the
demonstration is conducted.

To help students remember the ingredients, display an exaggerated
drawing of a large flower consisting of white petals, surrounding a cube of
butter, a sack of flour, and a bottle of milk.

Practice:

,Haiv the butteflourmilk "fun flower" prominently displayed. On
the bulletin board, display cut outs of elements and details of steps
involved for review at student's leisure. Practice arranging actual elements
and utensils in proper order and discuss what happens during each step,

A parctice session could include actually making and tasting the
sauce.

Evaluation:

Least expensive means of evaluation would be to h the students
list the steps involved. The most useful evaluation., in terms of the
objective, would be to have the students arrange actual objects in the
correct sequence and discuss the steps involved at each point.

`.

For additional information on

Evaluation p 110
Practice p 112

. PresentLtion p 114

137

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS
Recipe on chalkboard,

'overhead transparency.

Recipe in notebook.

Student writes steps.

Comments

The same results could ble
achieved with slides and tape
recorded narration and a
bulletin board.

Actually making the sauce is
valuable .but expensive. Best
preceded by a dry run
including a description ly
student of procedures.

The act arrangement of
the materials in sequence

would be highly desirable, if
you can afford the time.

Objects pps 116 & 174
Still Pictures pps1.18 & 176
Motion Pictures pps 122 14181
Audio , pps 124 6184
Written Words . ' pps 126 & 188 '



IPicture I

IDrawing I

E.4

SAMPLE: Cognitive, Classification

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: The junior high school science student

Behavior: will libel clouds as being cirrus, stratus, cumulus or nimbus

Conditions: when shown actual cloud formations or pktures of them.

Degree: He should be 100% dOrrect on all easy examples and at least 50% correct on the more
difficult or ambiguous examples.

2. The Domain is:. cognitive

3. The. Appropriate Strategy is: classification

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription

Comments

A

Presentation

Objective: Tell the student he is going to learn to identify different types
of clouds.

Show a set of four pkturn,bne of each typo. Name each type. Show line
drawingi which emphasize relevant characteristics. List the characteristics
of each type. .

Explain.how cloud types help with weather prediction.

Practice

Practice' Display Feedback Display

Picture- Picture' I Drawing I

A at of twenty pictures, each of a different kind of cloud. Across page a
Arta line drawings emphasiiing the relevant characteristics.

Response: Appropriate cloud type.

Directions: Name each typcof cloud. Tell why the-name is appropriate by
pointing out distinctive characteristics. After your responses, I'll show you
a drawing to help you distinguish the features.

Evaluation

Display: ,Pictures of cloudv(1.2-3 typal .

1by

1
Picture IPicture, . I

2' 3

(not used during class)

Response: Write name of cloud type

Directions: You will be shoivn some pkturits of cloud formation. Write the
type of cloud pictured opposite the numbe' on your answer sheet.

Criteria: The test should contain at least 12 pictures. Four of the itemrare
wry difficult to.discriminate..

Madre \\

4

138
/

142

14
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5.a. What media could you use?

OBJECTS
Presenta-

tion

STILL, PICTURES
35mm slides, ,
mounted flat
pictures,
ctialkbond

Practice Actual clouds 35mm color 'slides,
mounted flat
pictures

Evaluation, 35mm slides,
mounted flat
pictures.

5.b. Prescribe the media you will use.

MOTION PICTURES AUDIO
Discuss
pictures,
narration for
slide set.

Audio tape
narration for
s6de set.

Presentation:

The teacher projects slider-showing examples and nonexamples of
each of the clouds listed. The use of two slide projectors at the same time
would be helpful to show contrasting examples and nonexamples. Project
;lidos onto Ole chalkboard and using chalk, trace the distinguishing
characteristics on the chalkboard.

For individual study, student could view a slide set that ',twenty a
number of *examples. and non-examples of each of the four riper of clouds
and discusses the distinguishing characteristics. A number of slides of each
cloud could also be provided for practice.

Practice:

Allow students to work individually with slides and flat pictures of
clouds. Slides could be numbered and used with a printed key containing
the name of each of the clouds so the students can check their
identifications.

4

Evaluation:

Present a series of 35mm slides or mounted flit pictures the student
hasn't seen before. Use easy and difficult examples. Have students write
the names of each of the clouds on a response sheet.

For additional information on:

Evaluation p 110
Practice p 112
Presentation p 114

139

1.43

'WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS

Common*

35mm color slides would
provide an inexpensive means,
of displaying high -quality
color representation,of clouds
for prolonged study.

The use of the chalkboard
provides a means of isolating
relevant characteristics.

The audio tape would be used
to direct attention to th
distinguiShing characteristic
of the four types of cloud
illustrated on the slides.

Make certain that
wide-range of both examples
and nonexamples arle
supplied. Drawings would
also be useful in
distinguishing between the
relevant attributes of the four
types.

The one critical element here
is to be sure the student
hasn't previously viewed the
pictures used.

Objects pps 116 & 174
Still Pictures pps 118 & 176
Motion Pictures pps 122 & 181
Audio pps 124 & 184
Written Words pps 126 & 188

.:s
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SAMPLE: Cognitive, Classification

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: (Audience inferred)

Behavior: be able to correctly identify the following activities: goal, direct kick, indirect kick,
dribbling, heading and off-side,

Condition: when viewing a soccer match or representation of such a match...
Degree: All obvious instances will be recognized, and at least 2/3 of the borderline instances

correctly identified.

2. The Dbmain is: cognitive

B; The Appropriate Strategy is:

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

I

classification

Presentation "
Indicate that the students are to identify various activities of a soccer
game. List the name of each of the activiclos to be identified and describe
the event.

Following each description, show' a slow motion segment of each event.
Call attention to the relevant movements,and actions involved.

Point out why being able to correctly identify each activity is important
for a referee or a coach.

Practice

Display: Show three game segments which illustrate correct actiqty, and
two incorrect, but potentially confusing events. Slow motion should be
used during early stages of practice. Later, the student should identify the
activities in real time. Repeat until each event is practiced at least three or
four times.

Response: Name the activity and indicate Whether or not it was correctly
executed.

Directions: During each segment I show you, name the activity and
indicate whether or not it was correctly executed. if not, why hot?

Evaluation

Display: Representation of segments of soccer game illustrating various
activities. Point out a player by number and ask the student to name the
activity.

Response: Name event components of the soccer game.

Directions: I will show you a series of segments of a soccer match. During
each, jou are to designate the activities of the designated player(s).

140
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5.a. What media could you use?

OBJECTS STILL PICTURES MOTION PICTURES AUDIO i WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS
Monti- Live PhotOgraphs Film clips Verbal explana Written descriptions

tion demonstration tion during
demonstration &
film clips.

, with still pictures.

Priding

Evaluation

Photographs Film clips

Film clips.

Verbal
feedback,

5.b. Prescribe the media you will use.

Presentation

Have a few students demonstrate each of the soccer activities.
Project motion pictures of each event at regular and slow spelt/ while
pointing out the relevant characteristics.

,

a

1

Practice:

Show a number of short motion picture sequences and have class
members identify activities illustrated. When one is identified, rewind the
filth and have a student describe the relevant characteristics of that
activity.

Evaluation:

Show film sequences the class hasn't seen before and have students
list in sequence activities that a designated player engages in. Or, divide the
film into a number of separate events. While projecting a short sequence,
call attention to a particular player and have the student write down the
activities that player engages in.

For additional information on:

Evaluation p 110
Practice p 112
Presentation . .. p114

'Objects
Still Pictures
Motion Pictures
Audio
Written Words

141

145

Comments

While not under game
conditions, dektonstrations
could be used inexpensively
to illustrate the relevant
characteristic's of each of the
soccer activities. The 8mm
.motion pictures make
possible the repeated detailed
study of each activity in both
normal and slow motion.

Student access to the 8mm
film loops provide an
opportunity for repeated
viewings of each play. Make
your super 8mm film loops
demonstrating each activity
in isolation and then
combined with other events
in a series.

Film clips permit both
individual and group viewing
of the necessary materials.

-pps 116 & 17
PPS 118 & 176
pps 122 & 181
pps 124 & 184
pps 126 & 188



is: rule using

I

SAMPLE: Cognitive, Rule Using

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: High school science students

Behavior: will use Ohm's Law to determine either the voltage, current or resistance in a DC current

Conditions: when given any two of the valuel.

Degree: Both the answer and the sequence used in solving problems must be correct.

.2. The Domain is: cognitive

j 3. The Appropriate Strategy

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

>

Presentation

State Ohm's Law (E,!IR). Show a circuit diagram. Indicate that the
student will be able to calculate either resistance, voltage, or current when
given two ,of the other/values for a given circuit. Explain the circuit
illustrated. Show step by step solution and operations required for each
step.

Tell the story of Ohm's struggle for recognition. Testify of the power of
this simple law in all electronics. Cite examples of very'complex circuits
where the laW still holds.

Practice

1. Assess component concepts; voltage, amps, resistance.

2. Display circuit diagrams.

Response: the volts, ohms, or amps involved.

Directions: determine the current (voltage, or resistance) of the following
circuit. After each problem we will show you the correct procedure.

Evaluation 6 volts ..E"--IVIV\I
.Display: A circuit diagram 60 ohms

60 ohms

Directions: Determine the current draw of the following circuit (or voltage
or resistancil.

Response: A, number indicating amps, volts or resistance in ohms.

Criteria: 1) Formula correctly written for problem involved; 2) correct
answer.

.\ 142

141(.i
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5.,a. What media.could you use?.

OBJECTS
'Priputi= Electrical

ties iquipmerit.

Pig thee Electrical
equipment.

Eve Natio'

STILL PICTURES MOTION PICTURES

Diagram of .
e lectrical
circuit.

Diagram of
e lectrical
circuit

Diagram of
electrical
circuit

5.b. Prescribe the media you will use.

AUDIO
Discussion
by teacher

Presentation:

Provide a variable power'source, a number of light bulbs to provide
variable resistance and the appropriate electrical meters. Have students
record the voltage, ohms and amps as each one of the three elements is
varied, and using the formula, demonstrate how the same values can be
determined mathematically.

Practice:

Pretest with a written quiz to see if students understand resistance,
current, and voltage. Provide remedial instruction for those who do not.
Make the electrical apparatus used in the presentation available to students
for validatingansmsra to practice problems. Provide a number of different
circuit diagrams with two out of the three elements given. Make solutions
anti answers accessible to students so'they can check both their application
of Ohm's law formula and the answer.

Evaluation:

Provide students with several circuit diagrams that were 'not used
during the practice or demonstration sessions.

For 'additional information on:

Evaluation p 110
Practice p 112
Presentation p 114

143

14'7.

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMOOLS

1..aliels on circuit
diagrams, written
discussion. .

Problems.

Problems.

Comments

If effectively carried out,
such a demonstration can oe
motivational and will help the
student to more fully
understand and remember
Ohm's law.

Confirming their results using
the electrical apparatus
provides a means of positive
verification' of an abstract
rule.

Objects pps 116 & 174
Still Pictures pps 118 & 176
Motion Pictures pps 122 & 181
Audio t pps124 & 184
Written Words pps 126 & 188



SAMPLE: Cognitive, Rule Using

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: High school English students

Behavior: will write a Shakespearean sonnet in correct forrn, haw 4 lines, 3 quatrains and one
couplet with an abab, cdcd, efef, gg rhyme ind iambic pentam

Conditions: using a' theme of their own choice.

Degree: The sonnet will be judged by stuililikjudges on the following points: appropriateness of the
message and flow of thought.

2. The Domain is: cognitive

3. The Appropraite Strategy is: rule using

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Presentation

Reed a typical Shakespearean sonnet.

List its peculiar characteristics, i.e., 14 lines, 3.quatrains, 1 couplet, rhyme
scheme: abab, cdcd, efef, gg, meter: iarbic pentameter. indicate that the
studentPare going to /earn to write slie4 poems.

Choose a theme. Spend a class period writing a sonnet for your students.
Point out ways to find rhyme, control meter, etc., as you proceed. Point
out some errors you could have made and how you corrected them.

Point out the special message such poems carry. Illustrate with other
examples of sonnets.

Practice

Test prerequisite concepti such as iambic meter, rhyme, quatrains,
couplets, etc.

Assign students to read and correct several poorly written sonnets which
have errors in rhyme or miter.

Assign students to write.twct or three sonnets, each on a different theme
and in a different meter.

Provide detailed feedback after each attempt pointing out where it was
correct or incorrect in form. Point out some common mistakes such as
nonmetared lines, inappropriate rhyme schemes, and nonrhyming lines.

Evaluation

Assign students to write another sonnet on a theme of their choice,

Have the student-produced sonnets judged by student committees. Judge
on both form and message.

Criteria: Provide each judge a checklist listing the form characteristics with
a fivepoint scale for each. Also indicate criteria for judging the message.
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5.a. What media could you use?

OBJECTS
Presenta-

tion

Practice

, (Ivaluation

STILL PICTURES
.

5.b. Prescribe the media you will use.

MO ON PICTURES AUDIO

Tape recorded
feedback.

Presentation:'

Read a number of typical Shakespearean sonnets on projected
overhead transparencies. Using a felt:tipped pen or grease pencil to
attribute isolation, underline, point out the,14 lines, three quatrains, one
couplet, the rhymescheme, and meter. With the help of the class, write an
original sonnet on an overhead transparency or the chalkboard.

Practice:

Pass out printed copies of a sonnet rp all students. Have them
perform an analysis individually; then using an overhead .1ransparency,
identifyits critical attributes.

Have students analyze a number, of well and poorly written sonnets
and ,identify the relevant characteristics,' qualities, and inadebuacies.
Supply aprinted analysis of the critical attributes that allows the students
to check their analysis against yours.

Assign the students to write a sonnet to be reviewed by one or two
other class members-before it is handed in. Prepare a checklist for class
members to use in evaluating.

Evaluation:

Assign students to write one or more sonnets on themes of their
choice. Other students will evaluate them using a check list you have
.prepared. Give each writer additional feedback by means of a cassette tape
recorder. With the class, discuss generalproblems in both the writing and
evaluation of sonnets.

For additional information on:

Evaluation p 110
Practice p 112
Presentation p 114

ri`

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS
Well written and
poorly written
sonnets.

Well written and
poorly written
sonnets

Sonnets written
by students

Comn!ents

Projecting the sonnets allows
you to point out the

important characteristics for
your class,members. Pass out
copies of the sonnets
projectedon the screen to be
used for note taking.

Using audio casettes, provide
feedback to students in the
form of detailed comments
and suggestions.

Note the use of audio
cassettes in both practice and
evaluation to provide detailed
feedback on a complex task.

Objects
Still Pictures
Motion Pictures

'Audio
Written Words

5

pps 116 & 174
pps 118 & 176
pps 122 & 181
pps 124 & 184
pps 126 & 188



SAMPLE: Psychomoior,Self-paced

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: Third, grade students

Behavior: will write the letters d, b, g, and p, using cursive handwriting

Conditions: given lined paper and a pencil.

Degree: Each letter will be well-formed and created with a single smooth stroke.

2. The Domain is: psychomotor

3. The Appropraite Strategy is: self-paced

4. Write Your
\ Strategy

rescription:

Co ments

A.

Presentation

Show. the student examples of correctly formed letters.

Show him how to write them by allowing small groups of students watch
over your shoulder.

Show him the checklist and examples of poorly formed letters.

Review correct way to hold the pencil. Help ,individual children as
necessary.

Practice

Display: Sheets where individial letters appear as dotted forms.

Directions: Connect the dotslvsing an even stroke to-form the letter p (or
d, or g, or b).

After 8 or 10 prompted trials, have student form letters where only
beginning and direction change dots appear. Finally, practice with no dots.

During initial trials, have well formed samples available for instant
comparison. After some practice, have them turn samples over and
practice. After each letter, have them practice different letter groups. .

Evaluation

Directions: In cursive, write the following letter combinations on lined
paper: db, gd, pg, dp, dpg, bgd, gdp, ppg, dbd.

Checklist: Rate form of each letter 1-5 on each of the following 'Ms:
incomplete lines, proper placement in lines, wellformed tail, etc.

Watch each student write two of more letter groups. Rate his form 1-5 on
each of the following: holding pencil correctly, smooth stroke, speed, etc.

Keep record of each student's scores:, rate another sample of these letters
after 6 weeks. Show each student how he is doing against his past
performance.

Criteria: A good (or 3) rating will be considered acceptable at thYs point.



5.a.. What media could you use?

OBJECTS
Presenta Grease

' tion pencil

Practice Pencil, paper
writing
guides.

Evaluation Pencil and
paper

STILL PICTURES. MOTION PICTURES AUDIO
Teacher
discussion.

Examples of well
formed and poorly-
formed letters. %

Examples of well- Single loop
formed and poorly- films.
formed letters.

5.11 -Prescribe-the media yob will use.

Feedback to
individual
students.

Presentation:

Using an overhead projector, large chart pad, or the chalkboard,
demonstrate forming each of the letters. As you are demonstrating, have
students trace the same letters on their handouts. Show examples of
poorly-formed single letters. Ask the class what is wrong with them. After
they respond, show a well-formed letter along side a poorly-formed letter.

t

, Practice:

Provide practice sheets with individual letters appearing as dotted
forms. Students practice by connecting the dots using an even stroke. On
,the advanced sheets, the dots will be reduced to just the key points.
finally, have students pracu e on lined paper without the dots. Supply
them With sheets having well prmed samples for-comparison. Indicate the
direction of the stroke with small arrows.

Evaluation:

Have students write the letters specified in the objective in various
combinations on lined paper. Evaluate the form with a check list.

For additional information on:

Evaluation p 110
Practice p 112
Presentation p 114

147

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS

Labels and arrows on
bulletin board.

Labels and arrows on
practice sheet.

Comments

Write with a grease pencil or
felt-tipped pen on a clear
sheet of acetate on the over-
head projector. Letters will
be greatly enlarged for the
students\,and they will see
how you hold your pencil.

Simple teacher-produced
8mm loop films on each of
the letters could prove a
tireless model of the correct
stroke.

Objects pps 116 & 174
Still Pidtures pps 118 & 176
Motion Pictures pps 122 & -181
Audio pps 124 & 184
Written Words pps 126 & 188

4



1. Write Your Objective

2.

3..

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

SAMPLE: Psychomotor, Self-paced

Audience: Typing class students

Behavior: will learn to type the letters A, S, D, F and J, K, L using correct hand position

Conditions: on a standard typewriter keyboard.

Degree: The student will be ready to proceed to the next objective when he can type all these letters
in any spdcified order without error, at the rate of 5 letters per second.

The Domain is: psychomotor

The Appropraite Strategy is: self-paced

Presentation

Show the students correct hand position.

Type each of the letters showing how to strike the keys. Also show how
the thumb strikes the space bar.

Indicate the criteria for this lesson and demonstrate the speed required.
Demonstrate a timed test.

Stress importance of looking only at text, not at. the keys or typed copy.

Practice

Drill 1: While all students sit at their typewriter, have them press the key
you call out in unison..

Drill 2: Have students type the letters, in order, FDSA JKL, then in
reverse order. Repeat each drill until 3 correct attempts. Have each student
correct each drill after he finishes.

Drill 3: Have students type alternate order, such as FJDKSLA, etc.

Drill 4: Have students type lists of words,and syllables made up of these
letters.

Drill 5: Using a metronome, pace the typing of word lists.

Evaluation

Give a series of 3 timed tests, each consisting of 20 words made up on
combinations of these letters. Score is number of errors and letters per
second.

Criterion: No errors; 5 letters per second.
ommome, A
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5:a. What media could you use ?:

Present.-

don

Practice

Evaluation

OBJECTS

Typewriter

Typewriter

Typewriter

STILL PICTURES

'Flat pictures,
slides, or
overhead
transparencies

Photographs,
chart of
keyboard

MOTION PICTURES

Television camera
& monitor.

' 8mm film loops.
,

AUDIO

Teacher
comments.

Feedback to
students.

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS

Captions for
pictures. ,

Captigns for'
pictures.

5.b. Prescribe the media you will use.

Presentation:

Teacher demonstrates the correct hand position, and how to strike
each of the letters specified and the space bar. Picture transparencies or
slides could be used to show hand positions. ..,

c

Practice:

Photographs of correct hand position could be used as models for
studentperformance.

a

Evaluation:

Students demonstrate that they can type letters in a specified order
at a rate of five letters per second.

ril

For additional infortion on:
Evaluation , p 110
Practice p 112
Presentation p'114

4

Comments

A portable television camera
and monitor would make it
possible for the entire class to
watch and imitate the teacher
while at their typewriters.

I.

)

Objects pps 116 & 174
Still Pictures pps 118 & 176
Motion Pictures pps 122 & 181
Audio pps 124 & 184
Written Words pps 126 & 188
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SAMPLE: Psychomotor, Mixedpace

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: Early grade school children

Behavior: will hit a softball with a bat

Conditions: when balls are slow pitched thtough the strike zone.

Degree: Acceptable performance is hitting one out of three.

2. The Domain' is: piychomotor

3. The Appropraite Strategy is: mixed.pace

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescriptiork;

Comments

Presentation

Showihow to stand and hold the bat read/ for a pitch.

Show how to swing and follow through.

Hit some balls.

Stress importance of watchingthe ball.

Tell the child he will learn to hit at least 1 out of 3 slow pitches.

Practice

Drill 1: Place ball on an adjustable flexible stand. Have the student
practice knocking the ball off the stand. Practice with 5 or 6 balls at 4 or 5

. various heights, then with a series of swinging at atlifferent height.

Drill 2: From a short distance, pitch slow balls to the student while he
practices hitting. As he masters one distance, move back until eventually
you are at an appropriate distance. During both drills, stress watching the
ball, correct follow through swing, and correct stance and bat holding.

Evaluation

Stimulus: The instructor will pitch 10 slow balls across the plate.

Response: The youngster will be instructed to hit as many pitched balls as
he can.

Criterion: 3 hits will be scored as acceptable.

4



5.a. What media could you use?

OBJECTS

Presents- Softball bat
son and ball.

Practice Softball bat
and ball.

it?
Evaluation Softball bat

and ball.

STILL PICTURES

5.b. Prescribe the media you will use.

MOTION PICTURES AUDIO

Teacher
comments on
demonstration.

Teacher provides
feedback to
students

Presentation:

Teacher demonstrates hitting the ball, calling attention to the critical
points of the process as he does so. With an experienced student acting as a
model, the teacher positions each student behind the catcher so everyone
can observe the hitting process from another point of view. Teacher calls
attention to the strong and weak points of each swing. Someproblems
should be purposely exaggerated by the batter.

Practice:

Place ball on adjustable flexible stand and have students practice
knocking the ball off the stand.. (See Strategy Prescription.)

Divide Blass into threeman teams (batter, pitcher, and catcher).
Rotate the positions, allowing sufficient time for each student to be at bat.,
The teacher goes fro"m group to group making suggestions.

Evaluation:

The instructor will pitch ten slow balls across the plate. If the
student hits at least three of them, he will 'have met the criteria (degree).

For additional information on:

Evaluation t p 110
Practice p 112
Presentation p 114

151

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS

Cominents

Select a model who can
perform well since bad points
of form might be picked up
by your students.

Feedback tq the batters is an
essential part of the learning
process procedure. Recruit
assistants to help you.

Objects pps 116 & 174
Still Pictures 1 ' pps 118 & 176
Motion Pictures pps 122 & 181
Audio pps 124 & 184
Written Words pps 126 & 188



SAMPLE: Psychomotor, Mixedpace

1. Write Your Objectnie-1'.

Audience: The early grade school child

Behavior: will balance and ride a two-wheel bicycle

Conditions: on a winding path three feet wide.

Degree: He will stay on the path.

2. The Domain psychomotor

3. The AppropraiteStrategy is: mixed-pace

. 4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescfiption:

'Comments Presentation

Show student how to ride. Point out how you turn into a fall to maintain
balance. Slow way down and exaggerate this corrective maneuver.

Practice

Drill 1: Have child sit on bicycle while you hold it still. Have him practice
turning into fall.

4

Drill 2: While someone slowly walks the bike, have the child steer while
you stress turning into a fall.

Drill 3: Hold up rear of bike, have student practice braking and pedalling.

Drill 4: With training wheeli, have student practice riding until' wheels
don't catch his falls.

Drill 5: Remove training wheels and allow child to

Eyairtion
Have student negotiate winding path. If Ite,rides off the path or is unable
to maintain his balance, he needs more practice before being allowed on
the street.

152



5.a. What media could you use? X

OBJECTS

Prosenta Two-wheel

tion bicycle.

Practice Twowheel
bicycle

Evaluation Twowheel
bicycle.

441
STILL PICTURES MOTION PICTURES

5.b. Prescribe the media you will use.

AUDIO

Teacher
comments on
demonstration

Teacher
provides
feedback.

Presentation:

Fir'st, show the student how to ride the twowheel bicycle,
demonstrating how to torn into falls to maintain balance. Have another
student skilled in bike riding demonstrate maintaining balance, pedaling,
and braking while you point out what he is doing. He should slow down
and exaggerate the process.

14

Practice:

Follow the Pive drills mentioned for the practice session of the
Strategy Prescription. Provide constant feedback. Mix, additional,
demonstrations with practice.

Evaluation:

Before taking student to the winding path specified in the objective,
assess his ability to ride in circles, follow a curved line, and dodge a lirie of
objects in the prictiCe area. Also make sure he knows how to use the
brakes.

When he is ready, he should be able to demonstrate that he can stay
on a winding path three feet wide without riding off the path or losing his
balance.

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS

Comments

In this case no amount of
pictures and other media
could take the place of a live
demonstration.

For additional information on; Objects pps 116 & 174

Evaluation p 110. Still Pictures pps 118 & 176

Practice p 112 Motion Pictures pps 122 & 181
Audio pps 124 & 184Presentation p 114 Written Words pps 126 & 188
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1

SAMPLE: Psychomotor, Externally-paced

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: High school football-receivers

Behavior: will catch an over-the-shoulder pass

Conditions: while ninning down field and not closely defended.

Degree: They will catch one out of two such passes.

2. The Domain is: psychomotor

3. The Appropraite Strategy is: externally-paced

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

CoMments

L.a

Presentation

t

Show a series of mediated examples illuitrating an overthe shoulder pass ,

reception.

Use slay motion and point out the critical elements of timing, judging,
jumping, etc. involved in the catch.

Discuss each element and stress its importance.

Stress the edge being able to catch such a pass gives your team over the
competition.

Practice

Test student's ability to catch a pass when set (not running), both' when
facing the quarterback and when facing away:.

Drill 1: Suspend the football in a sling. Have runner run, jump and snatch
the football from its position. Stress timing, appropriate ball watching, etc.

Drill 2: Have the receiver practice catching over the shoulder passes while
set. Back to greater distances as he acquires knack.

Drill 3: Have receiver run and receive over the shoulder passes. Grattlly
increase distance.

Drill 4: Put a defender on receiver and have him attempt reception while
dodging defender.

Evaluation

Best evaluation would be number of such passes caugdt in actual game
situation.

Reasonable simulation involves scrimmage practice where a play can be
executed and observed under a variety of conditions.

A coach should observe each attempt and indicate what components are
weak.
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5.a. What media could you use?

445
OBJECTS STILL PICTURES

Presents- Demonstration

tion

Practice Practice
catching
passes

Evaluation Demonstrate
Achievement.

5.b. Prescribe the media you will use.

MOTION PICTURES

Motion pictures

AUDIO

Discussion

Feedback
to students.

Presentation:

Using a self-made 8mm motion picture, show first in slow motion
and then at normal speed, a number of examples of a player catching
over-the-shoulder passes while running down field. Back up when
necessary and repeat.

On the field, have two skilled students demonstrate catching the
overthe-shoulder pass.

Pradtice:

During the practice session, it would be helpful if a portable,
videotape recorder, camera, and monitor were available. While students are
practicing catching the ball, they could be videotaped, comments could be
recorded on the videotape sound track, and the tape could be playid back
immediately after each catch.

Evaluation:

Observe the catching skill of passers under a'variety of conditions:
The criterion for this objective is to catch one out of every two such passes
attempted when not closely defended. 1"

1

For additional information on:

Evaluation p 110
Practice p 112
Presentation p 114

155,

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS

Comments

The use of films allows you
to slow down and stop the
action while discussing the
critical attributes. It can alio
provide almost endless
repetitions of the
demonstration from a clOseup
perspective.

A videotape recording would
provide the most useful
feedback. It allows the

student to observi his strong
and weak points after every
Performance.

Y.

Objects pps 116 81,174
Still Pictures pps 118 £fi 176
Motion Pictures pp4122 & 181
Audio - pp' 124 & 184
Written Words pps 126 & 188
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SAMPLE: Psychomotor, Externally-paced

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: High school football backs

Behavior: will demonstrate effective broken field running

Conditions: when three or more defending players,are blocking their paths.

Degree: They will gain an average of 6 yards per play over a series of 10 or more plays.

2. The Domain is: psychomotor

3. The Appropraite Strategy is: externally-paced

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments Pretentation

&WW1) series of mediated examples illustrating broken field running.

Use slow motion"- and point out critical elements such as faking,
sidestepping, jumping, etc.

Discuss each element and stress its importance.

Point out the strength broken field running gives a team.

Practice

Pretest running, proper holding of football, faking, sidestepping a blocker,
etc. Drill on weak aspects.

Drill '1: Place three or four dummies or, sandbags on the field and have the
back run a zig-zag pattern through these obstructions. Stress various
critical moves during this practice.

Drill 2: Have back stand still and try to dodge a tackler. by sidestepping or
faking. 4

Drill 3: Have back run and dodge one defender.

Drill 4: Add 1 defender, then 2, while back practices broken field running.

During all practices, point out ways back could improve his pattern. Allow
him to watch himself if possible.

Evakiation

Best evaluation would be yards gained per attempt in actual gairn e
situation.

Reasonable simulation involves scrimmage practice where the play can be
executed and observed under a variety of conditions.

Every attempt should be carefully observed or recorded for diagnosis of
the performances.
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5.a. What media could you use?

ieraanta

Lion

rd,actice

OBJECTS STILL PICTURES

Demonstration

Students
practice.

Einluation Students
perform.

5.b. Prescribe the media you will use.

MOTION PICTURES

8mm films.

AUDIO

Discussion
of critics!
elements.

FeedbeCk

Presentation:

Show a number of 8mm film sequences of broken field running. The
first in the series would not include any opposing players, but the next
two or three would have opposing players standing still to illustrate faking
and sidestepping. The following two or three would show minimum
interferences, and the final set would be taken in an actual scrimmage.

Have a skilled player demonstrate broken field running while the
other students stand still on the field where opposing.players might be.
The model should demonstrate faking, sidestepping, jumping, etc. as he
progresses down' the field.

Practice:

Practice according to suggestions in the strategy prescription.
Videotape a performance of each student, at the same time recording your
comments on the sound track, and ploy back the videotape for the student
as soon ,as possible after his run.

Evaluation:

Students are observed and.rated in actual game situations.

411111101.1! ,
For additional information on:

Evaluation p 110
Practice p 112
Presentation p 114

157

16

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS

Comthents

This series of filmed
sequences would allow the
adding of complexity
step-by-step while pointing
out the relevant-attributes of
the task.

The demonstration won't
allow Me detailed study that
a film would permit, but
Would add the dimension of
reality.

7he use of a cassette audio
tape recorder would be an
inexpensive but less effective
substitute for the videotape.
A coach could record
comments and suggestions for
each student as he watched
him run down the field. At
the completion of the run,
the student could listen to
the comments while the
coach is recording feedback
for the next player.

Objects pps 116 & 174
Still Pictures pps 118 & 176
Motion Pictures pps 122 & 181
Audio pps.124 & 184
Written Words pps 126 & 188



SAMPLE: Affective, Motivation and Interest

1. Write Your bjective

Audience: High school biology Students

Behavior: will demonstrate an increased interest in biology by coming to class early.

Conditions: The teacher will leave the room open so they may come early but will not ask them to, and
Will not provide any special rewards for those who.do.

Degree: An average of 1/3 of the class will come early all year and 80% will come early at least once.

2. The Domain is: affective

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: motivation and interest

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription

Comments

Presentation

Discuss the Importance of biology as a field.

Show some of its outstanding contributions to mankind:

Indicate your own enthusiasm for the field and why.

Express the desire that your students will develop an interest.

Do Not tell them that their interest will be measured by coming early to
clasi.

c

Practice

Divide the text and other study materials into small segments, each with
-study questions and exercises. Each segment should require less than 30

minutes for the average student to complete.

Arrange a number of exciting puest,projects, such as studying mitosis with
a microscope, looking for microbes of some kind, etc.; growing cultures;
photographing plant growth; raising rats and testing various
microorganisms; study of synthetic light; etc.

Agree with students that completion of a study segment enables them to
work on one of the quest projects for the remainder of the hour.

Announce that the row, will be open early for those who want to
undertake another quest project outside of class. Indicate that no extra
credit will be given. "They're just for fun."

Evaluation

Announce that the room will be available early.

Keep a record (without telling the students) of the number who come j

If this number increases as the semester proceeds, you will have as basis for 1.
inferring increased interest.

early.
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5.a. What media could you use?

1

OBJECTS STILL PICTURES MOTION PICTURES AUDIO WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS
Presenta-

tion

Plants and
animal life.

Slides, overhead
transparencies,
btilletin board
displays.

Films for large
group viewing.

Teacher &
resource
people.

Text, workbooks,
special handouts.

Practice Plants and
animal life,

Slides, film-
strips, bulletin
board displays.

8mm single
. concept loops.

Tape
recordings.

Text, workbooks,
handouts.

Evaluation

C

5.b. Prescribe the media you will use.

Presentation:

In large group presentatidns, show films illustrating pioneers in the
field of biology, pushing back the frontiers. Bring in other faculty
members and resource people from the community who ar 'n their own
way, specialists in some area of biology. Prepayva ctive bulletin boards
and displays of plent and animal life.

Practice:

Provide question oriented' bulletin boards and displays of plant and
animal life that challenge the student's understanding of the world about
him. Obtain or prepare a number of slidetape sets, filmstripband audio
tapes on current and vital topics related to the biological sciences. Specify
utilization procedures.

Evaluation:

Student interest in your displays of objects, bulletin boards and
other media for individual use is an indication of your success. However,
increased activity outside of class time is the primary criterion (degree).

For additional information on

Evaluation p 110
Practice p 112
Presentation y p 114

1111M111,

159

Cortiments

, Note the use of media here is
not necessarily tied in with
any cognitive objective, but
provides a dynamic overview
of the field pf biology.

It's. like selling soap and
toothpaste. Dynamic,
attractive packages draw
customers.

Keep track of what attracts
the greatest interest and make
duplicate sets of items used
individually. Substitute other
displays anctinaterials for the
less appealing ones.

Objects pps 116 & 174 .
Still Pictures pps 118 & 176
Motion Pictures pps 122 & 181
Audio pps 124 & 184
Written Words pps 126 & 188
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SAMPLE: Affective, Motivation and Interest

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: High school music appreciation students

Behavior. will demonstrate an increased interest in classical music by selecting a higher proportion of
classical music from the record

Conditions: Theselections.will_be.made_during.a.free_hour.when.students can.l...en..to_head.phones.vvhile

.they study. The collection will include pop, evergreen and classical selections.

Degree. The average proportioA of classical and evergreen selections will increase from 1.20 to at
least 1:10.

2. The Domain is: affective

3. The Appropraite Strategy is: motivation and interest

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

d

Presentation

Describe the power and beauty-of classical music.

4ndicate your own interest, when you like to listen and why.

Express4hope that students will develop an interest.

Do not indicate that study hour records are being monitored or will be
used to measure interest.

Practice.

Divide study materials into small segments, each consisting of {materials to
read; to listen; to see, etc., with accompanying questions or exercises. Be
sure each segment requires 30 minutes or less.

Arrange for students who complete each segment to listen to music of
their choice. Be scris,,the collection includes all their favorites plus yours.
An option would be to allow a jazz combo or singing group to practice
following completion of their work.

Make a contract with each student. Work first, then tun.

Announce the. availability of music in the study hall. Describe checkout
procedures.

Evaluation

Be sure students know they can check out records and listen to music
during study hall.

Keep a record of the selections, checked but.

Figure out the proportion each week.

The proportions should improve as the semester continues.

Don't tell students a record is being kept.
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5.a. What media could you use?

Presents-

tion

Practice

Evaluation

OBJECTS

Musical
instruments,
musical
scores.

Musical
instruments,
musical

'scores.

STILL PICTURES MOTION PICTURES AUDIO WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS,
Orchestras, hands,
ensemhles, soloists,
conductors.

Concerts and
composers.

Tapes or
records.

Texts and
periodicals.

5.b. Prescribe the media you will use.

Records and Texts, periodicals,
tape recordings. captions for displays.

Records and
tape
recordings.

Presentation:

Illustrate the power and beauty of classical music with a variety of
excerpts. Introduce students to Orchestras and classical music groups
through films of actual performances.. Use bulletin boards to display
pictures of instruments and scores.

PraCtice:

4llow students free opportunities to listen to all kinds of music in
the study hall.

Provide a short, absoi5ing recorded introduction to each classical
music selectioh explaining its special significance in :thin of the composer
and period.

Evaluation:

As prescribed in the objective, the evaluation should consist of
counting the number of each type of music he students lister] to during a
free time period when they have the opporunity to listen to music while
theystudy.

For additional information on:

Evalubtion ....... . . . . . . p 110
Practice ....... . ....... p 112
Presentation ..... . . . . p 114

r

Comments

Records and tapes of classical
music can provide low bast,
high fidelity reproduction.
Films effectively simulate
attendance at a concert.

To make certain that students
understand checkout
procedures, provide them
with a handout outlining the
procedures.

If at least one out of every
ten records listened to under
these conditions is classical,
the objective will have been
met.

,Objects ... . . pps 116 & 174
Still Pictures pps 118 & 176
Motion Pictures pps 122 & 181
Audio' pps 124 & 184
Written Words . . ....... - . pps 126 & 188
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SAMPLE:, Affective, Attitude and Value

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: Sixth grade students

Behavior: will come to value an unpolluted environment as shown by the way they discard papers and
wrappers

Conditions: on an outing where they are given individually wrapped candy and do not know that their
paperdiscard behavior is being observed.

Degree: TRe number of papers thrown en the ground will be significantly less than duringa baseline
outing.

2. The Domain is: affective

3. The Appropriate Strategy is: attitude and value

4. Write Your
Strategy Presentation
Prescription Show some of the prbblems caused by, pollution; contrasting unpolluted
Comments, with polluted aim is especially effective.

Discuss ways each citizen can help promote a cleaner environment.

Do Not tell students that their attitude change will be observed dyring the
outings.

4

Practice

Plan and use a cognitive strategy during which 'students learn the dangers.
of pollution, etc.

Organize a cleaning campaign where students work together to clean up a
city park or some other public facility.

Conduct discussions or simulated debates on industrial pollution, pollution
by home owners, etc.

Evaluation

Plan two outings as part of your other objectives. These can be to public
monuments or facilities, etc.

During each outing, make individually wrapped candy or gum available to
your students.

Without being obvious, count the number of wrappers thrown on the
ground or floor.

Do Not tell students this is measuring their attitude toward pollution.

Do Not remind students to use propdr receptacles or waste disposal.



5.a. What media could you use?

Presenta

lion

OBJECTS

Sample of
school ground
litter.

Practice Students
prompted to
notice litter

STILL PICTURES

Slides of
litter in
community.

Students produce
a slide set.

Evaluation Decrease in
amount of,
litter.

5.b. Prescribe the media you will use.

MOTION PICTURES

Films on
pollution.

AUDIO

Guest
speakers.

Recordings.

Presentation:

Use a medical doctor or nurse and civic official as resource people to
talk about pollution ,problems in the community. Present films and
filmstrips dealing with the issue. Make printed materials available for
individual student perusal.

Practice:

Organize a film production crew made up of students, assign some as
photographers, others as writers, other as sound recording specialists.
Produce a slide-sound presentation for use at the school. Filmstrips and
audio tape recordings of local resource people should be accessible for
individual student use.

Evaluation:

The measure of your success is the reduction of actual objects
(litter) not deposited in trash cans.

For additional information on,

Evaluation p 110
Practice . . ......... p 112
Presentation p 1,14
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411111111,

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS

Newspaper and
magazine
articles

Articles by
students.

Comments

Resource people can provide
an added note of authority
and interest. Encourage them
to bring with them whatever
instructional media materials
they may have available.

Films and filmstrips can be
used to conilincingly illustrate
the problem, and printed
materials can provide the

necessary data on which an
attitude can be built.

A slide-sound presentation
can be valuable in providing
information on the local
problem. The 'real value of
this production, however, is
in to student involvement.

Objects pps 116 & 174
Still Pictures . . . . . . pps 118 & 176
Motion Pictures . pps 122 & 181
Audio ...... . .. pps 124 & 184
Written Words pps 126 & 188



SAMPLE: Affective, Attitude and Value

1. Write Your Objective

Audience: Eleinentary schoot students

Behavior: will develop respect for the American flag, as shown by folding and storing the flag properly,
and by holding their hands over their hearts when the flag passes or is presented, hoisted or
retrieved -

Conditions: during school assemblies.

Degree: The students must have no knowledge they are being observed during assemblies. An average
of 90% shoulc remember to show their proper respect.

2. The Domain is: affective

3. The Apprppriate Strategy is: attitude and value

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription

Comments

Presentation

Present well told or illustrated.experiences from history where outstanding
loyalty has been shown to the flag.

DiscUss symbols and their importance.

Express your hope that all students will show Proper respect for the flag.

DO NOT indicate that student's behavior will be monitored during
assemblies or during the posting of the colors.

Practice

Teach how to display the flag, some history of the flag, kinds of flags, etc.
usfing cognitive Procedures.

Have the class plan a program to be presented to the rest of the school
demonstrating proper respect for the flag. Their group goal should be
helping other students demonstrate proper respect.

Discuss situations where proper respect has not been shown. Illustrate the
consequences, both in spirit and loyalty, etc.

Evaluation

During assemblies, quickly count the number of students who show
respect. Do not discuss problems in this area with your students.

Without being obvious, check the folding of the flag. Have different
students assigned to hoist and retire the flag on a rotating basis. Do not
correct student directly for improper procedure here.

An increase in respect from before practice to after will indicate progress
toward the objective.
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Presentation:

Display a picture of a stop sign. Point out that as a symbol it
represents law and order just as though a traffic officer were at the corner.
Have the group tell you what the flag represents. Show films dealing with
the flag as a symbol, the meaning behind the elements in the flag, and
experiences in history where outstanding loyalty has been paid to the flag.
Furnish reading material concerning the flag. Make up a display of flags.

Practice:
le

Use a motion picture or a filmstrip to show procedures for folding
and storing the flag and how to show' respect for it in a variety of
situations. Using a Cub Scout Color Guard, have class members rehearse
ways in which respect should be paid the flag. Devise a bulletin board
depicting the birth and evolution of the American flag, along with pictures
showing ways of displaying it and paying respett.

Evaluation:

Afford opportunities for students to show respect for the flag when
they aren't being observed.

...=rirm.=m0mminw........=.mwormi

5.a. What media could you use?

Presents.

tion

OBJECTS

The American
Flag.

STII.t. PICTURES

Historical
events
involving
the flag.

J .

MOTION PICTURES

Flag history,
flag use and
respect.

Practice The American Procedures for P-ocedures for
Rag. displaying the disp(aying

flag. the flag.

Evaluation The American
Flag

5.b. Prescribe the media you will use.

AUDIO

Discussion and
recorded talks.

For additional information on:

Evaluation p 110
Practice p 112
Presentation p 114
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WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS

History of the flag,
examples of loyalty.

Captions and
descriptiObs.

Comments

Motion pictures are an

attention compelling medium
that should be quite effective
for this age group. Reading
material and displays could
be used to provide the

background information on
which attitudes toward the
flag could be based.

The motion picture and
filmstrips could dramatically
provide additional
background- information.
Having _class members
rehearse way'l in showing
respect to the flag provides a
means of getting the students
actually involved in the type
of behavior that you are
trying to promote.

Objects pps 116 & 174
Still Pictures pps 118 & '176
Motion Pictures pps 122 & 181
Audio pps 124 & 184
Kritten Words pps 126 & 188
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INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY AND MEDIA SELECTIONVORKSHEET

1. Write Your Objective

Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:

2. The Domain is:

3. The Appropriate Strategy is:

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription'

Comments

1

Presentation

Practice

)

Evaluation

I
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5.a. What media could,you.use?

W
OBJECTS

Prisenta.

tion

Practice

r--

STILL PICTURES

Evaluation

5.b. Prescribe the media you will use.

tik
MOTION PICTURES AUDIO

Presentation:

Practice:

Evaluation:

I

I

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS

Comments

I

After co completing the "Instructional Strategy and Media Selection Worksheet," go to page 173, "A
Final Wotd."

I
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INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY AND MEDIA SELECTION WORKSHEET

1.

Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:

2. The Doinain is:

3. The Appropriate Strategy is:

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription:

Comments

Presentation

Practice

Evaluation



5.a. What media could you use?

OBJECTS
Present.

ton

Practice

STILL PICTURES

Evaluation

5.b. Prescribe the media you will use.

MOTION PICTUfLES AUDIO

Presentation:

Practice:

Evaluation:

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS

Comments

After completing the "Instructional Strategy and Media Selection Worksheet," go to page 173, "A
Final Word."
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1.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY AND MEDIA SELECTION WORKSHEET

,Audience:

Behavior:

Conditions:

Degree:

2. The Domain is:

3. The Appropriate Strategy is:

4. Write Your
Strategy
Prescription

Comments

Presentation

Practice

Evaluation

.11n11



5.a. What media could you use?

STILL PICTURES MOTION PICTURES AUDIOOBJECTS
Presents.

tion

Prictice

Evaluation

5.b.' Prescribe the media you will use.

Presentation:

Practice

Evaluation

WRITTEN WORDS/SYMBOLS

Comments

After completing the "Instructional Strategy and Media Selection Worksheet," go to page 173, "A
Final Word."
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A FINAL WORD

You have just completed Function 5 "Specify Methods," a ilia of Phase II "Develop" of the
instructional development process. You will now be moving qn to other activities in the
instructional development process, but you will probably be returning again and again.
Undoubtedly, you will have to reconsider some of the strategies you thought would work,
substitute other strategies, re-adjust, look again at the media alternatives and then make new
decisions. As you continue to develop and test prototype instructional packages, you will discover
that some of your best planning doesn't always bring about the results you had anticipated. This is
because instructional development is a dynamic, emerging field. Many questions cannot be answered
by Merely turning to the ,back of the book. Yet, the challenges are exciting and a great deal of
satisfaction comes from designing and preparing instruction that produces measurable results.

The next phase is Function 6 "Construct ProtOtypes." Among other things, you will be

... Working out specifications for instructional materials and organizing them for production
andassembly,

Devising ways of evaluating the instructional mater=ials while they are being developed,
after thware completed, and during actual use,

Actually constructing and assembling the necessary instructional materials.

These Pctivities Will be followed in later phaies by the testing of the prototype materials, the
analysis of results and the making of necessary revisions.

Before leaving this phase dealing with the selection of instructional strategies and media,
consider again the title of thin, manual: Selecting Instructional Strategies and Media: A Place to
Begin. Notc that it is only "a place to begin." For this reason, many things have been left unsaid,
and other things have been cut down and arranged to make a useful beginning place. As you work
with the procedures outlines and continue your.professional study, we know that you will soon fill
in the cracks and straighten out the kinks and thus contribute yourself to the emerging body of
knowledge concerning the instructional development process.
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Appendix I

SUGGESTIONS ON THE USE OF INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA

A. OBJECTS

1. The Real Things

There are many sources/ of "real things;" the
classroom, the school, holm, the community at large
including local businesses and industries, and nearby
colleges and universities. Take your students on a
field trip to visit "r al things" in their natural setting.
In the classroom, use things brought in by students

who collected them as their families traveled. Check with the instructional media center.
and with other teachers.

Display articles for individual study (protect those on loan or fragile or expensive).
Provide Written captions naming objects and providing relevant information. Tape record
information about the objects for students to listen to while viewing and working with
them. Point out distinguishing features, operations, uses, etc. In using objects for
evaluation, use unlabeled examples, preferably different from those used in the original
presentations and yet similar enough that the students will be able to identify and
describe them or operate and use them.

. People

You, along with other teachers and administrators,
are invaluable as a demonstrator and source of objects
for instruction. Use other students who have special
skills as well as resource people from the community.
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The student's own body may be directly involved in a great deal of instruction,
particularly for skills. Also, students can observe the bodily manipulations of others
acting as a model of some skill. In psychomotor skill practice, the student manipulates his
own body and compares his performance with the model.

3. Models

Kits available at hobby stores and mail order houses
are a rich source of great variety. Models of many
different kinds are available through commercial
educational supply organizations. See the
instruction& media center for catalogues. Models
from raw materials can be constructed by*the teacher

and students. Constructing a model is often useful as an instructional experience when
the objective deals with identification of parts, working relationships, and assembly and
disassembly.

Display models with written labels and/or descriptive information. Make the model
come alive by simulating the environment in a diorama. Provide tape recorded
descriptions for the student to listen to as he examines the model.

tr ,

In evaluation, among other things,, the student could be asked to name parts of an
unlabeled model, and describe the functioning and relationship of parts.
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B. STILL PICTURES

1. Flat Pictures

Flat pictures can be given the student to study
individually or they can be displayed on a bulletin
board or projected onto a screen with an opaque
projector. Use flat pictures to provide practice in the
identification of whole and parts. Have,students draw
their own pictures illustrating characteristics of thse

subject. Have pictures on bulletin boards with narnes or written desCription covered by
flaps of paper. After a student identifies the picture, he -lifts flap to check,his answer. Use
pictures to stimulate creative writing. In evaluation, have students identify pictures they
haven't seen before that ,illustrate the idea, event, or object under study. Have them
describe what is happening in pictures, along with the application and misapppcation of
rules. Display pictures in sets around room and have students go in groups from set to set
writing their answers on response sheets.

Collect potentially usable pictures from magazines, calendars, etc., and file until
needed. Single pictures and sets are available from commercial suppliers. Combine
elements from a number of different pictures to develop a picture that meets your needs.
Picserve them by mounting and lamination if they will, be handled by students. Type or
print captions and descript,ve materials. Bind a picture series into an accordian folder for
ease of handling.
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2. -35mm Color Slides

Useful slides are available commercially or can be
photographed by the teacher, media specialist or
students. Obtain slides from the instructional media
center, museums, and parents. Teachers and students
can ,easily produce a usable quality of slides for
'instructional purposes. Media specialists will be of

help with technical and complex photography. Copy pictures, charts, maps,,and letter
titles to complete ,instructional slide sets, and record the narration on %-inch audio tape
or cassettes. Add sound effects-and music as desired.

Project slides for large and small group instruction. Individuals can study them using
a projector or a small inexpensive viewer. Use slides for identification practice of whole
things or parts. Project a sequence of slides and ask students to describe steps that were
left out.,Have them analyze the correct and incorrect application of rules in a sequence of
slides cfkcting a situation or process.

3. Filmstrips

Educational suppliers have thousands of filmstrips
available for purchase: check with your media
specialist for catalogues. Many school and district
media centers own large collections of filmstrips.
Filmstrips can be produced with a single ,frame

.4 ' camera or by shooting 35mm' slides and duplicating
on 35mm film using special equipment.
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To adapt commercially available filmstrips to your objectives and students, cut the
individual pictures apart and munt them in cardboard slide rnounts. Photograph
additional pictures and record your own narration.

Filmstrips cars be projected for large or small group use accompanied by a
pre-recorded or live narration. Using a projector or an inexpensive viewer, students can
,study them individually.

4. Overhead Transparencies

Your instructional media center is probably a good
source for overhead transparencies. A great many
transparencies are .also available from commercial
producers. Make your own using clear sheets of
acetate and colored felt-tipped pens, grease pencils, or
special audiovisual pencils that project in color. Many

office copy machines can be used to produce high quality overhead transparencies. Media
specialists will help you with the more complex production processes.

In large and small group instruction, present line drawings, charts, lists, diagrams,
and even photographs. To use the overhead projector, the classroom doesn't have to be
darkened. Provide students w;th a paper copy of the drawings you have on transparencies
so they can add notes as you work with the transparency projector in ffont of the class.
Encourage students to use overhead transparencies to illustrate individual and group
reports. For quizzes and other evaluation, groject unlabeled diagrams and have students
label parts on their answer sheets.



5. Chalkboard

Indispensable! If you don't have one, see your
principal! Teachers and students alike can easily
produce simple but useful drawings on a chalkboard.
Use coloredas well as white chalk made especially for
use on chalkboards. If you cannot write or print
legibly on chalkboard, obtain a lettering chart and

practice. Also, practice making simple line drawings, stick figures and symbols. A
chalkboard substitute can be made by taping a clear plastic sheet onto a piece of poster
board and writingon it with a grease pencil.

Use along with other media to present instructiortto medium and small groups. Use
for information on assignments, objectives, and evaluation.

6. Charts and Posters

Many charts are available from educational supply
companies. Some large commercial companies
provide free charts on their products, services, and
operation. Check your instructional media center to
see what is presently available to you. Produce your
own charts using large cardboard, butcher paper or

newsprint. Write or draw with colored felt tipped pens, grease pencils, inks and paints.
Make small layout sketches before you start the full size product. Use the opaque
projector to enlarge small drawings onto iarge sheets of poster board. Get your students
involved.

Use posters with small groups, posting them beside work or activity areas where
students can refer to them during practice. During evaluation, opaque paper strips could
be used to cover key labels, phrases or parts of illustrations on a poster, \and students
required to fill in blanks on their response sheets.
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7. Maps,

"411111i. A good source of maps is a local gasoline station and
the -national travel department of the parent oil
company. Also check the instructional media center
and your downtown and university bookstores.
Transfer maps to the chalkboard by first punching
small holes along desiredoutline of paper map using a

pounce wheel available at an-art supply store. (You can also do this by sewing around the
outline without thread in the sewingpachins.) Second, dust chalk dust through the holes
with an eraser to produce a map. Or yod can put a srnall,map on an opaque projector and
enlarge to size tracing only desired detail.

Use large maps with medium and small size groups only. Check from back of
classroom to make certain that the essential details can be easily seen. For large groups
use overhead transparencies of maps. In evaluation, present maps with certain features

wand names covered or otherwise excluded. Have students write identifying names and
labels arid complete missing features on their response sheet.
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C. MOTION PICTURES

1. Commercially Produced 16mm Films

Check with instructional media center for catalogs
from film libraries and a list of films your school or
district owns. Many state and federal governmental
agencies and large businesses and industries are a good
source of films available without charge: you pay
return postage only. However, remember that "free

films" aren't a bargain if they don't relate to your objective.

Use films at the beginning of a unit to introduce and/or at the conclusion to
summarize. Use them in providing instruction on skills where motion is an important
factor. Stop film at key points and discuss before continuing. Turn off sound and provide
your own narration, adapting film to your objectives.

In evaluation, show a section of film depicting a process and have students.describe
it in greater details as it is progressing, or stop the film and ,have them describe the step
that follows. Show section of dramatic film, stop and role play.

2. Single Concept 8mm Films

Single concept films are super 8mm films that provide
a demonstration of ,a single skill, process, eVent or
idea. Usually owned by the school and housed in the
instructional media center, these films are useful for
repetitive study by large and small groups and by
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One of their greatest advantages is that students can easily run them and copies are
inexpensive enough for the school to own. Single concept films are often introduced in
full class sessions before being made available for small group and individual use. Many
super 8mm films available in plastic cartridges automatically rewind themselves
simplifying repeated viewing.

Students can' view a procedure on a single coTept film while practicing the
behavior. In evaluation, students are asked to identify bf nome or description the process,
objects, animals, events, or ideas depicted in the films. You could stop and ask (students
to describe the next`events in the process or procedure.

3. Locally Producled Motion Pictures

Simple super 8mm films can easily be produced by
. students, a media specialist or by the teacher.

tt)Cameras are easy to use and even sound alms are
simple and inexpensive to produce if equ ment is
available.- Read one or two beginnirirtrooks about
film-making before getting involved in production. A

few tips on script, ph6tography and editing will make your films more instructional and
enjoyable. Before you start shooting the film, prepare a "story, board" made up of simple
drawings and brief written descriptions of what you plan to shoot. Keep your objectives
clearly'in mind. = S i.
I ..

a.

Frequently, the research and plannitg necessary to *duce a good, simple film
make it a valuable learning experiepie for,students. The involved studerit will not likely
forget the ideas and skills learned yin helping to ,produce a 'film. Depending or. the
objectivei) a film produced by students may be a prodLct for evaluating achievItment.
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D. AUDIO

\- 1. People ... the teacher, resource people, students.,

kg

4

The teacher talking to the entire class, a small group,
or an individual student is one of the most valuable
and flexible media available. However, some teachers
mistakenly feel that they are \not doing. their job
unless they spend a great deal of time lecturing. At,
times a negative correlation exists between the

amount of talking a teacher does in class and the amount of learning that takes place.
However, through speech the teacher proyldes motivation, information about the subject,
comments in connection with the use of other media, guidelines for student practice, and
information concerning expectations and evaluation procedures. The. teacher also
provides evaluative feedback following student performance.

In your school and community you will find a number of resource people who can
help your students achieve one or more of your objectives. Parents might be a starting
place. Consider other teachers in your school. Check with the instructional media center,
the principal, district supervisors, service clubs, government agencies, and community
leaders to locate people who would be of value.

Carefully brief your guests Cn your objectives and .how they can best help your
students. Allow time for questions and antwerS. In some cases, you will want to have
your students contact resourc people ,d' ectlyv Be flexible. If the visitor doesn't help
your students as much as you ought, h would, capitalize on the good that did result,
then consider additional instructi nal activities.

k . '. 6

O

Comments by students can,often bevaluable if you guide the discussion and correct
erroneous, distracting information.oStittlents can give oral reports, take part in panel
discussions, present dramatizations, Ad record original narration for filmstrips and
slidesound sets. Advanced students who have already achieved a sequence of objectives
can be used to tutor others (rho have not.
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2. Professionally Produced Records and Tapes

0 I

A world of professionally produced and audio
tapes 9f music, he spoken word, dramatic portrayals,
and natural nd man-made sound effects is
inexpensivel, available for your use. Your
instructional tedia center and the public library are
good places to start looking for recorded records and

audio tapes. The downtown record-shop might have some useful materials in stock. While
there, check the catalogues. Your media speciallst will also have directories as well as
catalogues listing educational audio materials 3V liable from educational materials supply.
companiei. -

As with other materials the use ot these materials depends on objectives. Play tapes
of music, plays, readings, histdricai events and commentary in class. Point out what.
students should watch for in their individual use of materials. Allow students to use
materials on their own during time set aside for individual:. study.

I
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3, Locally produced Audio Materials

Inexpensive instructional programming can be
recorded in the school by the teacher, media
specialist, or students. See your media resources
center for the necessary assistance, equjpment and
tape. Instructional audio programming could involve.
you alone, your class, others in your school, or as

resource people from your community. You and the resource people could record brief
discussions for the entire class or for individuals to play back at their convenience. You
could also read verbatim from objective related materials providiro necessary comments
of your own. Edit in comments on a musical or dramatic performance to guide student
analysis. Develop materials with appropriate sound effects and music. Provide audio
materials on cassettes. Provide earphones so a number of students can be using different
audio materials at the same time. Allow students to record their own practice materials
for repetitive drills. PrOvide pronunciation models for speech and lang age instruction.

' 4. Educational and Commercial Radio Programs

your students. Many
programming over their
use.

Live or delayed broadc0 radio programs are
frequently a source of useful Material either during or
after school. News broadcasts provide
up-to-the-minute coverage of current events for group
and individual analysis. Some l'nusic broadcasts can be
used to provide a broad rangeiof musical exposure for

universities and school districts also broadcast educational
own radio stations. Record important events for later student

\-1
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5. "4,Audio to Accompany Other Media

One obvious example in thip category is the teacher'
talking at the same time he is using other media such
at the chalkboard., overhead projector, objects, etc.
Another example is the use of audio .tape recorded
narration while viewing a filmstrip, slide set, or
studying objects, etc. Both provide a means of

adapting other media to the requirements'of your objectives and students.
. .

Consider this audio tape example: Student sits down at a study table with a group of
objects and a set of still pictures. He listens to,0 tape on which you compare the objects
to the pictures as he works toward an object-naming classification or rule objective, At ,

times he is instructed to turn off tape and solve a problem. After he completes the
problem, he turns the recorder back on and listens to your discussion of a possible
solution.

In evaluation, short .audio dramatizations could be played for analysis, with key
points illustrated with still pictures. Voices and sounds produced by musical instruments,
animals, etc. could be recorded and played back during a student evaluation session.
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E. WRITTEN WORDS AND SYMBOLS

1. Text arid Reference Books

Cross- reference specific sections of commercially
pUlilished texts to your objectives. Indicate thosepublished

that should be skimmed for key ideas.
Reconsider having students read all of a text just
i)ecause it might be "good for them." Obtain a copy
;

.of the teachers' guides published in connection with
;your texts.

Make av'ailabie a number df supplementary books covering the same material.
Chances 'are that while one texi might not have great appeal to some students, the
approach another author uses Might get through. Cross reference the supplementary
books and materials with the objectives. Emphasize (if you mean, it) that you aren't
concerned about having your students merely read .material, but rather, you are
concerned. about helping themi reach the stated objectives. Introduce them to the
alternative materials and tell them how to use them.

2. Workbooks

Workbooks provide valuable student response and
self-check opportunities. Many workbooks are
published to accompany textbooks. Check with
publishers of school-adopted texts for companion
workbooks or try independent workbook publishers.
Teachers can easily prepare their own workbooks'to

adapt a text and other materials to their objectives and students. Teacher-produced
workbooks don't have to be elaborate. Decide which objectives lend themselves to

'Workbook type exercise and written responses. Include objectives and guide students to
sources or information .needed to achieve them. Also, include information not found
elsewhere or needed to clarify other sources. Include exercises of increasing difficulty, all
related to the objectives, and provide answers or model solutions. Ask students to hand in
completed workbook so you can keep track of difficulties they are having.
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3. : Periodicals

ti

Magazines and newspapers are a valuable source of
current information for reference, analysis, and
background.material: The public library and the
schools' instructional media center are probably the
best' sources of current newspapers and magazines.
Parents are often glad to get rid of back issues. ACcess

to the Readers' Guide and other periodical indexes is essential if students are to locate
specific types of materials. The teacher and students could start a clipping file of articles
and illustrations from pe'riodicals for future use. Students could be challenged to locate a
number of examples from periodicals illustrating certain concepts and the application of
specific principles in areas such as government, economics, or human affairs.

ti

4. Teapher Prepared Handouts

l

Handouts are often prepared for specific objectives to
present the required information, guide individual,
study and practice, and inform students of objectives
and evaluation,pr9cedures. With handouts, additional
instruction not found in the text, or conveniently
located in other sources can be made available to

students. P oyide information required to motivate and effectively guide the individual
practice of yore students. Keep extra copies of single sheet handouts and print your own
workbook when u are ready. Next time you give a test, run off the number of copies
that you need for s dents, fill in the tesfyourself.on the duplicating master, and run. ff
additional copies. Whe student hands in his completed test, give him the .filledin test\sheet to provide immediateedback.

0
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5. Printed Materials to AccompanyOther Media

Written Instructions"or infor-mation are often needed
to accompany the use of some other media. Provide
descriptions of objects, pictures, films Sand- audio
materials on handouts to precede their use. ,Check
with the instructional media center fOr copies of
booklets and leaflets that were prepared for use with

films, filmstrips, records, models and other instructional materials. Develop special
handout response sheets to help students structure note-taking during a complex
presentation, demonstration, film viewing, or while listening to an audio tape. Hand or
machine letter labels for displays and bulletin board. Cover labels with flaps if student is
to practice identifying. them. He can lift flap to check his response. Talk to your media
specialist about lettering guides and duplicating processes available for your use.

4,
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Appendix II

INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA RESOURCES INVENTORY

, School Date

Department, curricular area or grade

Person conducting inventory ' -

I

-1.
1

A. OBJECTS

r

.
.

1 .
PRODUCTION Materials

ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE on hand

AVAILABLE NEEDED AVAILABLE , or mull
.

1. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ..

1

1. Single Objects
2. Collections or Objects
3. Dioramas

"4. Models
5. Mock-ups
6. Globes (world, moon, etc.)
7. Other
q. Other

B. STILL PICTURES

1. Flat Pictures
,

2. Pidture Packets
-3. --35mni glides
4. 2-Y4 x 4 Lantern Slides-
5. Filmstrips
6. Overhead Transparencies
7. Maps
8. Charts and Posters
9. Bulletin Board _Materials

10. Flannel Board Materials
11. Other
12. Other

/

th

r

4
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C. "'MOT,ION PICTURES

1. Prints of 16mm Films
2. Prints of 8mm Reel -Films
3. 8mm Film Cartridges
4. Television Videotapes
5. Other

D. AUDIO MATERIALS

L.
1.. Disc Recordings
2. Tape Recordings (reel-to-reel)
3. Tape Recordings (cassette)
4. Other

-E. PRINTED MATERIALS,

1. Books
2. Reference Books
3. Pamphlet File
4. Newspapers
5. Magazines
6. Handduts
.7. Microfilm

Other

F. OTHER MATERIALS

1

4

PRODUCTION Materials

ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE on hand

AVAILABLE NEEDED AVAILABLE or seeded

I

I-

I

ir

/
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II. INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA EQUIPMENT

A. 'PROJECTORS

1. 16mm Sound
2. 8mm Reel Type (sound)
3. 8mm Reel Type (silent)
4.' 8mm Cartridge (sound)
5. 8mm Cartridge (silent)
6. 35mr'n Slide
7. 35mm Slide/Sound
8. 3% x 4. Lantern Slide
p. Filmstrip

10. Filmitrip/Sound
11. Combination Slide and Filmstrip
12. Lantern Slide-
13. Overhead
4. Opaque
5. Other

1 . Other

B. AUDIO EQUIPMENT

1. Record Players (phonographs)
Reel-to-reel-rape Recorders

3. ,Caisette Tape Recorders
*.4.' Radios
5. Public Address Systems
6. Extension Speakers
7. Other
8. Other

C. TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

1. Television Recdivers
2. Television Cameras .

3. TV Videotape Recorders
4:
5.

NUMBER

NUMBE$ ADDITIONAL

, AVAILABLE NEEDED

D

Comments
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NUMBER

NUMBER, ADDITIONAL
. AVAILABLE NEEDED

D. EQUIPMENT FOR LOCAL PRODUCTION

1. Spirit,Duplic'ator
2. Mimeograph Duplicator
S. Offset Reproducer
4. Thermal Copier
5.
6.
7.

8.

E. MISCELLANEOUS

1. Projection Screens
2. Projection Stands
32 Extension Cords
4. Portable Chalkboards
5. Portable Easels
6.
7.

8.
a

Comments

III. RESOURCES FORIDEVELOPING ADDITIONAL MEDIA SKILLS

A. Name of Media Specialist in School

.
B. Location of Media Resources Center in School

C I nservice Media I nstruction.Available? Yes No Needed

D. Profe0onal Media Periodicals Available in School:

.,
1. Audiovisual Instruction
2. Audiovisual Communication Review
3. Educational Screen
4. Educational Technology

.5.
6.
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E. Books Available on Instructional Media:

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

4,

a

IV. MISCELLANEOUS NOTES AND.COMMENTS

I
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